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To my mother in rrmvriam 
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It is not the rrere existence of deviant 
sulxultural therres that is notable, for they 
are \-\ell-nigh universal, but rather the fOITr6 
they may take, the values they embody, and 
the emotional attachrrent they inspire. 

J arres Scott WmpJlls if the Wmk 

We speak 
for the sarre reason 
that 
the flo\-\ers bloom 
that the Stm sets 
that the fruit rifX"DS 

because temples built 
to honour myths 
Il1USt cnnnble 
as the dawn breaks 

tvferle Collins Brolllse the DaUJl Brrnks 
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This dissertation seeks to anal~ insubordination and resistance manifested in postcolonial and 

postapartheid poetry as ways of subverting dominant Western discourses. l\1ore specifically, I 

focus my analysis on textual strategies of resistance in the poetry of Linton K \\eSi Johnson and 

Lesego Rampolokeng. The syncretistic quality in the oeuvres of both poets is related to diaspora, 

hybridity and crealisation as fonns of writ[h]ing against (neo)colonially-based hegemonic 

discourses. Postcolonial critiques at large will frame this analysis of strategies of domination and 

resistance, but some discussions from the domain of history, sociology and cultural studies may 

also enter the debate. In this regarcL there is a great variety of theories and argurrents dealing 

with the contradictions and incongruities in the question of poV\er relations interconnecting 

domination and resistance. 

This study is arranged in three pivotal debates. There is firstly an in-depth discussion of 

underpinning theories that deal with strategies of domination and resistance in the postcolonial 

domain This is a threefold task carried out by scrutinising (a) the origins of colonial discourse 

and its binarist tendencies, (b) the pitfalls of anticolonialist resistance based on dualistic 

opposites, and (c) the hybrid and insubordinate nature of resistance as an efficient alternative to 

transcend such binaries. Afterwards I seek to investigate how strategies of diasporic resistance 

and cultural hybridism employed in the poetry of Linton K \\eSi Johnson can contribute to 

moving away from the limitations of dichotomies and also subvert hegemonic poV\er. AncL 

finally, I look at crealisation, mockery and insubordination as strategies of resistance in the 

postapartheid poetry of Lesego Rampolokeng. Besides that, this project is concerned with the 

increasing importance of academic studies on postcolonial literatures. The present research aims 

therefore to anal~ postcolonial and postapartheid poems as strategic techniques to decentre 

dominant Western rhetoric that tries to natura1ise inequalities and injustices in the relations 

betV\een poV\er holders and the poV\edess in both local and global contexts. 

Ke)MOrds: postcolonial theory, postcolonial poetry, colonial discourse, domination, resistance. 
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The p:Jet is he wo, beneath the named, 
constantly expected differences, rediscovers 
the buried kinship=; beh\een thing:;, their 
scattered resemblances. Beneath the 
established signs, and in spite of them, he 
hears another, deeper, discourse, Wlich 
recalls the tirre wen V\Ords glittered in the 
universal resemblance of thing:;. 

Michel Foocault The Order if Thing> 

The main objective of this W)rk is to examine how textual strategies of resistance and subversion 

are employed in contemporary postcolonial and postapartheid poetry as tactical reversals to 

destabilise hegemonic Western discourse. The theoretical anal)Sis in this research will look, on 

the one hancl at the emergence of colonial discourse and its dualistic strategies of domination 

and poV\er control. On the other hancl there is an effort to formulate strategies of resistance as a 

hybricl syncretistic, diasporic, subversive tool employed in postcolonial literature and poetry to 

distort and decentre hegemonic poV\er. This investigation is, thus, an attempt to discuss textual 

tactics of resistance in a kind of politically committed aesthetic that, apart from being a modem 

vanguard of recent postcolonialliterahrres, is a revisionist engagement aiming to shake up the 

grounds of colonial, neocolonial and imperialist rhetoric. 

The anal)Sis continually points out how the verses under examination try to subvert and 

rewrite notions of hegemonic poV\er by counterpoising satirising sabotaging and decentring 

culturally and politically dominant discourses. Such discourses, shall V\e see, are constantly trying 

to neutralise conflicts and naturalise inequalities betV\een dominant and subordinate groups. They 

can manifest themselves, to name a few examples, through classist, racist, linguistic, sexist 

tendencies and so on. They tend to create reasonable justifications for the oppressors' hegemonic 

position by emphasising its superiority in relation to the position of the subordinated. One can 

feel the full V\eight of this anal)Sis by simply bearing in mind that textual discourse is poV\er 

discourse, and so textual strategies of resistance are adiz.e aJunteradions to intervene in the political 
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arena and lay bare injustices perpetrated and perpetuated by (neo)colonial discursive texts and 

practices. 

For that reason, the pages of this V\Ork are devoted to appraising and revising Resistance as 

a postcolonial think-tank in and from the third-V\Orld literary production that challenges the 

Western hegemonic, dominant discourse at global and local levels. I must provide beforehand an 

outline detailing the rationale of this research and how it will be carried out. 

Firstly, a theme inspired by David Spurr's The Rhetoric if empire (1993) has fired my 

enthusiasm for this analysis. The basic principles of discourse of colonialism in Spurr's vievvpoint 

are 'rooted in the very foundations of Western culture', and so 'constitute the discourse of 

imperialism'. As a result, 'imperialism has survived the formal ending of colonial rule, but so has 

colonial discourse' (1993:5). And 'postcolonial', according to Spurr, is a term that sparks off even 

more debate than 'colonial', to a certain degree because of 'the ambiguous relations betv\een 

these tV\O' (1993:6). Hence he refers to postcolonialism in these tV\O ways: 

As an historical situation marked by the dismantling of traditional institutions of colonial fO~r, and as a 
search for alternatives to the discourses of the colonial era. The first is an object of empirical kno~edge
new flags fly, new fOlitical formations corne into being. The second is both an intellectual project and a 
transcultural condition that includes, along with new fOssibilities, certain crises of identity and 
representation 1 

(SplllT 1993:6) 

The sum of these tV\O points proposed by Spurr to define postcolonialism could be 

channelled into one V\Ord: Resistance. In the first case, resistance presents itself as the very praxis 

of guerrilla tactics, armed struggle and political activism carried out by nationalist liberation 

movements. The second case portrays the postcolonial intelligentsia that fU?ls theoretical 

resistance as, perhaps, a never-ending strategy to rectify past and present injustices committed by 

the perpetuation of (neo )colonialism and imperialism In other V\Ords, the key premise that 

guides this investigation is that colonialism does not recede with the flying of new flag; and the 

mere achievement of political independence; the fact is that all postcolonial societies are still 

subjected no matter the extent, to open or subtle forms of neocolonial domination In addition, 

there are many situations in mch internal political elites in postcolonial countries collaborate 

with imperialist intervention and exploitation Seen from this perspective, postcolonialism can 

1 This dissertational text follow; the gramrrntical and s~lling rules of South African English language. Where 
authors are quoted, their 'Mlrds are reproduced verbatim Stylistic and gramrrntical variations are maintained as in the 
original. 
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thus be conceived. in the W)rds of Ashcroft and his colleagt£S, as 'a continuing process of 

resistance and reconstruction' (Ashcroft et al1995:2), and su:h a process can offer us a privileged 

field for rereading and rewriting both colonial discourse and the produ:tion of knowledge of the 

Other. They also employ the term postcolonial to deal with those cultures on w-uch the 

imperialist process had an impact from the mOlrent of colonisation to the present day. The 

reason these authors present is that there is a constant concern about the historical process 

initiated by European colonial intervention. They hint that 'it is most appropriate as the term for 

the new cross-cultural criticism w-uch has emerged in recent years and for the discourse through 

w-uch this is constituted'. Therefore their concern is with 'the W)rld as it exists during and after 

the period of European imperial domination and the effects of this on contemporary literatures' 

(Ashcroft et.al. 1989:2). 

The idea of resistance, in a W)rc\ 'far from being merely a reaction to imperialism, is an 

alternative way of conceiving hlITllaIl history' (Said 1993:260). It additionally bears plural 

meaning> and one may look at and choose among distinct classes of resistance. Some of them 

might be claimed as legitim.'lte and others not. One may correlate resistance acts to terrorist

related activities, or anti-establishment and anti-capitalist riots, or sit-doV'.'l1 strikes, or communist

backed mionism, or merely non-violent organised protests. Similarly the colonial system 

sanctioned as legitimate only certain forms of anticolonial resistance such as moderate 

nationalism, for instance. Perhaps oddly enough, sometimes it is the very hegemonic, imperialist 

poV'.er that makes this selection possible, and V\e can observe, for instance, how third-W)rld 

resistance is recognised as legitimate \\hen it dovetails with human rights discourse. It could even 

be argued that human rights are the only kind of authorised manifestation of resistance today. 

HO\\ever, I do not claim here that resistance through human rights is not legitimate or that 

certain forms of resistance are more 'authentic' or more 'legitimate' than others. The aim is just 

to point out the way imperialist dichotomies and hegemonic PO\\ers constantly infiltrate the 

discourse of resistance. Afterwards I explore if there are altematives to or recodifications of 

resistance in the cultural interstices emerging from the written praxis of socially and pJlitically 

committed postcolonial and postapartheid poetry. 

Accordingly in order to bring forth all the proposals for this debate in a coherent and 

organised sequence of ideas, this dissertation is divided into five chapters. This first one simply 

introduces the debate and preliminary considerations of theories, procedures and analyses. The 

second chapter is a cru:ial one because it provides an in-depth analysis of strategies of 

domination and resistance, as \\ell as establishes the rationale for the main discussion thereafter. 
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The claim of that chapter is that theories and tales of Manichean disputes betv\een and within 

domination and resistance must be continually debated and revised in order to come to tenns 

with complex dual interactions such as self and other, coloniser and colon:ised dominators and 

subordinates and so forth. Hence the need is tackling the problematic of the binary depiction of 

domination and resistance in the postcolonial domain. I further investigate how the notion of 

resistance is insubordinately transfonned by the postcolonial theory itself and as will be 

disctsSed afterwards, the anti-hegemonic discourse of postcolonial/postapartheid poetry. The 

chapter is therefore marshalled in three sections that analyse, respectively, (a) dichotomies and 

strategies of domination employro. by colonial discourse; (b) strategies of anticolonialist 

resistance in the postcolonial world as an extension of binary opposites from the colonial era; 

and finally, (c) a quest for a sort of beyond-the-dichotomic-divide resistance in the Y\Orks of 

recent postcolonial critics \\hose theories on hybridity, mimicry, the third space, V\ffipons of the 

V\eak and so on, this study benefits from 

In the first section, my interest is the intrinsic relation berneen colonial discourse and 

dualistic constructs, a crucial aid to the establishment of hegemonic poV\er since it is the very 

language used as strategies of domination and institutionalisation I explore this topic on tY\O 

levels. On the first one, based on Tzvetan Todorov's anal~ of categories and subcategories of 

'other', I summarise the different fonns of 'othering' inside the systemic nature of colonial 

discourse. On a second level the point of interest is Edward Said's influential concept of 

'orientalism' and the assumption that the European Y\Orld has described the non-European Y\Orld 

according to its wishes of representation and domination Such a retrospective study will help to 

outline the references to and influences of a hegemonic creative process of the 'other', mch is 

decisively the self-definition of ruling Western countries and the maintenance of imperialist 

control to date. HOV\ever, \\herever there is domination there is resistance too. Thus, since 

colonial discourse dovetails with imperialist discourse, as Spurr has observed and imperialism 

and colonial discourse has survived colonialism, so has resistance. Another way to entll1ciate this 

idea is that resistance continues even after the (Lll1)successful production and institutionalisation 

of its goals (natiork,lism does not represent the final goal of the anticolonial struggle, for 

instance). Nevertheless, hegemonic l-1()V\er does not care about this dynamic and V\Ould rather 

contemplate the new national institutions as fLll1ctional incorporations of legal rationality, and 

resistance as a grassroots aberration that must be repressed apace. To some extent the legal 

apparatus and institutionalisation of hegemonic poV\er depends a great deal on resistance. Given 

that imperial pov.l:'r is ever ready to establish the pace of its self -government and obeys no orders 
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or pressures from below, past rebellious heritages and claims of disobedience can quickly be 

turned from serious inconvenience in fXJV\er relations into precious fXJlitical advantage. The age

old strategy of divide and conquer prevails. Therefore the intrinsic links betV\een domillation and 

resistance come up for consideration in the follovW1g section. 

In the second section of chapter II, I observe the sort of tragic reality that resistance must 

face before fXJV\er and how it can be perilously engulfed within the parameters established by that 

to V\hich resistance is opfXJsed. This generates the constant menace that resistance may turn itself 

into a cooperative or co-opted enterprise. The fXJint of departure for this debate is the 

insurrections against unlawful, desfXJtic regiIres during the 1960s and 1970s third-\\Odd revolts. 

Examples of these occurred in Latin America with the fight against dictatorships, and in Africa 

with the struggle of nationalist liberation movements to dismantle the late colonialist campaign. 

The major problem is that after gaining fXJV\er, some of these resistance fronts failed to deliver 

on their promises . .Many of the liberation factions and parties turned into regiIres as oppressive 

and archaic as the toppled ones. Edward Said diagnoses this effect as the 'partial tragedy of 

resistance': i.e. to a certain extent it must \\Ork to recover forms already established, or at least be 

inflU2l1ced or impregnated by imperial culture (1993:253). We will then discuss the question of 

fXJV\er according to Edward Said. Michel Foucault and Frantz Fanon, and try to understand the 

failures of 1960s and 1970s nationalist leaders V\110 have merely substituted themselves for the 

old colonial masters. Nonetheless, the fXJstcolonial \\Odd is now fully aware of this misfiring and 

there are many efforts to rethink a f0n11 of resistance culhrrally based. tviany theorists of social 

movements v.elcome this perspective by nourishing alternative visions of modernity to those 

ones v.hich hegemonic discourse employs to oPfXJse resistance. This will be the focus of 

discussion in the third and last section. 

This closing section maintains that the idea of resistance is not alvvays merely a reaction 

against hegemony, but that it is in reality a complex multitude of alternative visions of social 

relations and. in consequence, of hlmk;1l1 history. This is based on a broad approach to the nature 

of resistance by rejecting an absolute divide berneen resistance and all fOn11S of hegemony. 

Another way to put it is that there is no such thing as an absolute dichotomy berneen modem 

versus traditional, advanced versus primitive, developed versus lmderdeveloped Another 

profXJsition is that to look at forms of resistance as diverse and valid attitudes towards conceiving 

the \\Odd refuSL'S the dogma that resistance, to be legitimate, must V\ork either within existent 

theories about human liberation or as completely 'new', 'tmiversal' paradigms that are applicable 

at any place and time. So the intention will be to rethink strategies of resistance according to 
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hybridism, culhrral syncretism, hidden transcripts, \-\eapons of the \-\eak. This intention will be 

much helped by ideas and theories put forward by critics such as Homi Bhabha and J arres Scott. 

The folloWng chapters will finally discU3S strategies of resistance in the oeuvres of the 

poets under consideration, WlO are tv\Q eminent \t\{)rd artists of the contemporary postcolonial 

literary vanguard They are, respectively, Linton K ~i Johnson and Lesego Rampolokeng. The 

initial focus concerns the \t\{)rk of Linton K ~i Johnson (popularly known as and hereafter 

LKJ), WlO was born in Jamaica, in the Caribbean region, but migrated to the UK Wlen he was 

very )Dung. While still a student in Brixton, South London, during the early 1970s, he started to 

appreciate music and poetry and soon joined a militant, Black Nationalist group inspired by the 

US Black PO\-\er move:rrent. He took part in poetry performances and recitals and produced his 

\t\{)rk with other musicians and poets. LKJ started writing his verses at an early age, and later his 

language became rooted in the speech patterns of Jamaican Creole mixed with so-called dub 

music. His poetic texts are mostly infllHlced by political activism and social engagement. The 

poet is concerned with themes such as anticolonial and anti-imperialist struggle, afro-diasporas, 

Creole languages, state-sponsored violence, migrants and \t\{)rking class conditions. His writing5 

are also intended to depict and reaffirm the presence and infllHlce of the Caribbean diasporans 

in Britain in an effort to broaden the notion of British citizenship according to diversity and 

difference. So the investigation seeks to comprehend how the strategies of resistance and 

subversion employed in his dub poetry can contribute to moving away from the limited binaries 

of colonial discourse, as \-\ell as bringing about new tactics to decentre hegemonic rhetoric. 

The ensuing chapter approaches the \t\{)rk of Lesego Rampolokeng a South African born 

full-time writer and poet. He has been considered a prominent outspoken \t\{)rd artist WlOse 

voice and writing5 bring fresh air to the new, postapartheid South African literary scene. The 

passion and urgency that guide his orally presented texts turn his thoughts into \t\{)rds and sounds 

expressed with and enthusiastic passion that get irony and anger to blend As a poet WlO belong5 

to the 'So\-\eto generation', Lesego Rampolokeng was born in Orlando West, So\-\eto's backyard 

And despite the meaning of his name ('all the best'), he grew up in a quite violent milieu in the 

years of segregation and anti-apartheid struggle. He also took a strong stance against the regime. 

He started writing at an early age and attributed this to the situation of oppression he undement. 

All these circumstances of hardship and struggle against a segregationist system \-\ere crucial in 

later shaping the poet's writing perspectives. Rampolokeng's poetry tackles the problematic of 

po\-\er corruption, social injustices and political deception in present-day South Africa, but 

without losing sight of so many problems accumulated with the past experience of colonisation 
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and racial segregation in the country. His political commitment, hOV\ever, does not only concern 

his country. The SoV\etan poet is an artist connected to his own tiJre and aware that the struggle 

against hegemonic POV\er's abuses is a W)rldwide task 

Furthermore, his artistic links to and influences from various diasporic black artists, 

including Linton K V\eSi Johnson, put his literary achieverrents on the tracks to the new hybrid, 

syncretistic and transnational third-W)rld literature. Concerning the 'very different black Atlantic 

intervention' in the W)rks of South African poets Lesego Rampolokeng and Seitlhamo Motsapi, 

Laura Chrisman asserts that 'their poetry seeks to engage and participate in a radical alternative 

social imagination that embraces international socialism and Third World nationalism in the case 

of Rampolokeng and pan-Africanism in the case of Motsapi' (2006:32). Indeed, Rampolokeng's 

W)rks and performances are critically engaged with South African postapartheid politics, 

economics and society. Internationally, he addresses capitalist exploitation, war and corruption as 

dangerous to societies, and links the responsibility of these threats to those political leaders and 

institutions that collude with an inequitable system He decries therefore several dehumanising 

conditions and socio-economic injustices in both local and global contexts. Thus the analysis of 

crealisation, hybridism and mimicking as an insubordinate strategy of resistance in his poetry is a 

fnritfultask 

The names of Linton K V\eSi Johnson and Lesego Rampolokeng certainly come to the fore 

as representative of a new milieu of vanguardists since 'black diasporans,' in the W)rds of Laura 

Chrisman (2006:29), 'are currently being positioned as a global vanguard, an elite, thus moving 

from the countercultural margins into the centre of modernity'. Both poets produce a sort of 

literature that evokes the construction/reconstruction of the subaltern subject, the articulations 

of the margin, specific contemporary sensibilities to social injustices, and provides tactical 

reversals of subversion and insubordination to defy official rhetoric. Such an approach to 

postcolonial literary representation recognises that Western hegemonic discourse is not the only 

one envoy or authority of modernity, but it is also affected, decentred and reformulated by 

counterarguments or reverse accounts elseooere. 

In addition, as Rusturn Kozain describes it, LKJ's poetry 'is overOOelmingly popular and 

counter-hegemonic in its opposition to some of the dominant, conservative economic and 

political visions of specifically Thatcherite Britain' (1994:9). And in Flora Veit-Wlld's study of the 

carnivalisation and hybridisation of language in the writings of Dambudw Marechera and Lesego 

Rampolokeng V\e learn that Rampolokeng's 'rap poetry' can offer 'an expressive example of the 

syncretistic art that arises out of the multi-ethnic blend of an African city such as Johannesburg' 
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(1999:99). She also considers that Rampolokeng's oeuvre 'fuses influences from Jamaican dub 

poetry with American ghetto rap, jazz and contemporary popular mrnic as \\ell as sorre 

indigenous sounds and rhythms'. Then she quotes De Waal's staterrent that Rampolokeng is 

'putting dub and rap together and adding a touch of the European with the use of rhyming 

couplets ... ' She furthermore considers that 'Rampolokeng's very existence embodies postcolonial 

syncretism' (1999:99). Both poets' vvritings thus afford handy rreans to rethink and relocate the 

concept of resistance in the realm of subversion, hybridity and diaspora. All these similarities 

be~ their politically-engaged W)rks truly justify the comparative approach this dissertation is 

devoted to. 

This apparently favotrrable scenario, hO\\ever, does not rrean that \\e are facing a 

syrruretrical dispute be~n diasporic postcolonial aesthetic and Western hegemony. Certainly 

overpo\\ering Western control still dominates the realm of symbolic representations and 

aesthetics, and it counts largely on international support of publishers, art produ::ers, designers, 

mmufacttrrers, distributors. By contrast, even though LKJ and Rampolokeng have been 

launching poetry collections since, respectively, the late-1970s and the 1990s, their W)rks have 

still been poorly explored in literary debates of the variorn fields of arts and literattrre. So these 

vvriters have not yet received the critical evaluation they deserve, not even the internationally 

acclairred Linton K \\eSi Johnson. Whether that mainstream denial might be a sign of confining 

dub poetry to the margins as 'petit literattrre' or subculttrre, yet the dub poet's communal voice 

has no room for culttrral subservience at all. Thus, an underlying topic in this thesis has to do 

with the me of subterfuge chiefly by postcolonial vvriters to sabotage literary canons and 

traditions in order to create new paradigms that can better reflect their own culttrral origins and 

differences, as \\ell as their literary expressions. 

As for the rrethodology applied to this research it will rely on a comparative socia

historically based literary analysis. The theoretical grounds benefit from postcolonial criticism and 

W)rks in social sciences that address the questions of po\\er relations, colonial discotrrse, 

anticolonialism, decolonisation and resistance. Once \\e have gone through this theoretical 

debate, the next step is the critical readings of the selected corpus. The search for W)rks of both 

poets will be carried out in the print, recorded and virtual media; the critical review will rely on a 

handful of comments and analyses that have been released in papers, online articles, theses and 

interview>. Thereupon, a refined poetry selection will rely on the dual criteria of a dz:ramlo;jml 

nattrre, covering the classic poems of LKJ and Rampolokeng in different phases of their vvriting 

life, and a miho:lolo;jml nattrre, choosing the relevant poems that best sustain the rationale of 
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strategic subversion and resistance to hegemonic poV\er. Later on the exceIpI:S will be tested to 

their limits by revision and repeated rereading so as to accurately ground the argurrents at hand 

The coIpus of verses and subverses (subversion betV\een the lines, or subtextual 

transgression) to be looked at in the present study will take into consideration LKJ's published 

\>\Urks in the late-1970s, 1980s and 1990s, and Rampolokeng's \>\Urks from the 1990s to the 

present. Regarding the deconstructive lyric mood of both poets, some qLBtions arise: What are 

the strategies of domination embedded in the colonial or hegemonic discourse? What are the 

strategies of resistance present in contemporary postcolonialliterahrres and CritiqLB? What sort 

of resistance do LKJ and Rampolokeng bring forth in their respective vvritings? In an attempt to 

investigate as comprehensively as possible such questions, the methodology for this \>\Urk is to 

look first at discourses of domination and then at counterstrategies of resistance that can be both 

read and listened to through the 'oraliture' of LKJ and Rampolokeng 

This research also considers the broadly accepted notion that a text does not exist without 

a context (Said 1979), so a literary anal~is built upon a socio-historical intertextual experience is 

V\elcome. Therefore the comparative approach observes the differences and similarities of styles 

in wuch the t\>\U poets vvrite, apart from looking at particularities of the linguistic and social 

diversity arising from the respective British-Jamaican and South African contexts. This procedure 

will be \>\Urked out taking into account that, besides the fact that the poets come from different 

ex-colonies and colonised experiences, there is a transnational train of thought that crosses their 

poetic discourses in the way their politically-engaged texts tackle the problematic of POV\er-laden 

inequities, even though a great deal of their vvritings are directed to specific social problems in 

their own environment. This method of anal~is will be \>\UrthWUle because it will look 

simultaneously at the general and the particular. This procedure, besides contemplating the 

diasporic issue, will be useful in validating the thesis that these authors, apart from their distinct 

origins, keep in their mindful compositions the dehumanising injustices of local and global 

exploitation. By WJrking with their different vvriting styles, I further intend to tackle the 

problematic of poV\er-laden relations and ideological, mythic (mis)representation imposed by 

hegemonic discourses. The contribution is then t\>\Qfold since it makes an attempt to generate 

more academic debate on these authors, as V\ell as helps to make known a few contemporary 

South African and British-Caribbean verses, subverses and subversions. 

The last chapter proposes to recapitulate and conclude the \\hole discussion in this 

research. The main goals for this closure are calling to mind how this project has been conceived 

and designed, and setting out a slll11!Yla1}' account of the debate, research findings, and 
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perspectives of postcolonial theories and literatures. As a niche of resistance and revision of the 

political distress in the Third World, soch outstanding writing productions are \!\Urthy of 

recognition not just for their literary prestige, but equally for their discussion of emancipation and 

self-detennination of peoples in the current context of global imperialism, neocolonialism and 

globalisation Moreover, these literatures are valuable because of their pertinence in engendering 

the expunging of all sorts of slander that po\-\er holders have imputed to the reputation of 

(post)colonial communities, V\ith the efficient intention of putting people to use and land to 

incorporation 

Besides that, the very act of talking about poetry and literahrre of resistance rreans by itself 

an uphill struggle against literary stasis and conformity, grounding the reference to a literature 

that aims to transgress the limits of myths established by dominant colonial discourse. This 

practice of deconstructing and rewriting is indeed a recognised characteristic of postcolonialism 

And one of the strategies to reach this new approach is through a fictional experiment of 

employing \!\Urds imbued V\ith new rreanings. The writer 000 shares the postcolonial experience 

ends up writing from this new perspective, creating not only a new interlocutor, but also a new 

discourse. This new point of enunciation attempts to address other references that are not 

contemplated in the traditional canon as, for instance, a distinct, cross-culhrral perspective, a 

trenchant sense of history and the sheer declaration of new possibilities. 

A final \!\Urd taking the unfamiliar reading audience into account, it V\ill certainly be useful 

to introduce a brief examination of \!\hat dub poetry is in the chapter addressing LKJ's \!\Urk, as 

\-\ell as the impact of colonialism and apartheid on South African literature and how it has 

infll£nced Rampolokeng's writings, under analysis in the fourth chapter. Such historical 

background V\ill be useful in situating each poet in their different culhrral contexts and 

understanding how it affects their writing production Nevertheless, they do present similarities 

regarding the creativity and employment of verses, subverses and subversions to resist Western 

discursive nahrralisation of exploitation Moreover, the opportunity to develop this research in 

South Africa-a country still undergoing the aftennath of a recent experience of institutionalised 

racism-V\ill be a privileged site for my broadening of perspective ooen dealing V\ith the harsh 

conseql£nces of po\-\er-laden situations of inequality. Finally my reflections on subversions of 

dominant discourse in this \!\Urk V\ill be formulated from an equally engaged social perspective 

and therefore V\ill be uncontained by possible boundaries or distinctions behM:en the 'critical' 

text and the 'creative' text. Here the critical debate is also regarded as an engaged art, and so there 

is room for employing subversive writing in the academic text as \-\ell. 
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Gentle, hidden exploitation is the fonn 
taken by man's exploitation of man 
V\henever overt, brutal exploitation is 
imp:>ssible. 

Pierre Bourdieu Out/in: of the ThmIyof 
PmdiCE 

The general objective in this chapter is to set out the debate on strategies of domination and 

resistance. It has three aims and is organised in three sections. The first considers the ql£Stion of 

colonial discourse through t\M) particular concepts: 'othering' and 'orientalism'. In this regard 

Tzvetan Todorov's and EdVVc1rd Said's theories Mil serve as pJints of departure for the ensuing 

criticism of the dichotomies in the colonial discourse suggested by such concepts. The next 

section focuses on the infiltration of imperialist binaries into the realm of resistance. This Mil be 

scrutinised through the 1960s and 1970s liberation moverrents and their pursuit of liberty from 

relentless colonialist and imperialist encroachment. The failure of these moverrents in achieving 

democratic regimes Wll be looked at with the help of Foucault's and Fanon's discussion on 

pJ\'\er and resistance. Finally, the third section is an analysis of resistance as encompassing a 

complex range of different reactions beyond binary representations. This broadened idea of 

resistance Wll rely mainly on Homi Bhabha's concepts of hybridity and third space, as \'\ell as 

J ames Scott's notion of hidden transcripts. This procedure Wll hrrnish a fOtmdation for the 

pJstcolonial pJetics that emerge in the following chapters. 
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2.1 Colonial Discourse and Rhetoric as Strategies of Domination 

In recent years postcolonial literary studies have engaged in investigations dedicated to the 

analysis and lIDderstanding of how previously colonised cultures have been conceived, evaluated 

and described by Western (especially European) colonisers. The objective is to comprehend the 

structures and flIDctions of \\hat is conventionally termed 'colonial discourse', i.e. the ways of 

thinking and speaking about the colonised \'\Orld The concepts and languages of such discourse 

\-\ere formulated mostly by the dominant, imperialist European \'\Orld in order to deal with and 

relate to their colonies in Asia, Africa, or in the Americas and Caribbean. In short, the \'\Orld is 

gauged lIDder the dominator's eyes. Colonial discourse, as a concept, comprises the lIDequal 

relation of po\-\er that had its heyday in the 19th-cenhny imperial order. It was expressed both in 

descriptive genres such as exploration narratives, travel writing>, colonial administrators' memoirs 

and so forth, as \-\ell as in fictional genres. The common grolIDd in these descriptions is a 

perspective of superior po\-\er, real or imagined, from wuch the observer gazes at the other's 

culture. 

From this authoritative, privileged viewpoint, observers (or colonisers) legitimated their 

descriptions as indisputable and absolute truths. Colonial discourse can thus be considered as an 

expression of the encolIDter bet\-\een tV\O highly different \'\Orlds: Western culture and the culture 

of the community lIDder description/domination This is an encolIDter of realities that existed at 

a certain moment in the colonised \'\Orld and the preconceived images projected by invaders. 

Travel writing>, for instance, are full of such incompetent and self-interested descriptions because 

they became a highly popular literary genre, especially from the 17th to the 19th centuries, a 

period of colonisation and colonial expansionism, particularly the British imperial expansionism 

For a better grasp of the topic of imperial gaze and its projected visions and judgments on the 

colonies, \-\e have first to look at the concept of 'other'. As will be shown, the 'other' plays a 

ftmdamental role in the process of discursive hegemony, mainly \'\hen it comes to the collision of 

different cultures. Tzvetan Todorov and Edward Said are key authors in the discussion of this 

qlBtion 

The Bulgarian, French-based scholar Tzvetan Todorov addresses in Nous et les autres (1989) 

the problem of how one culture or socia-cultural group faces and contemplates another different 
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socia-cultural group that counts as the 'other'. The author is particularly interested in analy.:;ing 

the fonns in wuch the so-called non-civilised or backward culhrres \\ere conceptualised by the 

self-conceited advanced culhrres. So he is concerned in avoiding the dangers of distorted 

universalism and scientism, as \\ell as the pitfalls of relativism, for he is demonstrating how 

theories on human diversity \\ere formulated in the 18th century and then sy.:;tematically 

perverted in the hands of 19th-century theorists so as to justify racism, nationalism and the 

search for exoticism For this reason, Todorov explores the category of 'other', a quite recmrent 

term earlier used in the French intellectual tradition. The author divides this category into distinct 

subcategories and then advances his argument based on the writings of key French thinkers vmo 

have reflected on human diversity, such as Montaigne, Rousseau. Levi-Strauss, Gobineau. 

Tocqueville, among others. The first one is 'etlmocentrism': the overvaluation of one's own 

society, claiming that one's own values are the values and that is enough; i.e. it consists of the 

gratuitous setting up of particular values of one's own society as universal values, but there is 

never a real intention to demonstrate it. The unconscious tendency to project ourselves onto 

others is defined by Todorov as a 'scientific etlmocentrism' (1989:29-31). That was a 

predominant vision regarding the foreign or colonial V\Orlcl and became the basis from wuch 

this V\Orld V\Ould be looked at afterwards (1989:21-34). 

The next subcategory is called 'racism' and \\hat Todorov denominates 'racialism'. Here a 

doctrine of 'races' is formed and it focuses on the behaviour of other raas. 'Racism' implies 

despising them, vmereas 'racialism' aggregates the construction of an ideology to support such 

behaviour. In other V\Ords, racism is an old behaviour vmose extension is probably universal; 

racialism, on the other hancl is a movement of ideas forged in Western Europe, vmose most 

important period goes back to the early 18th until the early 20th centuries. Once the 'facts' are 

established upon a morally superior basis and a scientific determinism, the racialist extracts from 

them a moral judgment and a political ideal Therefore, the subjection of inferior raas, or even 

their elimination, can be justified thanks to accumulated knowledge with regard to 'races'. At this 

point racialism is merged with racism and the theory is put into practice (1989: 133-79). 

According to Todorov, the concept of raer is replaced by that of culture during the 19th 

century and from it derives 'culturalism', wuch is homologous to racialism From the 

combination of etlmocentrism and racism, as the author claims, errerges 'scientism'. This 

category he considers as not less perverse, 'et probablement plus dangereuse, car on n'est pas 

SOlNent fier d'etre ethonocentriste, alors qu'on peut s'enorgueillir de professer une philo sophie 

"scientifique"' ['but probably even more dangerous, since one may not be proud of being 
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ethnocentric, whereas there are those who take pride in professing a "scientific" philosophy] 

(1989:35). Here the study of humankind is part of the study of nature, mingling in only one 

concept both morality and human nature. From this assumption emerged a great interest in 

'scientific' observation of nature in its 'pmest' forms, always having the 'savage' in the spotlight. 

It is imp:>rtant to underscore that the methodology was direct observation, be it in the original 

place of the 'savages', or in the very European land with the displacement of some 'species'. The 

inclu:;ion of human sciences in the natural sciences implies the immediate reduction of the 

human being to the condition of object. 

It is also relevant to understand that 'exoticism' and 'primitivism', twJ other categories 

under analysis, carry a strong self-criticism on the part of the observer, manifesting itself as an 

over-idealisation of the 'other' based on the myth of the noble savage. Todorov (1989:355) 

defines exoticism as 'a form of relativism' symmetrically opposed to nationalism: 'dans les deux 

cas, ce qu' on valorise n' est pas un contenu stable, mais un pays et une culture definis 

exclu:;ivement par leur rapport avec l'observateur. C'est Ie pays auquel j'appartiens qui detient les 

valeurs les plus hautes, quelles qu' elles soient affirme Ie nationaliste; non, c' est un pays dont la 

seule carach~ristique pertinente est qu'il ne soit pas Ie mien, dit celui qui professe l'exotisme.' ['in 

each case, what is valorised is not a stable content but a country and a culture defined exclusively 

by their relation to the observer. The values of my own country, whatever they may be, are 

superior to all others, the nationalist proclaims. No, the exoticist replies, the country with 

superior valLB is a country whose only relevant characteristic is that it is not my own.'] It is thu:; 

a relativism that eventually has been trapped under a quandary of judgement (\\e are better than 

the others; at the same time, the others are better than ours). HO\\ever, in this context the 

definition of the entities that compares them, '\\e' and the 'others', remains purely relative. It is 

rather a criticism of oneself than a valuation of the other, rather a formulation of an ideal than a 

description of a reality (1989:355-76). 

Hitherto, \\e have seen that different forms of 'othering' are possible. We can insert the 

'other' into different time lines: into the past, or into eternity. It is possible to describe the 'other' 

as an entire person as \\ell as a set of parts (face, limbs, feet), focusing the 'other' as an 

assemblage of oddness rather than a full human being. Furthermore, it is possible to describe the 

'other' as a country or nation, referring to its smells, colours, filth, problems and incapacities, as 

though the nation \\ere an individual under observation Evidently, such methods of 'making the 

other' V\{)rk as restrictions on the text, so that authors less describe this 'other' than create or 

invent it based on their oV\n preconceived ideas. This process falls inevitably into huge, 
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stereotyped generalisations that engender the chief ideological mechanism of discrimination and 

domination that culminated in colonialist intervention 

To address the question of how the other is seen implies situating this debate within a 

broader, more general context, by incorporating the concepts of orientalism and colonial 

discourse. Edward Saict in his seminal text Orientalism (1979/2003), postulates that the non

European \'\Orld has been described in such a way that it represents \\hat the European \'\Orld 

wishes it to represent. Therefore, it has been more 'produced' than described. Said denominates 

this process of redefinition of relations betv\een European cultures and their colonies as 

'orientalism'. This concept represents the vision Western Europeans had of the oriental \\Orld 

under their rule. Hence 'orientalism' is a 'distribution of geopolitical awareness into aesthetic, 

scholarly, romantic, sociological, historical, and philosophical texts; it is an elaboration of a \\hole 

series of "interests'" (2003:12). It is thus an elaboration not only of one basic geopolitical 

distinction (the \'\Orld comprises tV\O unequal halves, East and West), but also of a great series of 

'interests'. It represents an eagerness to grasp, control, manipulate and incorporate \\hat is an 

overtly different or alternative \'\Orld It is above all a discourse that is not at all direct and 

correspondent to the relation with sheer political po\\er, but it is more elaborated and exists in an 

unequal exchange with several sorts of po\\er (1979:2).2 

From this perspective arises a dependent po\\er relation betv\een the dominant European 

countries and the non-European dominated. This relation has been presiding over Western 

culture and politics for a long time now. Orientalism and the discourses emerging from it are 

neither a myth nor an invention, only 'a sign of EUROPEAN-ATLANTIC POWER over the 

orienLa created body of theory and practice in \\hich, for many generations, there has been a 

considerable material investment' (1979:6).3 In other \'\Ords, by maintaining the concept of '\\e' 

(Europeans, \\hite, civilised) and 'others' (non-Europeans, coloure<:t savages), a hegemony in 

inter-colonial relations has been maintainect \\hich contributes to legitimate Europe as superior. 

To study the functioning of orientalism it is necessary to call to mind a priori that it is not 

possible to separate authors from their contexts, nor circumscribe the interests of Western 

Europeans as a creation of an imperialist culture. Ahnost all 19th-century authors, as Said has it, 

\\ere extraordinarily aware of the fact of the empire, from John Stuart Mll to Karl Marx 

2 It is important to stress that even though Said refers to the European vision towards the Orient, or rmre 
specifically the Middle East region, the concept of Orientalism can be applied to the Third World as a mole. What 
counts here is the look that has taken by European imperialist countries upon the rest of the dominated, 
(post)colonial \\Orld 
3 With regard to this jXlint, it is \\Orth noticing that textual. jXlV\er should not be seen as a reflection of any other sort 
of poV\er, be it economic or jXllitical, but as the poV\er manifestation itself. Therefore texts are relations of POV\ef. 
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(1979:14). Thus the empire had a particular presence that should not be seen as the expression of 

an imperialist plot, but as a reference, as a point of definition, as a place of travelling, a sotrrce of 

richness and services easily taken for granted. The empire \!\Orks in the greater part of 19th

centtrry E trrope as a complex ideological configuration; and imperialism and the novel are 

therefore intrinsically correlated. The normative pattern of narrative authority of the imperialist 

ideology and the novel notrrished each other (e.g. the fictional hero and heroine representing the 

relentlessness and energetic trait of the enterprising botrrgeoisie, on the one hand; and the 

depicted servants in the big houses, >\hose servitude is treated carelessly, taken for granted, >\ho 

are rarely named, studied, anal~ or developed, on the other). Thus, Said observes else>\here, 

without the empire there \!\Ould be no E trropean novel, >\hich is finally a product of botrrgeois 

society (1993:82-4). 

In short, if orientalism anal~ the Western E trropean view of the Orient, colonial 

discotrrse incorporates not only the general view of colonisers-->\hether from France, Britain, 

the United States or >\herever-towards the \!\Odd under their domain, but also the discotrrse 

that such perspectives produce. Peter Hulme \VclS one of the first authors to search for a 

definition of the concept of 'colonial discotrrse' and to highlight its importance. According to 

him, colonial discotrrse is 

[A]n ensemble of linguistically-based practices unified by their comrron deployrr'fllt in the managerrent of 
colonial relationships, an ensemble that could combine the most fonnulaic and bureaocratic of official 
docurrents ... \\ith the most non-functional and unprepossessing of romantic novels. 

(Hulrre 1992:2) 

By means of the colonial discotrrse, a great deal of the \!\Odd \VclS produced or created by and for 

Etrrope. More recently, other authors have been looking at new and varied aspects of orientalism 

and colonial discotrrse. 

Timothy Mtchell (1992) interprets orientalism as part of the process in Wlich EtrrOpe 

organised the \!\Odd according to her own necessities. Nicholas Dirks (1992) in ttrrn adds that by 

establishing a new S)8tem of complex relations of \!\Orld po~r in the 17th and 19th centtrries, it 

\VclS necessary for E trrope to create a safe nation-state. That \VclS accomplished by means of its 

colonial knOw.edge in the \!\Odd, Wlich \VclS obtained through the process called orientalism 

Thus colonialism and orientalism represent a culttrre of control and superiority that defined and 

fraIred international relations especially in the 19th and early 20th centtrries. Lisa Lo~ reaffirms 

this posttrre by pointing out that 'studies of colonialist discotrrse have suggested that a coherent 
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and dominant European colonial identity is represented and justified m tenns of the 

subordination of non-European cultural and racial differences' (1991:22). 

Having said that, the common grotmd among all these analyses is the reference to a 

hegemonic creative process of an 'other', \-\hich is crucial to the self-definition of dominant 

Western nation-states. David Spurr (1993) adds that the cultural situation of colonialism can be 

tmderstood as the imposition of a minority on a majority, a ITeans of legitimating the supposed 

moral, technological, cultural, or political superiority. This subjection of the majority as a tool for 

the minority's sake is reinforced by the ideology and might enclosed in the written representation 

and justification of the text. As a matter of fact, the author goes to the roots of the culture of 

dominatiol\ \'\hen he observes that 

Culture and colonization are etyrrologically as >\ell as historically related; both derive from the Latin aiere: to 
cultivate, to inhabit, to take care of a place. The Latin IDlol11/S designated both a farrrer or hllibandman and a 
rrember of a settlerrent of Roman citizens, or mania, in a hostile or new.y conqt£red country (OED), Mille 
adh01l referred both to tilling the soil and to refinerrent in edu:ation and civilization 

(Spurr 1993:5) 

So these 'hostile' domains >\ere regarded as propitious terrains to the colonialist discursive 

constru:tion of the colonised as 'a population of degenerated types on the basis of racial origin, 

in order to justify conquest and to establish systems of administration and instru:tion' (Bhabha 

1994:70). It inscribes a form of 'govemmentality', as Bhabha claims, that 'in marking out a 

"subject nation", appropriates, directs and dominates its various spheres of activity' (1994:70). 

SoITe of its practices recognise the difference of race, culture and history as being elaborated by 

stereotyped kno\\iedge, racial theories and administrative colonial experience. Upon this basis it 

institutionalises a rank of political and cultural ideologies that are prejudicial, discriminatory, 

vestigial, archaic, mythic, and \-\hich are decisively recognised for all that. By 'recognising' the 

native population in these terms, discriminatory and authoritative fonns of political control are 

considered appropriate (Bhabha 1983:9). 

As a result, a space of tmequal poV\er relations eITerges in the colonial context, and the 

colonial discourse authorises and legitimates su:h a space.4 David Spurr describes the colonising 

process as 'a form of self-inscription onto the lives of a people \'\ho are conceived of as an 

extension of the landscape'; to both the coloniser and the writer 'it becomes a question of 

4 See also Timothy Mtchell (1992) and EdWcU"d Said (1979) about the creation of po>\er and know.ec!ge byrreans of 
orientalism 
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establisrung authority through the demarcation of identity and difference' (1993:7). In 

consequence of that, the differentiation beffieen author and subject (or native) is crucial became 

it legitimates po\-\er and the ideology promoted. So that such a thing V\Drks efficiently, a radical 

and extrerre differentiation is necessary. The definition of 'other' is not always clear and simple 

though. There is a dichotomy in the perception of the colonised subject. This 'other' is, on one 

hand, a savage but, on the other hand, it is an obedient, sexual servant; even though innocent and 

foolish, mystic and primitive, a liar and a manipulator; the 'other' is totally strange and represents 

the unknown and is in tum a 'fixed' reality. ThlS, it is predictable, tmehangeable and incapable of 

developing and modernising itself. Such a dichotomy WJrks to deny the colonised subject the 

capacity for self-government, legitimating therefore the colonising mission It is necessary to 

emphasise that the basis of this order lies in the created images and not in the deep knowledge of 

the colonised subjects (Bhabha 1983, Todorov 1989, Williams 1994). 

Several other authors, in the domain of postcolonial studies and elseWtere, have been 

addressing the question of dichotomy and binary oppositions in colonial discourse. In fact, the 

examination of notions of subject-object and the relationship betV\een these dichotomised parts 

can be carried out in several literary WJrks that voice colonial discourses. In his essay No-nun's 

land: Nuruddin Farah's links and the SfXliE of rmw10nial alietution (2008), Caruba explores how the 

'epistemological division' organises and polarises the order of things in both rural and urban areas 

of colonised Africa The former space is depicted by Somali novelist Nuruddin Farah and other 

writers as a locus of tradition, culture, collectivity and homogeneity; the latter is a representation 

of modernity, citizenship, individuality and heterogeneity. In this regard, Ashcroft et al argues 

that, '[ c ]olonialism could only exist at all by postulating that there existed a binary opposition into 

W'lich the WJrId was divided'. Hence the progressive organisation of an empire 'depended upon a 

stable hierarchical relationship in W'lich the colonized existed as the other of the colonizing 

culture'. Therefore, the notion of the savage could exist 'only if there was a concept of the 

civilized to oppose it'. ThlS it follow> that 'a geography of difference was constructed, in W'lich 

differences \-\ere mapped ... and laid out in a rretaphorical landscape that represented not 

geographical fixity, but the fixity of poV\er' (1998:36). 

Observing how the fonnation of identities takes place, Said comments in Orientalism that 

[The construction of identity] involves establishing opposites and "others" >\hose actuality is always subject 
to the continuous interpretation and re-interpretation of their differences from "us". Far from a static thing 
then, identity of self or of "other" is a much W)rked-over historical, social, intellectual, and political process 
that takes place as contest involving individuals and institutions in all societies .... It should be obvious in all 
cases that these processes are not mental exercises but urgent social contests involving such concrete political 
iss1.e; as irrunigration laWi, the legitimization of violence and/or insurrection, the character and content of 
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education, and the direction of foreign policy, mch very often has to do with the designation of official 
enemies. In short, the construction of identity is bound up with the disposition of povwr and povwrlessness 
in each society, and is therefore anything but rrere academic WlOl-!?f1thering. 

(Said 2003:332) 

So the subject and object in postcolonial societies integrate into a hierarchy in wuch the 

oppressed is settled according to the oppressor's supposed and imposed moral superiority. In this 

order of things and ideas, 'it is not the colonialist Self or the colonized Other, but the disturbing 

distance in-bemeen that constitutes the figure of colonial otherness' (Bhabha 1994:45). In order 

to narrow such distance and hierarchy, it is essential that the subject recognises the other also as a 

subject in their own cultural environment, since according to Abdul JanMohamed 'genuine and 

thorough comprehension of otherness is possible only if the self can somehow negpte or at least 

severely bracket the vallB, assumptions, and ideology of his culhrre' (1995:18). 

In this respect it is V\Orth recalling Wlat T odorov has said in The ConqutSt of A rn:rim about 

the moral teaching of the Spanish occupation: 'unless grasping is accompanied by a full 

acknowledgment of the other as subject, it risks being U3ed for purposes of exploitation, of 

"taking", knowledge will be subordinated to PO\\er' (1992:132). In other V\Ords, the coloniser, 

facing a new, 'alien'reality, could theoretically choose either difference or identity. If he chooses 

identity, he V\Ould recognise differences and V\Ould acknowledge the other in conformity vvith his 

own vallB, but if he chooses difference, he V\Ould look at differences and V\Ould judge the other 

according to his own paradigms, a Wc1y of shovving no respect to diversity. As long as the 

coloniser chose difference, the result Wc1S a :Manichaeisrn of ideology, binary opposites and 

dichotomy. In fact the colonialist European Wc1S less inclined to establish an equal relationship 

vvith the other than to consider him/her as subaltern only because he/she Wc1S different. 

The material assessed thus far is sufficient to reckon the impact of the 'other' in the debate 

arotmd colonial discourse. HO\\ever, even if this qlBtion has been vvidely scrutinised from many 

and different perspectives, there is still a lot to look at, especially in the effort to overcome the 

binarist trap it involves. Patrick Williams, for instance, postulates that both orientalism and 

colonialism create categories of knowledge presented as tmique and tmquestionable truths. 

Orientalism, as an accessory of colonial control, is pre-eminently botmd up vvith the production 

of several categories of knowledge on 'the natives': historical, linguistic, religious, moral and 

political. Such knowledge is most often presented in the form of an audacious synthesis, tmiversal 

parameters and tmchangeable truths about the Orientals. And one of its obviolli effects is the 

capacity to exactly say how they will or not behave themselves. This, being a product of their 
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eternally unchangeable oriental society, means that they have been behaving in exactly the sarre 

W<ly throughout the centuries (Williams 1994:486). 

David Spurr (1993) in tum supports such a proposition by arguing that there are different 

'rhetoric modes' that W)rk to set up a place from \-\hich it is possible to speak and maintain the 

colonial authority. These modes can be mixed up and coincide with each other as in the case of 

administrative discourse, jolllTlalism, novels, travel writing" and so forth. All of them, as he 

claims, are part of the 'landscape' in \-\hich the relations of colonial po~r are develop.rl It is 

also fundamental for this study to realise beforehand that both colonial po~r and colonial 

discourse are not fixed monoliths. Even though colonial discourse, as Spurr has it, may be 

inflt£ntial to this day, it is neither unmistakable in significance nor immutable in the face of 

historical pressures. The theories on colonial discourse and orientalism have therefore been 

widely criticised and it is necessary to illustrate this point. 

Many authors have challenged Said for his simplification and generalisation regarding V\hat 

is said by the 'orientalists'. The creation of a concept such as orientalism, \-\hich covers a long 

historical path and includes a multitude of writers, denies the diversity of texts and authors. 

Dennis Porter, for instance, formulates qte;tions like these: Can anyone at any time speak of a 

unified Western discourse, even in a specific historical moment, and less throughout the course 

of centuries of historical change? Should one not at least speak of varieties of discourses about 

nationality and class that shed light on all sorts of overdetermined cultural products? In short, is 

not the theory of discourse in its pure form subject to the ~ight of essentialism and insensitive 

to historical fundaments? (1994:154). 

In her effort to scrutinise orientalism as a monolithic construct of the Orient as the Other 

of the Occident, Lisa Lo~ argt£s that orientalism is by definition something heterogeneous, full 

of contradictions and constantly changeable. According to her, a discourse such as the colonial 

discourse is not a set of fixed law; externally iJrlt:Dsed upon individuals, but has to do with a set 

of variable conditions that regulate a range of possible articulations at any moment. In each 

articulation the set of conditions include not only changes in the means of regulation, but also 

modification of these means and the relations of representation, changes in the frequencies and 

modes of articulation, fluctuations in locus and register and finally, qmting Foucault, 'partially or 

totallynewstatements ... in accordance with \-\hich it can be modified' (1991:14). 

Hence it is necessary to look at orientalism and colonial discourse according to the 

heterogeneities that constitute and redefine them To conceive of orientalism as a simple and 

urriformed expression of imperialism is to deny the intrinsic and basic heterogeneity of any 
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discursive system Accordingly LoV\e maintains that discursive formations are never singular: 

Discourses operate in conflict; they overlap and collude; they do not proclu:e fixed and unified 

objects' (1991:8). That is to say, one cannot so easily speak of 'binary oppositions', of blacks and 

\\hites, of good and evil, of conqt£rors and conquered, as Said's thesis may suggest. The 

dichotomy proposed by Said and others cannot therefore be assumed without any questioning 

According to LoV\e, a stance taken like Said's COIlB to reinforce the imperialist system that he 

himself aims to criticise because su::h a stance ends up legitimating the same poV\erful hegemony 

that it intends to condemn and, by means of the negation of varieties and differences, refuses to 

recognise possible resistant forces that could emerge. That is to say, since 'logics of domination 

and subordination are embedded within binary conceptions of difference', 

One risks certain dangers in continuing to essentialize notions of either the Other or its foe the dominant 
discourse. Not only does the essentializing of otherness inadvertently valorize, by further enunciating, the 
povwrful hegem:mies it seeks to criticize, but also theories that create rmnoliths of managing discourses 
greatly underestimate other points and positions of struggle and resistance or:erating in a sJ=€Cific hegermny 
at any rmIrel1t. The view that a dominant discourse produ:es and manages otherness, univocally 
appropriating and containing all dissenting positions within it, underestimates the tensions and contradictions 
within any discursive terrain, the continual play of resistance, dissent, and accommodation Most important, 
this lJFe of dominant discourse theory minimizes the significance of counterrepresentations and 
countercultures, and continues to subSUIre the resistance of emergent or minority positions to apparently 
dominant fonmtions. 

(Lovw 1991:24-5) 

It is thus important to recognise the existence of conflictive vievvpoints within the colonial 

discourse. This is ooere points of challenge and resistance lie. It is always possible to resist the 

forces that forbid for it is not a determination Both Porter's qt£ries and LoV\e's argtrrnentation 

are therefore quite relevant to this dissertation. The V\Qrth of an analysis of discourses and 

concepts su::h as colonial discourse is still undeniable to studies su::h as this one; nonetheless, if 

the aim is to move beyond dichotomies, it is necessary to incorporate the existent diversities and 

heterogeneities in this arena of rhetorical strategies of subversion and resistance. So the main goal 

in this research is to emphasise the significance of counterrepresentations and countercultures by 

demonstrating that postcolonial and postapartheid poetry are privileged loci of literary resistance, 

subordination and vanguardism to disrupt the inflt£nce of dominant discourses. And su::h 

discourses are not seen as fixed and unified at any time. As V\e shall see, both Linton K V\eSi 

Johnson and Lesego Rampolokeng inveigh against different sorts of dominant discourses, at local 

and global levels. In this case, this dissertation also contributes to subvert and contradict 

postcolonial critiques such as those ones of Ashcroft et al; ooen commenting on Spivak's Can the 
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subaltern SJWk? they observe that 'one cannot construct a category of the 'subaltern' that has an 

effective 'voice' clearly and unproblermtimlly audible above the persistent and multiple echoes of its 

inevitable heterogeneity'. And '[Spivak's] conchEion is that for "the true" subaltern group, ¥\hose 

identity is its difference, there is no subaltern subject that can "know and speak itself'" (1995:8, 

emphasis original). As will be demonstrated, both poets under anal)Bis use their difference exactly 

to express their vvriting identity, speak for themselves and also give voice to other 'subalterns'. 

Therefore, the main assumption here contends that not only are texts plural and 

heterogeneous, but also the contexts in W"lich they are embedded. Each text is constituted by a 

variety of factors (social, political, economic) that determine its structure and reception For that 

reason, the text cannot be approached from just one perspective, but from a multiplicity of 

factors that condition it. It is necessary then to recognise these particularities and incorporate 

them into the study. Aiming to emphasise the plurality of colonialism LO\-\e, for example, 

defends the study of different forms of colonial discursive expression She points out that the 

colonial can be developed within different contexts such as, for instance, the French and the 

British. In short, neither the text nor the author can be anal~ as coherent entities. Inside each 

text, and even inside each author, there is a set of dispersions and conflicts that is necessary to 

recognise. Colonial texts, as with any other writing are produced vvithin the conflict of several 

discourses. Both are textual conventions, as long as they are texts circulating vvithin a society. 

These various and different discourses can come into conflict among themselves and at the same 

time they can reinforce each other. 

In brief, this first section has observed the forms in W"lich Europeans in previous centuries 

have looked at and conceptualised the colonised countries according to their own motives and 

rationale, W"lich terminates at the complex structures of 'colonial discourse'. Such visions have 

\\Drked many times to justify the presence and the economic, political, social, or cultural 

domination of non-European countries in areas such as Africa, Asia and Latin America As a 

result, before employing these documents as historical sources and then dravving conclusions 

from them regarding the past reality of colonisation, it is fundamental to carry out a specific study 

of their discursive structure as \-\ell as relation to binary opposites. Such an anal~is is not only of 

benefit to historicity, but it also enriches the perspective under W"lich the opposition of 

colonisers and colonised, dominators and dominated, are considered in the past and present. In a 

\\Drld \\here multiple confrontations among cultures are still so frequent, the capacity to know 

and comprehend the looking of one culture upon another is an invaluable tool for the better 

handling of complex cultural relations. Hence to better get at the root of the problem it has been 
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necessary to include an account of the colonial rhetoric of empire and how its dualistic 

oppositions shape the imperial narratives. 

In the next section I will underscore \\hat seems to be the thing that most obscures a good 

understanding of vilat is social life in both colonial and postcolonial contemporary reality. 

Therefore, in spite of decrying the Manichaeism of imperial narratives, the 1960s and 1970s 

liberation movements, for instance, could not perfectly get rid of colonial ideology. Their efforts 

of resistance ~re still tainted YVith the same dichotomist, monolithic colour of colonial 

epistemology, even though this epistemology may assmne new forms in different colonial 

contexts. What appears now are polar oppositions su::h as 'modem versus traditional' and 

I domination versus resistance', as will be shown. 

2.2 Anticolonial Discourse and Strategies of Resistance 

Forms of marginalisation of native peoples across the W)rld marked by contact YVith disparate 

cultures, narratives of expropriation by imperial invaders and their technological mastery have 

been a recurrent motif in canonical W)rks of the postcolonial literatures, su::h as Chinua 

Achebe's Thing; foIl aJXlrt and Joseph Conrad's Hmrt of darkrxss. A good example of the intrinsic 

relations ~ domination and resistance in colonialist enterprises can also be found in lesser

known but no less important postcolonial texts, su::h as Gioconda Belli's La M-ljer habitada ('The 

Inhabited W)man'). La Mqer habitada (2006), the first novel of this Nicaraguan poet and novelist, 

is a storytelling of the indigenous warrior Itza In the narrative Itza draw> a parallel beh\ren her 

past struggle against the Spanish vanquishers and the present guerrilla tactics of the Sandinista 

protagonist Lavinia The lead character Lavinia is a modem W)man 000 studied architecture in 

Europe and then moved back to live and W)rk in Central America Itza, V\ho fought to the death 

during the Spanish invasion of the continent, is now a spiritual entity living in an orange tree in 

Lavinia's yard I tza' s spirit inhabits and accompanies Lavinia in her revolutionary commit:rrent 

YVith the Sandinista National Liberation Front to fight Somoza's dictatorship in Nicaragua. So 

long as this section aims to scrutinise the dichotomist infll£nces of po~r and domination on 

resistance, the folloYVing excerpt from Belli's novel, OOich thematises the very question of binary 
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opposition and dualist struggle, is therefore useful to introduce the topic of discussion Despite 

the fact that the excerpt is somevvhat long, it is Y\Urthy of full quotation: 

The Spaniards said they had discovered a newW)r1d But our W)rld was not new to us. Many generations had 
thrived in these lands since our ancestors, W)rshi~rs of T amagastad and Gppatoval, had settled here. We 
\-\ere nahuatls, but \-\e also spoke chorotega and niquirana; \-\e \-\ere able to rreasure the movement of the 
stars, to write on strips of deer fur; \-\e tilled the soil, \-\e lived in large settlements alongside the lakes; \-\e rned 
to hunt, \-\eave, have schools and sacred parties. 

Who knows w-ut all this territory W)uld be now if they had not killed the chorotegas, caribes, dirianes, 
.. 7 ruqurranos. ". 

The Spaniards said they should "civilise" lB, make us give up "barbarity". But they and their barbarity 
dominated and displaced us. 

In a few ~ they made more human sacrifices than \-\e had ever made ourselves in the history of our 
festivities. 

This country was vastly populated And despite that, in the tV\enty five ~ars of my existence, there \-\ere less 
and less rren; they sent them in huge ships to build a faraway city called Lima; they killed them, the hound 
dogs tore them apart, they hung them in trees, cut their heads off, shot them down, baptised them, and 
prostituted our W)men 

They brought us a strange god wo knew neither our history nor our origins and they wanted us to W)rship it 
in a way\\e \-\ere unable to comprehend 

"And after all, has any goodness remained?" I W)nder. 

l\1en are still on the run. There are bloodthirsty governors. The scene is still one of carnage, the war still 
carries on 

Our heritage of clrumi beating will keep on throbbing in the blood of these generations. 

This is the only thing of ours, Yarince, ffiich has survived: resistance. 

(Belli 2006:104-5; translation mine) 

Itza is narrating the resonance of the Nahuatls resistance against the Spanish empire. She 

WclS the only Y\Uman in her clan mo adamantly decided to join the w.miors in combating the 

invaders; she WclS in love with the chief of the w.mior group, Yarince. She, Yarince and the rest 

of the w.miors strategically ran into the hills trying to hinder the Spaniards from moving forw.mi 

In her recollection of the brutal struggle, Itza rebuts the stereotypes that the autochthon people 

did not fight back against the Spanish imperialism in the American continent and \'\ere 

submissive to the amquistadom;-those blond men with growth of hair on their faces, \\ho WcII1ted 

'to civilise the barbarity' with their ships, beasts and sticks of fire (Belli 2006:73-6). By joining the 

battle side by side with her beloved one, I tza also deconstructs the myth of female passivity at 

that time in history and bring; those events to light from a feminist-rvrarxist perspective. 
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This particular excerpt is also of interest because there is a parallel nnming be~ the 

interstitial relations of the struggle against domination in the colonial and postcolonial periods. 

There are similarities, according to I tza's tale, be~ the war waged against the ronquistad0re3 of 

Central America and the revolutionary political activities in a particular social scenario: the 

struggle against Somoza's dictatorship in late-1970s Nicaragua. Hence the bloodthirsty 

governors' in a dictatorial State are not so different from the Spanish invaders: 'the scene is still 

one of carnage, the war still carries on'. As a matter of fact, from 1978, the Sandinista National 

Liberation Front (FSlN) organised guerrilla tactics and training in the coun~ide and in popular 

areas of l'v1anagua. In May 1979, the Sandinistas started a 'final offensive' against the regime, 

\'\hich combined general strike, popular instrrreCtion, arrred struggle and intense diplomatic 

activities overseas. On the 17th of July, Somoza fled the country and a council of national 

reconstruction took pov.er. The 40-year dictatorship of the Somoza dynasty slaughtered more 

than 50,000 people. 

Eventually the movement of resistance came to povver and another problem arose. The 

Sandinista inner leadership, personified by the Ortega brothers (FSLN fonner leaders), started a 

politics of ideologically-detemrined authoritarianism Soon they v.ere trapped in the net of Cold 

War strategic interests, and became an easy target for US imperialist intervention Nicaragua was 

brought to chaos and war. The very Gioconda Belli, a good-looking daughter of the Nicaraguan 

upper middle class, who had taken part in the Sandinista movement during the struggle against 

Somoza, became afterwards one of the fiercest critics of the authoritarian tendencies under the 

Ortega brothers' rule. In her book on 'memoirs of love and WcIT', The Caunbyunder my skin (2002), 

Belli expresses her disillusionment with the failures of the Sandinista movement. She also 

attributes a great deal of blame to the interventionism the United States has put into action in 

Latin America, based on misguided foreign policies, criminal and dishonest tactics like covert 

wars, attacks on many social project reforms on the continent (not only in Nicaragua but also in 

Guatemala, the Dominican Republic, Chile and Peru, among others). Thus a sad example of a 

movement of resistance and revolt that turns into a subdominant system, at the same time fragile 

and prone to be bogged down by hegemonic pov.er influence. The Sandinista regime was voted 

out in 1990, undermined partly by the United States but also by its own overv.eening mistakes. 

The question that immediately arises is: How can this mirror image be~ domination 

and resistance be possible? This enquiry alone suffices to develop a great deal of discussion to the 

benefit of this v.mk 
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The rising of oppressed people against illegitimate, pro-imperialist goverrurents, in V\hich 

thousands of individuals gave their lives for the carne, was part of 1960s and 1970s third-V\{)rld 

history. In Latin America, as in the previous example, several COtmtries fought against despotic 

dictatorships, many of them promoted and supported by US geo{XJlitical strategies and 

imperialist intervention. In Africa, there was a massive liberation movement searching for 

national independence and the expulsion of European late colonialist encroachment. 

Notwithstanding the wish to reaffirm their own subjectivity in face of an authoritative repression, 

many of the liberation parties and fronts becarre part of a new govenunent representing an 

archaic ideology and practice, V\hich converted the revolutionary leadership into regimes as 

equally oppressive as those which had been previOll>ly toppled The reason for this mirror image 

phenomenon may be better tmderstood with a discussion of some ideas on resistance, {XJV\er and 

domination developed by Said, Foucault and Fanon. 

After the publication of Orientalism (1979), Edward Said carried out the formulation of a set 

of ideas that he had not yet expressed and that V\{)uld provide, fourteen years later, the argtnrent 

for CLdture and inq:x:rialism (1993). In this long-elaborated produ:tion Said show> that imperial 

{XJV\er in its most subtle Wc1y, in the culture, kept a broad grasp upon overseas territories during 

the 19th and 20th centuries. He scrutinises through the prism of literature how the {XJV\er of 

V\{)rds can maintain ideological control over cultures, history, nations and people. The author so 

addresses, on the one hand, how the 19th- and 20th-century Western (specifically European) 

literature speaks of the former colonised V\{)rld; on the other hand, he anal~ the rise of 

0p{XJsitional indigenous texts that \\ere written as individual and collective acts of resistance 

against imperial domination, WlOse pinnacle lies in decolonisation struggles after World War II. 

He also mentions the disappearance of binary oPfXJsitions and the emergence of new 

conceptions su:h as crossing borders, nations and substances. The general and V\{)rldwide 

schema of imperial culture and the historic experience of resistance against the empire are, thus, 

the tV\O main lines of discussion that frarre the V\{)rk 

In Orienltzlism Said is not concerned with the topic of resistance to colonial domination. His 

intention is basically to describe and analyse {XJ\\er fonnation and development, and also its 

correlation with the knowedge in an imperial context. In Odture ant inq:x:rialism, by contrast, he 

decides to tackle the problem of resistance, and one of the important critiqt£S he bring" to the 

hegemonic system of Western thinking (also including the critical debate), is that rarely are the 

theories of liberation writers acknowedged with the authority and tmiversalism of their 

contemporary cotmterparts, mostly \\eSterners. To call this order of thing" to mind he makes a 
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comparison betv\een Frantz Fanon and Michel Fou:ault. He launches a critique of Fou:ault that 

cannot be read as totally fair, but can be useful to develop some questions. Thus the author 

invites us to 

[ejonsider the roughly contemporary W)rk of Michel Foocault and Frantz Fanon, both of \\hom stress the 
unavoidable problematic of immobilization and confinement at the centre of the Western sJStem of 
kno\\iedge and discipline. Fanon's W)rk programmatically seeks to treat colonial and rretropolitan societies 
together, as discrepant but related entities, W1ile Foocault's W)rk moves further and further aWc1Y from 
serious consideration of social \\holes, focussing instead upon the individual as dissolved in an ineloctably 
advancing'microphJSics of poV\er' that it is hopeless to resist. Fanon represents the interests of a double 
constihfflcy, native and Western, moving from confinement to liberation; ignoring the imperial context of 
his theories, Foocault seems actually to represent an irresistible colonizing movement that rmadoxically 
fortifies the prestige of both the lonely individual scholar and the s;stems that contains him 

(Said 1993:335-6) 

Additionally, to Said's mind, both authors \\ere inspired by Hegel, N1arx, Freud, Nietzsche, 

Canguillem and Sartre, but only Fanon put su:h a theoretical arsenal to the service of anti

authoritarianism, whereas Fou:ault, apparently disillusioned with the 1960s revolts and the 

Iranian revolution, keeps his distance from politics (1993:336). Commenting on the affinities and 

dissonances betv\een Said and Foucault, Karlis Racevskis (2005) notices that, after the publication 

of Orientalism, Said expresses in many essaY' and interview; his growing disenchantment with 

Fou:ault's thinking. Meanwhile, Said's approach to Fou:auldian reflections reveals a munber of 

misperceptions regarding Foucault's ideas. Said \!\Quld finally rectify these misunderstandings in 

his last essay on the French thmker by offering an eloquent analysis of Foucault's contribution to 

contemporary critical theory. The controversial point, nevertheless, remains and it has to do with 

how Said critically assesses Foucault's stance as being futile to resistance, his supposed distance 

from a serious and rigorous tackling of social totalities, and his supposedly complete detachment 

from politics. 

At least for the purposes of this study, Fou:ault's position is not, fXUE Said, a sense of 

frustration at questions of politics and resistance. If Said has sometimes chosen to hEn a deaf ear 

to Fou:ault's occasionally incisive rhetoric for the sake of a personal disenchantment, now I 

\!\Quld like to recur to Foucauldian basis as a contribution to resistance. Firstly, because the path 

Fou:ault \\ent along by analysing the 'microphY'ics of PO\\er' is still an invaluable theoretical tool 

to the study of social groups and po\\er relations. Secondly, this path gives Fou:ault's theories an 

essentially liberating nature (a characteristic that Said only recognises in Fanon's). Thirdly, 

Fou:ault's ideas have made a clear contribution to the principle that insurrection against po\\er is 
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useful and necessary. And lastly, rather than completely detaching himself from politics, as Said 

argues, Fou:ault still COlIDts as an important thinker of a general theory of politics. 

One of the reasons for Said's growing disenchantment \Nith Foucault, as Racevskis notes, 

Wc1S related to the question of Palestine. Said Wc1S once invited to a seminar on peace in the 

:Middle East organised by Jean-Paul Sartre and Simone de Beauvoir in Foucault's apartment, even 

though Foucault himself Wc1S not there. 'The seminar,' Racevskis tells us, 'turned out to be deeply 

disappointing and Said was forced to conclude that de Beauvoir and Sartre "knew nothing about 

the Arab V\{)rld and \-\ere both fantastically pro-Israel'" (2005:84-5). Moreover, Fou:ault ImIDched 

on ll1v1ay 1979 an inquisitive missive titled Is it uselen to mdt? (1999:131-34). This neV\Spaper 

article, wuch Wc1S written at the height of Fou:ault's disappointment \Nith the regirre brought 

about by the 1979 Iranian revolution, reveals, on the one hand. the author's stance for the 

principle of revolt and. on the other, his sensibility to any kind of domination and subjection of 

individual subjectivity. These circumstances might be interpreted as ambivalent and lacking in 

political commitment, as Said alludes to in his critiCIt£. 

In fact, it could be argued that in the aforesaid article Foucault is ambivalent \Nith regard to 

the question of revolt because at the moment of posing the question, 'Is there or is there not a 

reason to revolt?', he replies by saying, 'Let's leave the question open' (1999:133). This 

abstentious position evidently lacks an emphatic stance for revolt. HO\-\ever, he further argues 

that: 'There are revolts and that is a fact. It is through revolt that subjectivity (not that of great 

men but that of \\homever) introduces itself into history and gives it the breath of life' 

(1999:133). This latter statement is particularly V\{)rth noting, and if \-\e link it to other 

Fou:auldian texts, \-\e can discern his political commitment to individual liberation from the 

subjection of PO\-\ers. Thereafter the supposed ambivalence fades away. 

Said concurs \Nith Foucault's tl10Ughts in his own theoretical approach to Orierrtalism In the 

preface to this V\Ork, he acknowledges Fou:ault's contribution by mentioning particularly the 

significance of The Ard1£7wlo;;}j of knaaialSf and Disdpline mrl lnOlish (1979:3). Indeed. it is not 

difficult to realise tl1at OriL'llilllis11l, Said's most prominent book in the field of postcolonial shrlies, 

is indebted to Foucault's key concepts su:h as discOlIT"Se, discursive formations, the 

poV\er /kl10V\{edge relations. On the other hand. in CLdture and il11(Vialism, \\here Said seeks to 

analyse the relations of political and cultural domination in contrast to resistance and opposition 

betV\een empires and their overseas domains, Said agrees \Nith some reservation \Nith Fou:ault's 

reasoning. 
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Foocault's oeuvre provides, hOV\ever, a basis for thinking about poV\er and domination far 

be)Dnd the phenomenon of colonialism He recognises a special character of the state as both a 

totalising and individualising institution of poV\er. And given soch poV\er, all other institutions 

must refer to it. "When fighting against such dominant poV\er, it seems, the most confrontational 

path is not necessarily the most effectively revolutionary, and this certainty increases rather than 

diminishes with examples hither and thither along the passage of time. Besides, picking a fight 

against this state may imply a paradoxical stance for the revolutionary cause, as Foocault argues 

In order to be able to fight a State vWUch is more than just a goverrurent, the revolutionary moverrent must 
fDssess equivalent fDlitico-military forces and hence must constiMe itself as a party, organised internally in 
the same 'Mlyas a State apparatus with the same mechanism; of hierarchies and organisation of fD\\ers. This 
coI1SeCJlH1ce is heavy with significance. 

(Foocault 1980a:S9) 

We should consider this analytical viewpoint \\hen looking at Said's study on the 

decolonising process. And I suspect that the author himself may have taken it seriously into 

consideration if the liberation of the subject was \\hat he was pursuing. The significance of 

bringing this Foucaulclian text to light is that it suggests \\hy many of the COl.llltries \\here 

anticolonial resistance had attained victory, or better still seized poV\er, fall afterwards into 

categories such as despotic regime, pragmatic authoritarianism, radical nationalism, or 

neofascism Hence at this point, it is important to pose some ql£StiOns: What has resistance 

triumphed over? If the purpose of liberation was setting the COl.llltry free, are those individuals 

\\ho live in such COl.llltries free? More importantly, even if those COl.llltries had become 

independent as democratic regimes, it would be equally pertinent to ask the same ql£StiOns. 

In effect, this anal)Bis aids us to think of a theory of liberation beyond the transitory 

process of domination, as was in fact the case with colonialism It helps us to query the freedom 

conditions of our subjectivity in circlllllStances \\here V\e feel 'free', free because V\e can vote, or 

because the police protect us, or because law ensures our freedom, or \\hatever. If V\e think of 

rvlitics as a relationship-especially as a relationship of domination, \\here some give orders and 

others obey, equivalent to Foucault's definition of poV\er relations as 'a mode of action upon 

actions', or as a government in a broad sense of conducting guiding and governing the actions of 

the individuals (1982:208}-, then it is certainly a sort of relationship that manifests itself 

massively and lITliversally in all spheres and institutions in the fabric of society. Therefore, 

political poV\er relations cannot be reduced only to the relations betV\een State and society. 
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LikeWse, in regards to colonialism poV\er carmot situate itself only in the Metropolis as a specific 

place, across the \\hole area there are several POV\eI'S in play. In this case the Metropolis' poV\er is 

the most visible (to the same extent that in metropolitan societies the State is the most visible 

poV\er), but in any case is the only one poV\er in exercise. (This may give us a clue to the reasons 

\\hy there are ideological and disciplinary hierarchies and rules inside the national liberation 

movements.) In short, Fou::ault's analysis separates the different sites of poV\er, and by 

cOImecting the diverse aspects V\e are given a vision of the political anatomy of the society as a 

\\hole. And to think of politics as a relation helps u; to get closer to a rightful analysis of the 

complexities in social and political components. It sheds light on the political relations that are 

tmdisclosed or disguised as non-political, and therefore as non-domination. 

In addition, poV\er, according to Foucault, is not something transcendent or merely a 

substance \\hich someone can possess or delegate, but is something immanent, \\hich manifests 

itself as practice, exercise. Resistance, on the other hand is inherent to poV\er-i.e. '\\here there 

is poV\er, there is resistance, and yet, or rather consequently, this resistance is never in a position 

of exteriority in relation to poV\er. Should it be said that one is alWclYS "inside" poV\er, there is no 

"escaping" it, there is no absolute outside \\here it is concerned' (Fou::ault 1980b:94). Else\\here 

Fou::ault also argues that the most propitious Wcly to investigate poV\er and resistance is not only 

by establishing close relations betV\een theory and practice, but also by using resistance as 

[AJ chemical catalyst so as to bring to light po'M'r relations, locate their position, find out their point of 
application and the In'thods used. Rather than analyzing po'M'r from the point of view of its internal 
rationality, it consists of analyzing po'M'r relations through the antagonism of struggles. 

(Foucault 1982:210) 

Fanon also seems to agree with Fou::ault in some aspects of poV\er relations, but V\e are 

not exactly speaking of Fanon's V\Ork as a microphysics of poV\er. It is a fact though that the 

~can-born author perceives situations of domination and violence that V\ere not perceived 

by many others \\ho analysed the phenomenon of colonialism before. He has an interesting 

theory about the relations betV\een the Metropolis and its colonies, since he WclS fully aWclfe of 

the deep impact of colonial domination in the psychology of people. In Black skin uhite tnzsks 

(1986), originally titled as 'An Essay for disalienation of the black', Fanon introduces an 

antithetical paradigm in the analysis of colonialism His contribution consists mainly in 

broadening the analysis of colonial system from a mere investigation of political, cultural and 

economic factors, \\hich WclS then focU3ed on by many theorists of colonialism and 
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decolonisation, to a psychological and phenorrenological approach Furthermore, his emphasis 

on the fact that colonial relations \-\ere also clothed in fantasies, dreams and sexual desires made 

it susceptible of being examined psychologically. The book is thus a 'clinical study' that seeks to 

report the particulars of the cultural and ideological processes, as \-\ell as the socia-psychological 

pressures that generate in many black groups the desire for 'wuteness', in the same way as the 

traumatic feelings of self-alienation 

Fanon defends that the stability of the category 'wute' depends on its negation, 'black'. 

None exists wthout the other, and both \-\ere created in the morrent of imperial conquest. An 

instance of Fanon's perception is the topic of language: the psychological subjection of the 

colonised about the inferiority of their language. \lVhen this aspect is added to the insistence on 

their racial inferiority, it produces in the colonised the necessity of being the 'other'. This in hrrn 

generates a dynamic of subjection of conscioU5l1ess in the colonised: one is not for oneself but 

for the 'other', the black person wants to be to the wute, they want to be wute, the black man 

desires the wute V\Dman and the black V\Oman desires the wute man To the same extent that 

such reactions are produced in some individuals, the reactions produced in others are of self

affirmation of negritude, the black reaffirms himself as black before the wute. HO\-\ever, the 

subjection of consciousness is persistent. \IVhile the forrrer wants to be the 'other', wants to be a 

wute for the wute, the latter wants to be a black for the wute, and therefore they are not for 

themselves either. In a sense, the fundamental probleffi5 black people grapple wth, such as a 

severe self-alienation, are consequences of the colonialist subjugation 

In this 'colonial condition' Wmt Fanon sees is a Manichean scenario wuch encapsulates 

both European and non-European world The wutes are trapped in their 'wuteness', the blacks 

are trapped in their 'negritude', each one playing a fixed role before the other. Fanon's ultimate 

goal was the attempt to escape such a Manichean V\Drld anet thereafter, to bring to an end the 

unbroken human tragedy that makes this situation possible in both sides of the colonial division 

His suggestion for the liberation of the human being is this ethical position: 'I recognize that I 

have one right alone: That of demanding human behaviour from the other. One duty alone: that 

of not renouncing my freedom through my choices' (1986:229). He further explains that 

I have no ~h to be the victim of the F mid of a black \\Orld My life should not be devoted to dravilllg up 
the balance sheet of Negro values. There is no Write \\Orld, there is no Write ethic, any rrore than there is a 
Write intelligence. There are in every part of the \\Orld rren WlO search I am not a prisoner of history. I 
should not seek there for the meaning of my destiny. I should constantly remind myself that the real Imp 
consists in introduction invention into existence. In the \\Orld through Wrich I travel, I am endlessly creating 
mJ'3Clf. 

(Fanon 1986:229; emphasis original) 
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To Fanon this call to reason and cognisance is, hO\\ever, an ideal thing His V\Ork presents 

the crudest depiction of the practices of subjection of the colonialist PO\\ers: both of the physical 

and psychological violence, as \\ell as the complexes and pathologies brought about thereafter. In 

The WreUhai of the mrth (1965), he claims that the anticolonial struggle cannot be carried out in any 

other way than resorting to violence, as a response to the large-scale violence inflicted by 

colonialists. He recognises the limits of non-physical resistance as \\ell as the vanguardist 

conception of the role of theory. But hoping that this alone V\ill change the real thing is naivety 

since the colonised has no choice but to struggle against exploitation, oppression and hunger. 

I do not carry irmocence to the point of believing that awal to reason or to respect for human dignity can 
alter reality. For the Negro W10 W)rks on a sugar plantation in Le Robert, there is only one solution: to fight. 
He will embark on this struggle, and he will pursue it, not as a result of a Marxist or idealistic analy.:;is, but 
quite simply because he cannot conceive of life othernise than in the form of a battle against explOitation, 
misery and hunger. 

(Fanon 1986:224) 

On the other hand, it is no less attractive to think of a hl.llllan liberation according to vvhich 

the oppressed succeeds in developing a hl.llllan conscioU5I1ess rather than a binary conscioU5I1ess. 

Consequently, the dispossessed, the V\Omen, the V\Orking class, and all those ones 000 have been 

oppressed throughout history V\ill start seeing their specific history as part of hl.llllan history. 

Fanon additionally recognises that only the leaders 000 really comprehend the authentic causes 

of resistance-lack of land, food and dignity-can unite spontaneous rebellions into a disciplined 

struggle against colonialism, as \\ell as successfully conduct a new nation towards decolonisation 

For the \\eight of its conclusions, Fanon's V\Ork is V\Orth entering this debate. Even though 

some part of his v.mk seems to bring forth an obsolete anticolonial resistance (let us say the part 

referring to direct confrontation and violence), his conclusions come up with a universalist 

aspect, setting the hl.llllan being free from the structures of binary thinking that, as Foucault 

V\Ould have it, keep individuals apart, and, as Said V\Ould have it, keep our minds colonised In 

effect, to the present day the V\Orks of Edward Said, Michel Foucault and Frantz Fanon as 

theories of liberation are prevalent and thought-provoking. In such times ooen although 

colonialism no longer exists as concrete action, there is still an imperialism as violent or perhaps 
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even more vicious than the past colonialism And, even W)rse, in circumstances \\here the 

decolonisation of minds is not ~t complete.5 

As a result, all the very antagonisms and struggles through wuch po\\er relations are 

expressed W)rk like a linking element betV\een resistance and imperial narratives. I V\Ould like to 

draw attention to \\hat seems to be a thread of historical continuity of POV\ef relations in social 

life in both the colonial period and the postcolonial contemporary reality. In spite of decrying the 

1v1anichaeism of the imperialist narratives, the 1960s and 1970s national liberation movements, 

for instance, could not perfectly cut the Gordian knot rooted in the binarist logic of colonial 

ideology. Their efforts \\ere still tainted with the same dichotomist vision of colonial 

epistemology, even though this epistemology may assurre new forms in different colonial 

contexts. Instead of the dualistic opposition 'civilised coloniser versus primitive colonised' of the 

imperialist narratives, \\hat appear then are polar oppositions such as 'modem versus traditional' 

and 'domination versus resistance'. As a result, the treatrrent of (post)colonialism in this regard 

generates a choking historical process \\here things are bipolar, bicoloured, \\here no mediation is 

possible and life is thrust into a fierce all-or-nothing alternative. 

The efforts of the revision of colonial discourse, narrely postcolonial critical intervention, 

have already been consolidated in at least tV\O closely related points: the criticism of the idea of 

resistance and the necessity to go beyond the dichotomy of resistance verslli domination. Used as 

a magic formula that could explain everything in the 1960s and 1970s anticolonial struggle, 

resistance turned into a concept that apparently can bear an unsustainable ambiguity, W1ich 

jeopardises the analytical view and its capacity for scrutinising subtler textures and colours. 

Certainly, colonial governments faced individual acts of disobedience, dissimulation and 

sabotage of all sorts, hidden insubordination on the side of the most varied groups of inhabitants 

in the colonies, opposition in the argumentative field of politics and in the narrative field of 

nnnours, besides having to deal with nationalist armed. struggles. HO\\ever, the simple idea of a 

confrontational resistance does not allow for a deeper comprehension of the dynamics in colonial 

and postcolonial encounters. The idea of resistance becomes especially problematic \\hen it gains 

the status of superior po\\er, \\hen it is expanded to the point of encapsulating everything. This is 

\\hat seems to be the path the concept took in the interpretations of 1960s and 1970s liberation 

writers and theorists. With an excess of explanatory po\\er, such perspectives limit a healthy 

understanding of history and politics because it suggests that colonialists and anticolonialists have 

nothing else to do but resist each other. It becomes totalising and impenetrable to the analytical 

5 For further readings see EcMmd Said's chapter on Ycnts ilId Dariol1izatiOll (1993:265-88) and Ng g wa Truong'o's 
Dariol1isingthe mini (1986). 
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e~ becaU5e it is full of pretension V\hile attempting to convey a transparent meaning. Naturalised, 

that is to say, it has been U5ed indistinctly to refer to trivial acts of everyday indiscipline and 

dissimulation, institutionalised political confronts, religious revival movements among peasants, 

national liberation armed movements and so on Therefore resistance carries a huge range of 

meanings and its definition is sometimes diffused or totally centred in an tmremitting opposition 

This is a tricky situation since the concept may lose its strength and nms the risk of ending up 

meaning nothing at all. 

The critique of resistance has also to be a criticism of the theoretical shortcoming in 

debates on colonial domination that resonates in the modes by wuch \\e understand postcolonial 

regimes. Resorting to dichotomies su::h as colonised versus coloniser, resistance versus 

domination, traditional versus modem is problematic not only becaU5e it might indu::e a romantic 

and historically untenable nativist reading that colonised people resisted in order to preserve an 

idyllic past of self-sufficiency and self-government \\here there could be no room for starvation, 

violence or inequality. It may also presuppose an anachronistic project of retrieving reified and 

reinvented cultural traditions. Therefore the great problem lies in the direct transplantation of 

these polar opposites to the postcolonial moment. The employment of dichotomies pla~ a 

cru::ial political role in the ~ars immediately before and after the 1960s and 1970s liberation 

movements, \\hen it was necessary, for instance, to reconstru::t the past of colonised people and 

put it to the service of the anticolonial struggle (as Fanon did in The Wretduri if the I11rth). 

Although it is decisive to recognise the 'cru::ial importance, for subordinated peoples, of asserting 

their indigenous cultural traditions and retrieving their repressed histories' (Bhabha 1994:9), the 

U5e of su::h dichotomies became subordinated afterwards to the necessity of legitimating the 

newly independent States. And contemporarily, postcolonial states confront the tragedy of 

political, economic and military dependence, unsuitability for competition in a global market, lack 

of infrastru::ture, technologies and skilled \M)rkers, brain drain, political corruption, fragile 

democratic institutions, et cetera All these factors contribute to an appropriation of resistance as 

a symbolic \\eapon to engage in manipulation and fabrication of 'historical facts' (or a making-up 

of 'repressed histories') as \\ell as a reinforcement of a rhetoric of culpability \\here the empire is 

forever to blame for any and all internal failures. 

For all those reasons, the scenario does not seem to be ~ condu::ive to overcoming the 

binarism domination/resistance. Nonetheless a set of studies have been condu::ted in order to 

stress the understanding of politics as a practice to exult freedom, shoWng that there is much 

more to po\\er relations than static dichotomist oppositions. So if \\e are to move beyond the 
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binary accOlmt of domination and resistance processes presumed by traditional narratives of 

colonialism, \'\e need to rethink po\'\er relations by looking at its internal contradictions, the role 

of hybridism in postcolonial literature and \'\hat has been conceptualised as third space and 

hidden transcripts (Homi Bhabha and James Scott), as \'\ell as the gro\\ffig importance of 

diasporan subversions and interventions, deterritorialised agencies, displacement, homelessness, 

border studies and so on This is the purpose of the disclliSion in the next section of this chapter. 

2.3 Rethinking Resistance in Conformity with Hybridism, Cultural Interstices and 
the Weapons of the Weak 

In this section I am still concemed with the notion of resistance not as a never-ending 

confrontation against hegemonic po\'\er, but rather as a complex incidence of different reactions 

in the interstices of social groups, cultures and politics. So the main thrust now is to broaden the 

notion and nature of resistance, and thereafter employ them as an analytical tool to examine a 

corpus of postcolonial poems. The first attempt has been done by refusing an absolute divide 

betV\een resistance and the dominant po\'\er; i.e. there is no such thing as an absolute dichotomy 

betV\een modem versus traditional, advanced versus primitive, developed versus underdeveloped 

and so forth. This current approach will therefore rely on the theories of hybridity, third space 

and cultural syncretism that have been put forward by Homi Bhabha. Accordingly, applying the 

same principle to exploring forms of resistance as diverse as possible, the intention is to refuse 

dogmatic ideas that resistance, to be legitimate, must \\Ork either within existent theories of 

human liberation or as an entirely new, 'universal' paradigm to overtly confront po\'\er at any 

place and time. Actions of resistance do not always require coordination or planning and they 

normally evade direct confrontation with dominant PO\'\ers. This conceptual aid comes from the 

notions of '\'\eapons of the \'\eak' and 'hidden transcripts' developed by James Scott. 

For the benefit of transcending the analysis of colonial relations in the form of fixed 

dichotomies, Bhabha seeks to underscore the notions of ambivalence, hybridity and mimicry as 

strategies to fracture the dominant discourse as \'\ell as to indicate new spaces for possible 

resistance. He has demonstrated that the dichotomist relations of coloniser versus colonised are 
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more complex and heterogeneous than \'\hat is implied by Fanon and Said, for instance. In this 

context, it is W)rth underscoring the originality of his theoretical approach in the postcolonial 

domain. To start, then, let us have a look at Bhabha's comprehension of the postcolonial. 

According to the author, the critical field of postcolonialism provides evidence of the 

unequal and uneven forces of cultural representation inherent in the competition for social and 

political control in the modem W)rld order. Hence, postcolonial perspectives stem from 'the 

colonial testimony of Third World countries', as \-\ell as from the discourses of 'minorities'inside 

the geopolitical chart of East and West, North and South. Such perspectives intercede in the 

ideological discourses of modernity that try to give 'normality' to unequal developments and to 

distinct histories of peoples, nations, communities and races. These perspectives also devise their 

own critical review.:; on questions of cultural difference, social authority and political 

discrimination to reveal antagonistic and ambivalent periods inside the 'rationalisations' of 

modernity (1994:171). 

If \-\e follow Bhabha's thread of reasoning it could also be argu:xi that such a critique aims 

to comprehend imperialism and its influences, bringing to light the new perspectives docllIl"81ted 

and put forward in the literahrre produced by the peoples once regarded as 'savages', 'primitives', 

'uncultivated' and 'uncivilised', according to the old-fashioned imperialist taxonomy. The retrieval 

of alternative sources based on the cultural strength of the fonnerly-colonised peoples, the 

realisation of distortions produced by imperialism, and the condemnation of the continuation of 

such errors by the capitalist s~tem are also objectives of the postcolonial critique. In short, in 

order to decentralise and question the practices of domination, such a critique aims to do away 

with the distortions and misrepresentations that imperial discourse has established so far. 

One of the terms that have been attached to Bhabha's postcolonial theory is 'hybridity'. He 

uses it to speak of the interdependence and mutual construction of subjectivities of both 

coloniser and colonised. Bhabha introduces the concept of hybridity as 'a problematic of colonial 

representation and individuation that reverses the effects of the colonialist disavowal, so that 

other "denied" knowledges enter upon the dominant discourse and estrange the basis of its 

authority' (1994:114). Hence the concept can be read as an objective part that articulates the 

colonial and native knowledge, and can enable amre forms of resistance. Hybridity thus 'unsettles 

the mimetic or narcissistic demands of colonial po\-\er but reimplicates its identifications in 

strategies of subversion that turn the gaze of the discriminated back upon the e~ of PO\-\er' 

(Bhabha 1994:112). This backward-looking act can produce forms of resistance and subversion 

that turn discursive practices of domination into terrains of intervention 
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Another key element in Bhabha's theory of hybridity is the argwnent that all declarations 

and cultural systems are built in a space he calls 'the Third Space of emmciation' (1994:37). 

According to him, a hybrid cultural identity does not constitute itself in a merely synthetic fonn 

in \\hi.ch the essence of one identity is blended with another. It is rather to be supposed that it 

originates from the double process of substitution and correspondence in cultural translation 

Since all translation requires a certain degree of improvisation, the hybrid identity therefore does 

not stem from the transference of the familiar, but from the conscience of tmtranslatable pieces 

that lies in the translation In a Wlrd, cultural identity always appears in this ambivalent and 

contradictory space, \\hi.ch makes tmtenable anyaffinnation of a hierarchic 'ptrrity' of cultures.6 

The recognition of this ambivalent space of cultural identity may be useful to surpass the vision 

of cultural diversity as something exotic. It makes possible the recognition of an empo\\ering 

hybridity from \\hi.ch cultural difference can be tmderstood in a constructive manner. So 

Bhabha's suggestion is that 

It is significant that the productive capacities of this Third Space have a colonial or postcolonial provenance. 
For a willingness to descend into the alien territory ... may reveal that the theoretical recognition of the split
space of enunciation may open the Wl.y to conceptualizing an international culture, based not on the exoticism 
of multiculturalism or the dilL"Isityof cultures, but on the inscription and articulation of culture's 0J:;ridity. To 
that end V\e should remember that it is the 'inter-the cutting edge of translation and negotiation, the in
betV\een space-that carries the burden of the rreaning of culture. It makes it possible to begin envisaging 
national, anti-nationalist histories of the 'people'. And by exploring this Third Space, V\e may elude the 
politics of polarity and errerge as the others of our selves. 

(Bhabha 1994:38-9, emphasis original) 

In this regard it is quite exciting as \\ell to think of resistance as interstitial practices of 

rebellion on the borders of cultural differences. 'Forms of popular rebellion and mobilization', in 

Bhabha's view, 'are often most subversive and transgressive \\hen they are created through 

GpJXEitioml aatural practias' (1994:20, emphasis added). This emmciation is an important 

contribution to rethink the concept of resistance in this section Since 'the entmciation of cultural 

difference problematizes the binary division of past and present, tradition and modernity' 

(1994:35), so should the entmciation of resistance, from a postcolonial perspective, problematise 

the binary opposites in \\hi.ch it is trapped. Resistance can no longer be identified and assessed as 

6 'Ambivalence' is a term that has been developed in psychoanalysis to rrean an incessant flu::tuation betV\een the 
longing for both one thing and its opposite (Ashcroft et aI1998:12). Bhabha employs the concept of 'ambivalence' to 
describe complex mixtures of attraction and repulsion that characterises the relation betV\een coloniser and 
colonised. The most iD1fXJrtant aspect of Bhabha's theory of ambivalence is the proposition that it serves to 
overcorre the authority of colonial domination, disturbing thus the simple relation betV\een coloniser and colonised 
(AshcroftetaI1998:13). 
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the object of a stark moral or epistemological confrontation, to the same extent that culhrral 

differences are not out there merely to be seen or appropriated Othernise the forging of models 

and the conseql£nt negation of the 'other' will hrrn into a never-ending vicious circle. The 

understanding of resistance as a wide political process, and poV\er relations as a space of 

negotiation and pulverisation of microphy:;ical POV\ers, bring> about the perception that 

dominant discourses are also liable to rearrangement and compromise. The wider significance of 

the postmodern condition,' as Bhabha has it, 'lies in the awareness that the epistemological 

"limits" of those ethnocentric ideas are also the enunciative boundaries of a range of other 

dissonant, even dissident histories and voices' (1994:4-5). To speak of resistance from the 

viewpoint of dissident groups (women, colonised people, minority groups, the bearers of policed 

sexualities, and the like), and their subaltern histories or non-histories, implies rearticulating and 

rewriting soch identities. This possibility is enabled by concepts soch as 'in-betV\een' and 'culhrral 

interstices', V\hi.ch provide bordering spaces for differences and negotiation 

Bhabha therefore affords a new face to the notion of hybridity. The term is even an 

indication of the process in V\hi.ch the discourse of colonial authority attempts to translate the 

identity of the other into a singular category; yet it utterly fails and gives birth to something else. 

The interaction betV\een the culhrres of coloniser and colonised proceeds with the illusion of the 

existence of transferable forms and transparent knOw.edge, but it increasingly leads to some 

resistant, opaque and dissonant exchanges. Therefore, within this tension \\here the 'third space' 

appears, it is possible to think of effective forms of political change that go beyond the 

antagonistic dichotomy of dominators and dominated 

In brief, the concepts of hybridity and third space seem to make reference to a moment of 

defiance and resistance, thus questioning the validity of the essentialist logic of opposition 

betV\een the polar sides of colonial dichotomy. As a result, they afford the possibility of a culhrral 

policy that avoids the 'politics of polarity' betV\een coloniser and colonised 

Bhabha's theorisation on hybridity bring>, hOV\ever, its own fundamental problems. Even 

though the author affirms his efforts to bring about a non-dichotomist form to explain culhrral 

difference in modernity, the great irony is that the means he intends to employ to achieve soch 

theoretical goals depends entirely, to be validated, on the strochrres he aims to pull down. For 

instance, hybridity obviously depends, to gain explanatory force, on the supposition of the 

existence of its antithesis. This not only implies a new set of dichotomist oppositions, but also 

engenders the peril that hybridity (and conseql£ntly the postcolonial identity or space it 

represents) will become essentialised Besides that, especially to avoid polarities and emphasise 
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the contiguity and productive dynamics of 'cultural translation', Bhabha is forced to recognise 

that all cultures are impure, mixed and hybrid In this sense, he maintains that 'all forms of 

culture are continually in a process of hybridity' (Bhabha 1990a:211). LikeWse, as Said has 

observed in Cldture and irrrp:rialism (1993), in the debate on politics of identity, in part because of 

the existence of empires, all cultures are in relation to each other, none are any longer tmique and 

pure-theyare all hybrids, heterogeneous, extraordinarily differentiated and non-monolithic. The 

qtBtion that arises here, hO'Aever, is that, if this is really the case, \'\hat is the use of concepts 

su:h as 'third space', 'hybridity' and 'in-bet'Aeen'? And how could they be conceived as specific 

postcolonial modes or spaces of cultural intervention? Although these are not points of 

discussion in this W)rk, such questions are important in revealing some tensions and 

incongruities in Bhabha's theoretical approach to hybridity.7 

As a matter of fact, the focus on the analytical complexity of relations bet'Aeen rulers and 

subordinates is not only made by rediscovering resistance, but also by qualifying the 

circt.rrnStances and forms in wuch the interaction of the parts maintains the relation. In this 

sense, rethinking resistance means making the effort to defy domination by means of unmasking 

and dem)Stifying colonial discourse and authority, in order to recover or give space to plural 

identities and norms in a broadened space of debate. For this reason, it is necessary to rely on a 

revisionary strategy of rermding the imperialist canonical W)rks to unveil subjacent ideologies, as 

'Aell as rewiting discourses of such W)rks to qtBtion the E urocentric asstnnptions upon wuch 

they are based. 

This is \\hy Bhabha acknowledges that an anticolonial discourse should never be 'read' only 

as an opposition to the coloniser's strategies, since su:h a discourse has to be more than merely 

'the under/other side of "colonial discourse"', and that it 'requires an alternative set of questions, 

techniqtB and strategies in order to constru:t it' (1990:198). Accordingly, the anticolonial 

discourse does not exist isolated from or independently of the colonial discourse. As Bhabha 

illustrates in his essay Of Mmiay and mzn, mimicry has grown into a main strategy of the 

colonialist knowledge and po'Aer. Nonetheless, mimicry for him is not a mere emulation of the 

imperial ruler. Instead. it typifies the ambivalent relationship bet'Aeen both the coloniser and the 

colonised This unavoidably happens because \\hen imperial rulers exhort their colonised 

subalterns to 'mimic', the result is not necessarily the same. As Bhabha argtB: 'mimicry 

represents an ironic compromise' wuch entails that 'colonial mimicry is the desire for a reformed. 

recognizable Other, as a subja:t of a diJferena: that is alrm;t the E£//1l!, but rd quite' (1994:86, emphasis 

7 For a full debate on Bhabha's theories of hybriditysee Moore-Gilbert (1997) and Loomba (1998). 
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original). From the colonised people's viewpoint, mimicry is about metamorphosing into the 

coloniser V\hile remaining different. HOV\ever, mimicry comprises a threatening aspect: it counts 

on the possibility of becoming mockery and parody. As the author points out, 'mimicry is at once 

resemblance and menace' (1994:86). 

In other W)rds, coloniser and colonised constitute tW) sides of the same coin, as long as 

both are constituted dialogically. This situation indeed reflects the deep ambivalence embedded in 

the condition of the colonised and according to Bhabha's lesson, the reaction against the 

presence of the coloniser, mch is 'half acquiescent, half oppositional, alWclYS untru;tW)rthy' 

(1994:330). Moreover, as Ashcroft, Griffiths and Tiffin affinn 

Anticolonialism signifies the point at OOich the variou:; forms of opposition becoID:! articulated as a 
resistance to the operations of colonialism in political, economic and cultural institutions .... Paradoxically, 
Anticolonialist movements often expressed themselves in the appropriation and subversion of forms 
borro\\€d from the institutions of the colonizer and turned back on them Thus the struggle WclS often 
articulated in terms of a discourse of Anticolonial 'nationalism' in OOich the form of the rrodem European 
nation-state WclS taken over and employro as a sign of resistance. 

(Ashcroft et aI1998:14) 

Thus \\hat is hereafter innovative and crucial in both political and theoretical terms is to 

address resistance as a transcendence of discourses of originality and dichotomist opposites and 

to insert it into those effervescent processes of interchange generated in the articulation of 

cultural differences. Such 'in-beh\€en' spaces can offer after all 'the terrain for elaborating 

strategies of selfhood-singular or communal-that initiate new signs of identity, and innovative 

sites of collaboration, and contestatioI\ in the act of defining the idea of society itself' (Bhabha 

1994:1-2). 

In conclusion, by reading Bhabha's strategies of resistance V\e can at least retrieve a 

fundarrental idea of cultural differences. Cultures serve as a means to broaden our conceptions 

and comprehensions of \-\hat life is, \-\hat the W)rld is, \-\hat a human being is. This access to the 

'other' or the 'different' can certainly contribute to our better living with ever-increasing cultural 

exchanges, not to make us feel much happier or wiser or ffiJre virtuous, but simply to aid us in 

taking a bit of W)rldly pleasure in looking beyond the borders. And such pleasure comes, to a 

certain degree, to redeem the inevitable mishaps of our condition 

*** 
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Still regarding the topic of resistance, it is also necessary to consider the foffilS by wnch it 

expresses and gams significance, though being careful to avoid the fallacy of linking resistance 

actions to revolutionary acts. From this perspective of \\hat resistance may be, this research is 

certainly indebted to the studies of James Scott. This author has been exploring strategies of 

everyday resistance to hegemonic po'v\er through examples from the age of slavery and 

colonisation across the 'M)rld to present-day peasantry. He has made a valuable contribution 

towards the understanding that perhaps the great majority of subordinates are not interested in 

changing the broader structures of society, but rather, quoting Hobsbawm, ''M)rking the 

s,Y3tem .. to their minimum disadvantage' (1985:xv). 

Taking a point of departure in a rno-~ar study in a Mala,Y3ian village, James Scott's 

Wearxms if the zllTIk (1985) insists on the importance of understanding the 'emyfay foffilS of 

peasant resistanc~the prosaic but constant struggle bet'v\een the peasantry and those WlO seek 

to extract labor, food, taxes, rents, and interest from them' (1985:xvi; emphasis original). Heed is 

paid to the simplicity of \\eapons employro by those relatively PO\\erless: 'foot dragging 

dissimulation, desertion, false compliance, pilfering feigned ignorance, slander, arson, sabotage, 

and so on' (1985:xvi). Underscoring these foffilS of resistance, the author raises some questions 

concerning the ethnocentrism that tends to look for-or privilege, among the dominated 

groups-classic manifestations of organisational and institutionalised expressions of resistance. 

On the other hand, as the author argues, on many occasions actions of resistance 'require little or 

no coordination or planning they make use of implicit understanding;; and informal neffiorks; 

they often represent a form of individual self-help; they typically avoid any direct, symbolic 

confrontation with authority' (1985:xvi). 

In this sense, Scott's Domination ani the arts if nsistance (1990) has anal~ the conflict 

bet'v\een dominant and subordinate groups as a dramaturgy in wnch there are onstage and 

offstage performances. He distinguishes bet'v\een 'public transcripts' and 'hidden transcripts' as a 

Wcly to tell apart, respectively, the different discourses that are voiced in official and unofficial 

contexts. What may develop under such circumstances,' according to the author, 'is virtually a 

dual culture': 

[T]he official culture filled with bright euphernism;, silences, and platitudes and an unofficial culture that has 
its OWl history, its OWl literature and poetry, its mm biting slang, its OWl I11ll5ic and poetry, its mm hurmr, 
its OWl knowledge of shortages, corruption, and inequalities that may. .. be widely knOWl but that may not be 
introdoced into public discourse. 

(Scott 1990:51) 
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Refusing an essentialist explanation of the forms of domination, the author tries to 

elaborate a structural analy>is in vWUch he makes an effort to demonstrate that the structures of 

domination operate in a similar Wcly \\hen they are, by and large, subjected to the influences of 

the same factors. So James Scott distinguishes the public transcripts from the hidden transcripts 

and defines the first one as specific to a determined social space and a particular group of actors. 

In a broader sense, these transcripts also contain language acts and a wide range of social 

practices. 

By definition, the hidden transcript represents discourse--geshrre, speech, practices-that is ordinarily 
excluded from the public transcript of subordinates by the exercise of poW'r. The practice of domination, 
then, amte:; the hidden transcript. If the domination is particularly severe, it is likely to produce a hidden 
transcript of corresponding richness. The hidden transcript of subordinate groups, in tum, reacts back on the 
public transcript by engendering a subculhrre and by opposing its own variant form of social domination 
against that of the dominant elite. Both are realm; of poW'r and interests. 

(Scott 1990:27; emphasis original) 

Within the social order the dominators seek to establish their hegemony and, conversely, 

the subordinates make an effort to resist somehow. Yet the latter does not dare to defy the 

condition of subordination openly; most probably they will create and defend positions through 

vWUch they can express a marginal dissidence to the official discourse of poY\er relations. This 

space \\here the subordinates try to resist in a subtle manner is \\hat Scott denominates hidden 

transcripts. And so it is that hidden transcripts are constructed by members of the subordinate 

group in 'offstage' congregation to speak and act beyond observation by the dominators (1990:4). 

They carve out soch spaces for themselves so as to get hold of territories in vWUch collective 

identities are constructed, and V\here alternative commtmities can be formed These are \-\hat 

Scott calls 'c!lJ-stng: Eaial sites' in vWUch resistance is developed and codified, and \\here the 'hidden 

transcript grow>' (1990:119, emphasis added). Hence, 'a resistant subculture or countermores 

among subordinates is necessarily a prodoct of mutuality' (1990:119).8 

The hidden transcripts are therefore specific to a determined social space and a particular 

group of persons such as, for instance, the black slaves in the United States \\ho used to vent 

anger at their masters through songs, poems and, on certain occasions, small theatrical 

8 Scott also explains that 'the hidden transcripts of dominant and subordinate are, in IYDst cirC1.llllitances, never in 
direct contact' (1990:15). As such, interactions 1x>tW'en members of the opposite groups usually take place in the 
public tnmrript. 
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performances. So resistance takes place as a sort of perfonnative reaction against domination, 

and the more threatening the poV\er is, the thicker the mask \'\Om by the subordinates. The 

hidden transcript exists only to the extent that it is practiced within marginalised social spaces. In 

these social spaces it is no longer necessary to repress retorts, hold back anger, or bite the tongue 

because one can speak freely and safely since there will not be reprisals. In such ways Scott 

explains the forms in wuch the subordinates struggle to survive in the \'\Odd of domination, the 

forms through wuch they resist being dominated and at the same time seek to preserve their 

cultural and ideological roots. Hence the autonomous domination of the subalterns engenders an 

offstage site \'\here the organisation of the dominated is possible. 

As a matter of fact, the author refers to relations of domination using expressions extracted 

from the dramaturgical lexicon: onstage, offstage, dramaturgy of poV\er relations and so on He 

argues that any system of domination demands everyday continuity via small, routinised 

dramatisations of poV\er. The accomplishment of the play depends on the fa<;ade of unanimity 

and consent betV\een dominant and subordinate groups, so that it is crucial to sideline those WlO 

are not in accordance (1990:45-69). In this sense, Charles Tilly associates Scott's oeuvre with 

Coffman's as follow>: 

Scott's conception resembles that of Erving Coffman: t\\{) parties encountering each other, putting on a 
shared performance, simultaneously conspiring. concealing. and struggling. MeanWUle, behind the scenes, 
they communicate anxiOl15ly with others on their side and with therrnelves (Coffman, 1971). More so than 
Coffman, hoV\ever, Scott emphasizes the continuity betv.een onstage and offstage perfonnance; although the 
public transcript disappears offstage except as an object of ridicule or bitterness, the hidden transcript persists 
in the wings. Indeed, it forms chiefly in the wings. Hence the necessity of scrutinizing everyday existence for 
clues to its character. 

(Tilly 1991:597) 

In the political, sociological and historical bibliography V\e find a great deal of 

investigations concerning the dominant groups and political elite (as in tvfax Weber, Emile 

Durkheim and John Stuart Mill, to mention a few). Rarely is the role of subordinates considered 

since the common belief is that they play no role at all in political interactions other than being 

mere receptors of orders. And they must obey such orders if they intend to keep on performing 

in the societal playing field This evidence adds even more value to the way Scott exposes chapter 

by chapter his propositions of a subaltern \'\Odd \'\here dominated groups come to the fore. So it 

is important to keep in mind Scott's quotation of Vaclav Havel in the beginning of the book 
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Society is a very mysterious anirrul with many faces and hidden potentialities, and . .it's extremely shortsighted 
to believe that the face society happens to be presenting to )UU at a given ll1Om"nt is its only ~ face. None 
of U5 know; all the potentialities that slumber in the spirit of the population. 

(in Scott 1990: No page) 

So at this point some questions arise: How can those people living under conditions of 

oppression survive? Does it make the revolution possible? Is there any sense for resistance in 

times \\hen po'v\er holders keep other peoples' roles under fierce control? Scott gives some 

insightful perspectives to think of such questions within the poV\er relation context. Beyond the 

apparent fonns of hegemony, he follow; up a discernment of everyday practices that are carried 

out behind public affairs: 'E very subordinate group creates, out of its ordeal, a "hidden 

transcript" that represents a critique of poV\er spoken behind the back of the dominant' 

(1990:xii). Thus, he considers not the official discourses, but the procedures of linguistic 

disguises, hidden codes, employment of anonymity and intentional ambiguity, in order to unveil 

\\hat he calls 'the art of resistance'. 

Scott refutes, by contrast, the idea that disguised ideological aggression WJrks as a vent 

because, 'V\hile the dominant ideology does not entirely exclude the interests of subordinate 

groups, it operates to conceal or misrepresent aspects of social relations that, if apprehended 

directly, WJuld be damaging to the interests of dominant elites' (1990:71-2). There is little or no 

conflict, \\hat really exists are subtle and uncertain negotiations bet'v\een oppressors and 

oppressed. In his reflexion about the existence of a false conscience, the author states that the 

thick version of a false consciousness occurs \\hen 'a dominant ideology WJrks its magic by 

persuading suborcliTh,te groups to believe actively in the vallB that explain and justify their own 

subordination', and the thin version of the false consciousness, on the other hand, 'maintains 

only that the dominant ideology achieves compliance by convincing subordinate groups that the 

social order in V\hich they live is natural and inevitable' (1990:72). 

If Scott's analy:;is lies almost exclusively upon the hidden transcript of the oppressed, he 

signals that dominators act in a codified Wcly with their subordinated (to feed their high status and 

keep a cold distance from the subordinated). By contrast, dominators act among themselves with 

a freedom in V\hich there are few conventions. In both cases the nature and form of relations 

betV\een dominators and dominated change according to the interlocutors' status and the 

presence or not of witnesses. 

The author points out that the notions of dignity and autonomy intervene directly to 

understand the complexity of social interrelations in the milieu of a stratified differentiation 
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Human dignity is w-ut is most affected by a situation of servitude, in wuch dominators have the 

po\'\er of life and death over their subordinates (1990:5-10). In contrast, a ritualised and 

routinised relation of domination tends to nourish a more elaborated construction of public 

transcript, upon wuch a wide range of suppositions and non-sayings intervene. When referring 

to the practice of subordination in this context, Scott affirms correctly that it 'produces ... its ovvn 

legitimacy, rather like Pascal's injunction to those \\ho \'\ere without religiolE faith but \\ho 

desired it to get dovvn on their knees five ti.Ires a day to pray, and the acting \\Guld eventually 

engender its ovvn justification in faith' (1990:10). 

When po\'\er relations are most acute, the hidden transcript is most autonomous and 

hegemony is less significant. Those \\ho try to use Scott's conceptions in other milieus, \\here 

po\'\er relations are not as precise and axiomatic, will have to settle upon a purpose of how to 

decide wuch po\'\er relations are important in the political context. This semantic va~ness 

certainly sets a limit to Scott's analytical scope regarding the principles and strategies of 

domination and resistance. Even though, at the level of inter- and intra-group relations \'\e could 

say that coexists a social or classist differentiation based upon an interdependent relation of 

domination/submission, as \'\ell as an unequal relation of interdependence betV\een master and 

slave. In order for domination and reproduction of domination to exist it is necessary that certain 

unanimity exists inside the groups. The structure of domination requires a minimum of 

homogeneity within the oppressor group. Enforced submission generates acts and behaviours 

that allow the reproduction of submission patterns \\hen domination is no longer enforced. 

Moreover, it produces a counter-reaction to such attitudes. On the other hand. in order to resist, 

the dominated mlEt develop implicitly and explicitly a nexus of solidarity that goes with creating 

cohesion and unity. Yet if '[s]olidarity among subordinates ... is achieved at all, is thus achieved., 

paradoxically, only by means of a degree of conflict' (1990:131). 

This happens due to the fact that, in some cases, the dominated produce an internal 

hierarchy as arbitrary as that \\hich the dominators inflict on them In reality, 

'[r]esistance ... originates not simply from material appropriation but from the pattern of personal 

humiliations that characterize that exploitation' (1990:111-112). Therefore, after speaking of tW) 

antagonist classes, it \\Guld be more reasonable to refer to tW) vertical structures that are 

interrelated by characters such as overseers, butlers, tattlers ... This means that a certain po\'\er of 

watchfulness and coercion is given to some individuals \\ho initially belong to the dominated 

group. 
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Likewise, the structure of domination does not manifest itself merely through the 

discursive and non-discursive practices of dominant and dominated, but also through key 

characters situated on the border of the social universe. These figures of mediation are called 

upon to playa determinant role in the reproduction of a distinction order becallie they have, 

variably according to each case, access to the tw) V\Urlds. By contrast: 'Inferiors WlO actually 

assemble at their own initiative are typically described as mobs or rabble' (1990:46). 

Resistance against ideology thus requires a negatiol\ the invention of a counter-ideology 

WlOse purpose is to bear a normative system of defence of the identity and dignity of the 

oppressed. This subculture does not lie only upon the application of codes and rules. Scott has 

argued in Wal1xJ/1S of the wnk that any hegemonic ideology produces vvithin itself the raw materials 

for clash and contradiction (1985:336). So a kind of anti-hegemonic political consciousness 

develops in the exclusive spaces of subordinates: they assure freedom of speech and the security 

of those WlO speak there. They explore 'niches' of autonomy (night, holidays, taverns, fairs, 

secluded places, carnivals ... ) to find again their dignity as people, as \'\ell as the subordinated 

group. 

The PO\'\erless groups negate and also turn upside down the dominant ideology through a 

discursive reconstruction process that may become part of a political action (rightful defence) or 

a religious action (reference to the Old Testament, practice of spiritual possession cults, and even 

the creation of messianic movements). Although Scott does not mention it, there is also a 

minority of actors WlO explore their situation of being dominated to their own benefit; an 

example of this V\Uuld be minorities or disenfranchised groups that seek to redress politics in 

order to attain positions of po\'\er in the social hierarchy. 

From the account thus far, the fantasies of subordinates constitute after all a reactiol\ 

almost a vital impulse, to survive adverse conditions. Far from being incapable to envisage 

political change, PO\'\erless groups 'have typically learned ... to clothe their resistance and defiance 

in ritualisms of subordination that serve both to disguise their purposes and to provide them vvith 

a ready route of retreat that may soften the consequences of a possible failure' (1990:96). The 

jokes, gossip and nnnours are symbolic \'\eapons of resistance that allow the dominated to 

over\\helm \\hat Scott calls the 'frustration of reciprocal action', Wlich means an obliged 

acceptance of a situation of total inequality. Without the sanctions imposed by po\'\er relations, 

subordinates v.Dlud be tempted to retw11 a blow v.ith a blow, an instut vvith an instut, a v.hipping 

vvith a v.hipping, a humiliation vvith a humiliation' (1990:38); yet the subordinates are more prone 

to employ symbolic \'\eapons. Among them Scott distinguishes the elementary disguises 
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(anonymity, euphemisms, gnmililing) from the elaborated (oral culrure, popular stories, 

engravings, carnival). Thus, the subordinates ill1dertake the task of inventing forms of symbolic 

resistance that are quite difficult to contend with, such as gossip and nnnours. The lO\\er ranks 

use language subversively as a defence \\eapon: they handle ambiguities and double meaning 

discourses. This codified reconstruction of language that \\e could denominate as a cryptology of 

survival rests upon the shared use of ambiguities and double meaning discourses, w:uch gives 

enough room for misinterpretation. 

The hidden transcript is a self-revelation w:uch po\\er relations usually exclude from 

official discourse, given that subordinate groups defy 'elaborate ideologies that justify inequality, 

bondage, monarchy, caste, and so on'; and for this reason 'resistance to ideological domination 

requires a cOill1terideology-a negation-that will effectively provide a general normative form 

to the host of resistant practices invented in self-defence by any subordinate group' (1990:118). 

Scott adds something important to this discussion ooen he argt£S that '[t]he elaboration of 

hidden transcripts depends not only on the creation of relatively ill1monitOred physical locations 

and free time but also on active human agents 000 create and disseminate them' (1990:123). So it 

is important to recall here the role of 'social bridges' w:uch are there to be played by artists, 

haV\kers, bards, diviners, gypsies, nomads, performers and those ooose professional activities 

lead them to travelling. These are people 000 can successfully reformulate the hidden transcript 

of the dominated as \\ell as channel their longings to the point of becoming representatives of 

the subordinated When representatives appear in such a charismatic leadership phenomenon, 

usually through prophetic visions and scatological images, they make public the hidden transcript 

of the dominated When transgressing the established order, these leaders put their lives at risk 

though. 

IndeecL making public a part of the hidden transcript is a form of trespassing the 

established order and this exposes the self to severe retaliation At the same time, hO\\ever, this 

act of freedom that consists in saying publicly ",hat oppressors forbid telling is an act that 

liberates oneself. Scott therefore states correctly that the hidden transcript relies not only on 

ill1monitOred physical sites, but also on active human agents 000 produce and disseminate them 

(1990:123). So a resistant subculture is essentially a product of mutuality. 
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2.4 Assumption: Employing the Postcolonial Arts of Resistance to Unveil 
Ideological, Mythic Discourse 

In a nutshell, the conditions and events to V\hich the colonial subjects \-\ere subjected from the 

first moments of colonisation until the present time constitute the manure of colonial discourse. 

Soch discourse is pervasive and persists to date. Now the focU5 of this research is the revised 

practice of resistance, ooich is openly or covertly presented in most postcolonial texts and 

reveals not only the colonised subject's redress, but also ambiguities and fragmentation in the 

coloniser. Acts of resistance mean not only breaking through the puppet play of imperial po\-\er, 

but also searching for non-repressive alternatives to the official discourse V\hich such acts engage 

with. For the purpose of having a theoretical path to go along, I will name these strategies of 

subversion, OOich encapsulate the most direct and subtlest forms of confrontation, as JUimlonial 

arts if resistance. And bearing these points in mind, the goal in this W)rk is not to substitute the 

force of colonial discourse for a stronger anticolonial discourse, but rather to establish an agonist 

process ooere the apparent authority and certainty of the colonial, dominant discourse are 

qLEStioned, subverted, sabotaged, satirised, decentred and destabi1ised through comments and 

analysis on a contemporary CorpU5 of postcolonial/postapartheid poetry. And the postcolonial 

domain here looks for forms of doing away with binary relations ~ coloniser and 

colonised, dominators and subordinates, insisting on a revisionary, reconstru:tive and resistant 

role. 

A theory of resistance inside the context of postcolonial critique and literature should pay 

special heed to the reformulation of four questions: against vWk,t? (the nature of poV\er exercise 

within the modem state and the current international society); to \'\hat end? (the nature of hlITl1an 

liberation that is plITSucct including the relation betv\een resistance and psychological distress); 

with v-.hat strategies? (the relation betv\een refonnist and radical resistance); and v-.hat is the role 

of the postcolonial state in resistance? (the state as a plural, fragmented and unstable territory). 

Even if this Shldy does not contemplate a detailed analysis of these questions, they can be useful 

to identify some of the possible inspirations of resistance in the W)rks of linton K\-\eSi Johnson 

and Lesego Rampolokeng. 
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It is also crucial to stress that traces of resistance can be found in contemporary 

postcolonial texts produced by colonial subjects educated in their horrelands or in forrrer 

colonial rretropo1ises. In fact, such traces have becorre increasingly evident since the post

independence perioct as long as these authors decided to re-examine the rretropolitan literature 

and assurred engaged literature as the consonant expression of their culture and subjectivity. In 

the field of resistance poetry, for instance, \!\e can rrention names such as Assata Shakur 

(USA/Cuba), Claude }kKay (Jamaica/USA), Elisa Lucinda (Brazil), Fran<;oise Jarres 01.l.5fuie 

Loe-Me (Guyana), John Agard (GuyanalUK), Victoria Santa Cruz (Peru), among many others. 

In addition, as Veit-Wild has it, Dambudw 1-1arechera's and Lesego Rampolokeng's 'violation of 

culturally defined limits' does not stand alone: 

There is a host of African writers-Taban 10 Liyong. NlUUddin Farah, Bessie Head, Kojo Laing Ben Okri, 
Sony Labou Tansi, Mia Couto, to name a few---Wlo have transcended the realist mode of writing and 
employro new stylistic methods and narrative perspectives. These writers attempt to take the syncretic reality 
of postcolonial experience into account, V\hile putting monolithic, obsolete and repressive notions of national 
unity into qtBtion They have made it clear that the nationalistic image of Africa to Nrlch many of us still 
refer is not only outdated, but extremely dangerous. VVhile discourses of identity still had a progressive, 
critical function during the colonial period, they have in the postcolonial era been used by the new black elites 
to justify and stabilise their autocratic po\\er. It is within this terrain that a postcolonial carnivalisation of 
literature locates its interventions. 

(Veit-Wild 1999:102) 

For the purposes of this critical analysis, the postcolonial condition and inscription are 

evident in the writings of LKJ and Rampolokeng, as \!\ell as the events they deal with The other 

objective of this research, wuch has been done thus far, is to query the notion of resistance and 

how it occurs in the postcolonial poetic events-i.e. how the colonial subjects objectified by the 

coloniser reconstruct their subjectivity and re-assurre autonomy and agency. This V\{)rk is 

justified by the fact that, to date, the errergence of postcolonial literature and criticism has 

brought about a great change in the Wc\y questions related to contemporary history are 

approached l'v1oreover, the development of postcolonial theory has provided a new literary 

aesthetic to reread and reinterpret several canonical literary V\{)rks, mostly those written in 

French, English, Portuguese and Spanish. 

This happens because several of the texts traditionally read rrerely as Western 

representations of the colonial \lvnrld are now considered as examples of models for the historical 

process of colonisation. From this perspective, they are now studied as colonial constructions of 

rreaning. The postcolonial aim is therefore to lmderstand how the Western writers used to 
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represent and appropriate, in a manner 'coherent' to Western e)€S, those incomprehensible 

realities with v.hich theyv.t're confronted in the non-Western \\Odd (Spurr 1993, Said 1993). 

In this regard, the postcolonial critique should anal~ not only \\hat is uttered, but also 

and especially \\hat is omitted or muted in the text. One of the proposals of this investigation is 

thus to lay bare the ideological content of colonial discourse. In this regard it is important to bear 

in mind that ideologies, according to Althusser, are composed of omissions, and thus appear in a 

masked form 'One of the effects of ideology,' he argues, 'is the practical ~tion of the 

ideological character of ideology by ideology: ideology never says, "I am ideological'" (Althusser 

1971:29; emphasis original). Thus postcolonial criticism should base itself on a methodology that 

is able to reveal \\hat is conscious or explicit in the text, as ~ll as \\hat is unconscious, v.ruch 

means: \\hat counts as ideological disguise. 

Therefore this approach has the key role of shaking the grounds of meanings and myths 

inserted in the hegemonic discourse, blending and remixing the substrata of texts because, 

according to Edward Said: 

It is in the logic of myths, like dreams, exactly to \\elcome radical antitheses. For a myth does not realize or 
solve problems. It represents them as already analy.=;ed and solved; that is, it presents them as already 
assembled images, in the Wclya scarecrow is assembled from bric-a-brac and then made to stand for a rmn. 

(Said 2003:312) 

And: 

tvIythic language is discourse, that is, it cannot be anything but systematic; one does not really make discourse 
at will, or statements in it, without first belonging-in some cases unconsciously, but at any rate 
involuntarily-to the ideology and institutions that guarantee its existence. These latter are alWclYS the 
institutions of an advanced society dealing with a less advanced society, a strong culture encountering a \\eak 
one. The principal feature of mythic discourse is that it conceals its own origins as \\ell as those of Wlat it 
describes. 

(Said 2003:321) 

If, within the realm of theory, postcolonial criticism aims to unveil ideological substrates 

through anti-discursive practices, there evidently exist in the realm of such literature texts that 

reveal an engaged nature. These are texts that, counter-arguing a hegemonic discourse based on 

Eurocentric ideology, attempt to destabilise stereotyped meanings by bringing to the front line 

characters subjugated under the colonial pov.er. Hov.ever, such characters do not accept their 
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degrading situation, and they are insmgents by means of strategies of resistance. This is a 

particular characteristic of texts villose authors focus especially on identity and subjectivity of the 

colonial subject \!\ho, once silenced by the coloniser, conquers now voice and struggle in defence 

of his/her own colttrral expression. 

Let us now ttrrn to the foUmMng h\Q chapters that seek to analyse, respectively, the \M)rks 

of Linton K \\eSi Johnson and Lesego Rampolokeng. Lets us see how these h\Q postcolonial and 

postapartheid poets can make their contribution to promote strategies of resistance to and 

deconstruction of such colonialist myths and old-fashioned representations. 
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~i1t!!pj)ETRYOF "LINTON KW'ESI f 

~~!~If~~·. ~ ;-:~" ~ c -~":,,;:, ; ;;,_ 

In this chapter, I will proceed first by briefly introdu::ing a biographical account of Linton K V\eSi 

Jolmson and the intellectual trends that shape his \-\UrI<, covering isst£S su::h as his moving from 

Jamaica to England, dub millic and poetry, the socia-political concern of his \-\Urk and so on 

Then I will go on to read some critical \-\Urks on his poems and thereafter I offer my own 

analysis clearly foregrounding the issue of strategies to write over the rules of standard English; 

the deterritoria1ised Caribbeanness and the diasporic moverrents towards a hybridisation of 

Great Britain; the depiction of public spaces populated by migrants and the \-\Urking class dealing 

with state violence, unemployment and racism; and finally, the support of social moverrents, 

forms of popular rebellion and mobilisation, and differing, hybrid identities as reversal discourse 

to hegemonic PO\\ef. 

3.1 A Short Account of the Poet's Life and Work 

Linton KV\eSi Jolmson was born on 24 August 1952 in Chapelton, a locality of Clarendon, 

Jamaica, and initially lived with his parents in Kingston and then with his grandmother in the 

counrryside.9 At the age of 11, he moved to England to join his mother, 000 had immigrated 

earlier to look for a better job and live in Brixton, South London. He attended Tulse Hill high 

school and Goldsmith College, University of London, ooere he obtained a degree in Sociology in 

1973. While still a student, during the early 1970s, he started to appreciate poetry and soon joined 

the Black Panther Youth league, a militant and Black Nationalist group inspired by the US Black 

PO\\er moverrent of the late 1960s. While in this moverrent he helped to organise poetry training 

9 These biographical details are largely based on Chevalier (1991), Davis and Simon (1982), Da;\Son (2006), 
Hitchcock (1993) and Johnson (2006). 
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courses in association with Rasta Love, a grouping of dnnnmers and poets with \\hom LKJ 

produ:ed some of the poems that \\ere released in his first alblllll Ormd Balt an' Blaxl (1978). The 

connections in this political and cultural envirorurent provided LKJ with the inspiration and 

cormnitrnent to write his poetry and perform it publicly. LKJ's verses make witty use of the 

tmpattemed dictation of Jamaican Creole blended with the dub style. His poetry usually entails 

the reciting of his own verses over dub music, and its discursive contexts are significantly 

influenced by political activity and social engagement. 

His poetry first appeared in the magazine RaCE Taiay, a publication of Race Today 

Collective \\hich, under the leadership of LKJ's friend Darcus HO\\e, has becorre a leading force 

in British with a radical black political orientation, and for \\hich LKJ becarre an official member 

and arts editor by 1976. Through this publication, he launched his first collection of poetry, 

Vaias if the LiLing and the Oa/d (1974; it includes a play). His second collection, Ormd Balt An 

Blaxl, was published in 1975. The following years saw the release of In:ja is a Bitch (1980) and 

Tin:§' an TintS (1991). LKJ's best known sound recordings comprise his debut semi-alblllll PocI: 

and Rcots (1977), and then the first full-length record edition Ormd Balt an' Blaxl (1978), follo\\ed 

by Foras if Victory (1979), Bass Culture (1980), Mlking History (1984), In Conmt ruth the Dub Bam 

(1985), Tin:§' an' Times (1991) and MJre Til11? (1998). Throughout these records, \\e find classics of 

dub poetry performance-and, in fact, of reggae itself-su:h as Ormd Balt an Blaxl, IndeJxndent 

Intazen:han, In:jan is a Bitch, NewCraas MlENlhkah, S~s Lettah and Want fi gil Rare. LKJ was a 

discerning activist and his track All Wi Oain Is Oefendin accurately foresees the Brixton riots in 

1981. Regarding the beginning of LKJ's career, Ashley Daw:;on comrrents as follow;: 

LKJ WlS quickly imrrersed in the radical ClUTents that circulated throughout the black and Asian cliasp:>ric 
Wlrld at the tirre. The Black Panthers, >\hose youth vW1g he jOined Wille still attending secondary school, 
eX]X>sed LKJ to the fertile blend of socialist political-€Conomic analy.:;is and black consciousness that 
characterizes the internationalist strands of the black radical tradition. In addition, as a young rrember of the 
Caribbean Artists Movement (CAM) in London during the early 1970s, LKJ participated in the 
groundbreaking debates that took place ~thin that organization concerning the appropriate fOITr6 and 
therres of artistic production arrrmg rrembers of the Caribbean exile corrununity in Britain Popular culture 
acquired increasing significance as these artists struggled, under the >\eight of the increasingly incendiary 
political events of the period, to forge a role for themselves as artists and popular leaders. 

(Da\\SOn 2006:54) 

The greatest part of LKJ's poetry is politically oriented, and one of the topics he chiefly 

addresses in his writing is the experience of being a black Briton and a West-Indian descendant in 

London Apart from his ethnic-racial and diasporic concerns, he has also dealt with other issues 
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such as British foreign policy and support for the 'AOrking-class British community. His most 

famous poems \\ere composed dming the Thatcher era. These poems give vivid accounts of the 

alleged routine police violence against minorities occurring at the time, as in the case of the death 

of Oement Blear Peach, a New Zealander special-needs schoolteacher WlO became a symbol of 

resistance and anti-racist struggle. lO 

Reggae fi Peach 

everyMlere yu goh it's eli tak af eli day 
everyMlere yu goh yu hear people say 
dat eli Special Patrol clem are rmrrcler, murder 
wi cant make clem get noh £luther 

kaw dem kill B lear Peach, eli teacher 

(Johnson 1998: disc 1, track 17; transcription mine) 

Dming the 1980s he dedicated much of his efforts to journalistic writing, 'AOrking closely 

with Race To:lay. Among many cultural activities, LKJ has promoted international poetry readings 

and concerts, narrated his 10-part radio serial about Jamaican folk music for BBC Radio 1 called 

'From ~to to Lovers Rock', and also presented a BBC television documentary on Carifesta 

called 'From Brixton to Barbados'. One of only t'AO living poets to have had a Penguin Oassics 

collection devoted to his \\Urk, LKJ in 2004 was elected as an Honorary Visiting Professor at 

Middlesex University in London Since the late 1970s the author has received awards and 

honours including fellow:;hips and prizes. In 2005, he was honoured with the silver Musgrave 

:rredal from the Institute of Jamaica for distinguished reputation in the art of poetry. 

10 Kozain rrentions that one of the poems of note on Bass CluhlYC is 'Rag&le fi Peach', 'a lament in mem:Jry of Blair 
Peach, an anti-racist activist killed by police in South Hall, April 1979, during demonstration protesting against 
National Front activities' (1994:97). 
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3.2 Critical Readings of Linton Kwesi Johnson's Poetry 

In a recent nev.spaper interview, jOlnnalist Nicholas Wroe begins with the following co:rmrents 

about the importance of LKJ's p:>etry in changing the attitude of British teenagers in the late 

1970s: 

Thirty years ago, it was not uncornrron to encounter V\hite, middle-class suburban and provincial teenagers 
\\earing badges that proclaimed "SMASH THE SPG". The primaIy sfillk for their opposition to the 
N1etropolitan Police's Sp:x:ial Patrol Group and its role in policing London's immigrant communities came 
from the 'Mlrk of Linton K\\esi Johnson When the SPG was eventually disbanded in 1986, it was under a 
deluge of public condemnation It is not too outlandish to suggest that Johnson's poetry and music shaped 
that opinion: so much for Auden's claim that "poetry makes nothing happen". 

(Wroe 2008: [Onlinej) 

As a matter of fact, it is not pruient to place all the \\eight of LKJ's influence in his v.riting 

solely, because his music has been also very important in spreading his V\{)rk As he declares in an 

interview: 

People already knew me as a poet before the first record, and V\hen the record came out my audience, of 
course, increased dramatically, because a lot of people W10 'Mluldn't have bothered to rrn.ybe come to a poet 
reading. or even buy a book, Here attmdai to the rrulSie. And I rationalised it by saying that with these records at 
least I am trying to reach a wider audience, trying to bring poetry to a music audience. But I suppose one is 
fooling oneself with that because, at the end of the day, roost people W10 buy records buy them for the music 
rather than the poetry. 

(in Caesar 1996:67, emphasis added) 

A couple of \-\Drds mly therefore be required to desetibe the influence of dub music on LKJ's 

p:>etry. Indeed, critical analyses of LKJ's verses are often associated. v.ith the study of dub p:>etry. 

Rhythm and PJetry v.ere blended to generate not only a prominent music styie known as 

rap music, but also another one, less known to audiences, so-called. dub poetry By the late 1970s, 

a new poetic movement, related to students of the Jamaica School of Drama, had emerged Dub 

p:>etry was the label given to the new styie of verse that reflected. a revival of orality in Caribbean 

'sound' p:>etry, and is commonly referred to as a kind of poetic recital or performance art that 
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mixes (usually }Xllitically oriented) rhymes with an instrumental basis on reggae music. Dub is 

instnnnental reggae with various sound mixing effects (echoes, loops, reverberation, vocal bites, 

et cetera) replacing the removed lead vocal track Like in rap and techno music, it challenges the 

ideology of the artist as original creator or perfonner. And dub poetry la)B down a voice closely 

allied to the beat of the reggae rhythm (Hitchcock 1993). 

The famous exponents of and influences on this genre are Oku Onuor<\ Malachi Smith, 

Poets-in-Unity, M'bala, Jean Binta Breeze, Linton K~i Johnson, Benjamin Zephaniah, 

Mutabaruka, Brian l\1eeks and Michael Smith. The Jamaican poet Oku Onuor<\ according to 

Stewart Brown, is considered the inventor of the term 'dub poetry' so as to }Xlrtraya sort of oral 

art that had been developing in Jamaica since the early 1970s (1987:51). He characterises the dub 

style as poetry with a built-in reggae rhythm since even \\hen the poem is read out with no 

backing reggae song it is }Xlssible to distinguish the reggae rhythm eIrerging from the poem 

Afterwards, Oku Onuora made that definition more comprehensive and included all types of 

music-influenced }Xletry in the label of dub }Xletry. Hitchcock (1993) nevertheless tells us that 

LKJ claims to have coined the term in that period, contradicting Brown's contention that 'dub 

}Xletry' was first used by Oku Onuora in 1979. But above all it is important to bear in mind that 

'most West Indian }Xlets resist easy classification, even in terms of style, shifting across 

boundaries of the oral and the literary, the private and the public, as the }Xlems they are vvriting 

demand' (Brown and McWatt 2005:xix). 

Being forged from signs of violence immanent to the crisis connected with conflicts of 

racial and cultural difference, dub }Xletry discourse eIrerged with the question of \\hat out-of-the

native-land intercultural initiation represented to the West Indian diasJXlra For that reason, it has 

obliged British nationalist selfhood to face its }Xlstcolonial history. Being related to forms of 

cultural identification and disjunctive temporalities experienced by West Indian immigrants in 

}Xllitical-economic centres of }Xl\\er, dub }Xletry is a voice trying to subvert the kind of rationality 

that has hindered the displacement to and relocation of hybrid signs in the metro}Xllitan areas. 

Furthennore, it has fired a }Xletic and }Xllitical question at British nationalism, exposing the 

rejection or incapacity of this nationalist model to articulate heterogeneity, a distinctive aspect of 

the }Xlstcolonial }Xlpulation. 

Donnell and Welsh, quoting Braithv.aite, consider that the genre dub poetry was 'one of 

the most exciting developments to emerge from the "explosion of grassroots artistic/intellectual 

activity" in the late 1960s and 19705' (1996:18). These authors explain that the great names of this 

}Xletic style, as those above-mentioned, '\\ere strongly influenced by Rastafarianism and the 
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politics of an ascendant black po\\er movement on both sides of the Atlantic' (1996:18). In the 

case of an increasing presence of this sort of poetry in Britain, the main reason was that 

Although dub ~try had sr:ecific roots in Jamaican popular culture, it also found fertile soil in the newly 
militant atmosphere and confrontational politics of 1970s Britain; the 'touch-fXlper' of tv\{) decades of 
discrimination against blacks in Britain being lit ~th the sparks of high black (esr:ecially yuuth) 
unemployrrent and the perception of heightened police intolerance and brutality in urban multi-racial areas. 

(Donnell and Welsh 1996:18) 

In such cases, shall \\e see, LKJ's vvritings playro a pioneering role in relation to the 

conflictive scenario affecting West Indian immigrants in Brixton and London, as his poetry 

(especially the 1970s verses) was particularly intended to provide evidence of this environment of 

discrimination and violent incident. As the poet himself makes known in an interview. 

My initial impetus to write was political-from the very beginning-it wasn't a need to clear thing:; of my 
chest or to, in any way, express any profound, deep inner errotion or anything like that. From the very 
beginning I saw myself as giving voice to, and documenting, the experiences of my generation. 

(in Caesar 1996:66-7} 

Hence LKJ's poetic career has been dedicated to express his comrmmity's anger and 

frustrations, hopes and aspirations, first within the Black Panthers and then with the Race Today 

Collective. Although Donnell and Welsh recognise LKJ's pioneering voice and great infll£nce in 

confronting a pervasively, visibly racist British society, they are also avvare of the fact that the 

oppositional and subversive stance asst.rrned in LKJ's early verses 'has not always WJrked in 

favot.rr of the reception of dub poetry' (1996:18). As theyargt£, 'it has enacted to "muddy the 

waters" of any critical appreciation by instigating the notion that dub poetry dealt only in the kind 

of protest rhetoric' (1996:18). This perception has hinderecL for instance, the appreciation of dub 

poetry as a fully fledged literary form, and it has been sidelined by a great deal of literary critics. 

The Jamaican critic and vvriter Mervyn Morris (1997) looks at the poetic styles elaborated 

by singers WlO employ dub music. He recalls that Linton K\\eSi Johnson's WJrk is dearly 

infll£nced by the lyricism of this style both in his poems and dub songs. As a result, singers WlO 

belong to such a musical genre have to be considered on the Wlole as poets. He underlines that 

according to Oku Onuora, dub poetry can use the Wlole gamut of rhythmic styles originating in 

Africa The author estimates that dub singers wish to inspire themselves with all musical styles, 
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including European ones. Morris furthennore makes an analysis of the impact of musical 

performance on dub songs. Accordingly, as time has gone by the concept of dub has 

encapsulated a literary styie widely based on principles of traditional ballads, heroic poems and 

many other contemporary oral genres such as pop songs, folk and protest songs, and especially 

reggae music. 

As Bhabha argues, 'it is the space of intervention emerging in the cultural interstices that 

introduces creative invention into existence' (1994:9); so dub poetry can be distinguished as a 

'performance of identity as iteration, the re-creation of self in the Y\Orld of travel, the resettlement 

of borderline community of migration' (1994:9). Also because, as Frantz Fanon puts it in Black 

skin, uhite rmsks: 'I am my own foundation And it is by going beyund the historical, instrumental 

hypothesis that I will initiate the cycle of my freedom' (1986:231). In this sense, LKJ's poetry 

helps to disclose a key and interesting dimension to the concept of crealisation, especially the 

crealisation of language, as long as his writing raises qlBtiOns about \\hat composes the 

relationship berneen vernacular/official versus Creole languages, constructions of self-narratives 

and self-ethnographies, discourses of subversion and resistance in the Caribbean 

migration/ diaspora. 

By making an effort to give a voice to a community forged on the borders of privation and 

marginalisation, dub poetry is composed of a deeply antagonistic and conflictive nature (as most 

of the legitimate claims made from the minorities' perspective). This poetic genre affirms the 

existence of an insurgent and interstitial culture through the performance of a migrant voice; a 

voice coming from the margin of the empire, coming out of endurance, to make itself socially, 

culturally and historically visible in a hostile, excluding modem Y\Orld Consequently, the zenith 

of aspirations in this literary art is to reach a space of social articulation of differences, 

contributing to redefine the British ideal of community and society because, as Bhabha puts it: 

When historical visibility has faded, \\flen the present tense of testimony loses its po\\er to arrest, then the 
displacements of memory and the indirections of art offer us the image of our psychical survival. To live in 
the unhomely Wlrld, to find its ambivalences and ambiguities enacted in the house of fiction, or its sundering 
and splitting performed in the Wlrk of art, is also to affirm a profound desire for social solidarity 1 am 
looking for the join ... I want to join ... I want to join.' 

(Bhabha 1994:18) 

From the viewpoint of 'interstitial perspective', dub poetry heats up the debate on 

solidarity, social, historical and ideological limits of the community understood as a system 
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resulting from contiguous transmissions of historical and cultural traditions. Therefore, dub 

poetry aims to be considered as a sign of the rising of a commtmity \\hose revisionist spirit 

reconstructs current political conditions, as long as it depicts a social scenario \\here there is an 

open possibility of acceding to or preserving the difference, without entailing the hazard of an 

implicit reaffirmation of a Western dogma of tmiversality. 

This debate brings us again to the qtBtion of domination, alterity and otherness, W1ich 

reveals the strategies used to subject the colonised/dominated/subaltern/po\\erless through 

degrading stereotypes and usurpation. HO\\ever, things do not occur necessarily in this sequence 

of events. The intervention and resistance are processes that disclose the way the subject groups 

fight back against the hegemonic po\\er by means of \\hat is theoretically termed as mimiay, 

p;zrrdy, sly dzility, urnJX1l1S of the urnk, albeit without direct confrontation or explicit violence in 

many cases. Thus the subjugated (namely in the specific case here West Indian immigrants) may 

reinstate themselves in the position of subjects of their own reality. The hegemonic po\\er 

reaction \\hen being decentra1ised is usually based on violent counter-resistance and strategies of 

division among the insurgent group, as Fanon argues in The Wretchal of the earth. Again, shall \\e 

see, this is not necessarily a rule and that sometimes fruitful compromise may occur bet\\een 

po\\er holders and subordinated groups. 

Dub poetry and reggae music are interesting examples of how all these phenomena occur, 

as long as such artistic trends bring colonial subjects to the forefront, as protagonists, and look 

for an autonomous discourse that joins colonialist and colonised forces in an environment of 

commitment that inspires and looks forward to democratic liberty. Thus, the colonial and 

postcolonial encounters do not always lead to blood, death and tragedy; they can also precipitate 

scenarios of tv\o-wayexchange and constructive agreement. 

As for the concept of creolisation, it gains a special and thoughtful contribution in LKJ's 

lively poetic style since his writing looks at the Caribbean and its social and cultural body beJDnd 

the boundaries of geographical circumscription as \\ell as racial, linguistic and nationalist 

determinisms. Thus his 'Mlrk explores the construction of self in the interstices of domination 

and resistance, coloniser and colonised, oppression and subversion in accordance with the view 

that "'in-bet\\een" spaces provide the terrain for elaborating strategies of selfhoo~singular or 

communal-that initiate new signs of identity, and innovative sites of collaboration, and 

contestation, in the act of defining the idea of society itself' (Bhabha 1994:1-2). As a result, the 

poet's discourse dovetails with 'Mlrks that look through and analyse Caribbean nationalism and 

its relation to Creole identities, cultural hybridity, and the importance of creolisation to diaspora 
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studies. Here Shalini Pllli's The Caribbam J-XYSfmlonial (2004) plaY' an important role in the 

disciplinary imagination of postcolonial and culhrral studies. 

Pm tmderscores the impasses of non-comparison and non-elucidation of multiples pros 

and cons that characterise the Caribbean region and its literatures. Her study seeks to interpret 

social performances along the range of West Indian practices and identities (manifestos, novels, 

national languages ... ) not only to take on some of the waY' in wuch hybridity is recognised, 

depicted and praised in West Indian theory production, but also to demonstrate how 

interpretative commtmities in the region contribute to the creation of both official and tmofficial 

recitals and accotmts of their own history. Shalini Pm charges postcolonial debate with sidelining 

West Indies and the central position of its culhrral hybridism as its prevalent condition. Pm's 

disclliSion does not only try to remedy this mainstream denial of the Caribbean, but also exhibits 

its effects for the cross-examination of hybridity's poetics and politics. 

Moreover, throughout the last decades, one of the predominant trends in culhrral studies 

has been the practice of putting away essentialist discourses on race and nationality and hnning 

the focU5 on the dynamics of a hybrid socio-culhrrallegacy. Such a perspective comes especially 

from the historical interchange of multiple heritages that are repeatedly fragrrented and recreated 

to accommodate new configurations. Examples of studies addressing these questions are Paul 

Gilroy's The Black Atlantic (1993), Brent Edvvards' The Pmdice of diasrxJm (2003) and again Shalini 

Pm's The Caribbam rrstmlonial. By and large, such authors tackle the problematic arotmd the 

violence in the Atlantic crossing, black transnational culture and the huge ethnic heritages 

brought from the African continent to re-elaborate, transform and be transformed in the New 

World 

The poet Linton KV\eSi Johnson is aware of this multi-faceted culture and its tensioned 

reality, and he uses his W)rk to make a draft of the official history and show its interstices and 

lapses. The poet does not deny the so-called classic culture, but he revisits and rewrites it, 

subverting it by inserting his diasporic, Afro-Caribbean experience into it. For this reason, his 

writing is sometimes ambiguoU5 and can present aspects of Jamaican oral tradition, concerns for 

civil rights and minority struggles, as \<\ell as rhythmic inspiration from reggae mU5ic. That is vmy 

his literary style is conventionally labelled as 'dub poetry'. 

For some critics LKJ is considered the pioneer of dub poetry. And his quest for a sui ~ 

poetic style has acquired a key significance since his dub poems have given a voice to the 

oppressed and expressed concerns about riots and confrontations. Hence, he has inspired black 

Britons and other minorities in England to stand up against police brutality and fight for their 
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rights. Attached to the rhythm of reggae music, dub lXletry then turns into a strategy of resistance 

and a \\ealXln of liberation. The diaslXlric experience, hO\\ever, Wll invariably let the West Indian 

subject know that he/she is a distinctive kind of creature in the social order, or the Other, Wrich 

means that \'\hen it comes to talk about 'human rights', other kinds of people have been 

addressed historically. 

Nonetheless, the eight dub lXlems that comprise the seminal 1978 V\Ork Drmd Bmt an Blaxi 

have a clear-cut IXllitical vision and LKJ, as Kozain lXlints out, 'calls attention to and asserts, in a 

defiant and confrontational manner, the presence of black West Indians in Britain' (1994:84). 

This radical change of viewpoint certainly contributed to a definitive transfonnation of the image 

of West Indian OiaslXlrans in the English metrolXllis. In this sense, Bnre King (2004:108-109) 

states that LKJ playro a decisive role in the consolidation of a marked diction and language 

vvithin black British lXletry. Furthermore, he helped to consolidate the idea that West Indians 

\\ere not only immigrants living in Englancl but \\ere in fact legally and historically British 

citizens. This stance made it clear that IXllitical dialogue V\Ould not be enough to change the Write 

British IXlpulation's attihlde towards the blacks, and thus the necessity for a constant battle 

against the hegemonic social order. 

LKJ also explores an apparent lack of confidence in his V\Ork in a humorous manner in one 

of his key poems. Robert McGill finding 'h"oubling taxonomies' in LKJ's 1f I Woz a Tap-Natch 

Poet' lXlints out how the lXlem 'explores its own slippery IXlsition in relation to the IXllarities of 

music and lXletry, of "high" art and IXlpular culture, of IXllitics and aesthetics' (2003:561). 

According to McGill, the text is aware not only of dub poetry's debarment from the literary 

canons, but also of its IXltential to assimilate itself into those canons and even change them For 

him, both literary canons and LKJ's persona come out as visualised fonnations that call upon, 

intermingle and remodel one another. The poet then exploits the poem's indefiniteness to make 

himself a subtle subject vvithin the canonical milieu, unable to be situated, subverting the 

classificatory stratagem to Wrich canons are attached (2003:561). 

if I WJZ a tap-natch poet 
like Orris Okigbo 
Derek Walcot 
ar T. S. Eliot 

I WJodah \\rite a poem 
soh rude 
anrootsy 
an subversive 
dat it rrek di goon poet 
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tun mite wid envy 

(Johnson 2006:94-5) 

McGill furthennore anal~s how LKJ's dub poetry defies the stability of (US-European) 

literary canons themselves by emphasising 'the imaginative, subjtmctive aspect of subjectivity-

000 he migzt be-tmderrnines the taxonomical strategies wuch they might U5e to decide 000 he 

is' (2003:564; emphasis original). 

It is not surprising then, that V\hile various institutions and anthologies have dismissed dub as sorrething less 
than poetry, others w:lUld accuse dub poets as 'selling ouf and having 'degenerated rrento, ska and reggae'. 
Gilroy condemns such attitudes, mich imply that to have 'mixed' is 'to have been party to a great betrayal. 
Any unsettling traces of hybridity must be excised from the tidy, bleached-out zones of impoSSibly pure 
culture.' Preferring routes to roots, Johnson o~rates in Wlat Homi Bhabha calls the 'interstitial passage 
beh\een fixed identifications'. By oscillating beffieen the third-~rson goon poet and the subjunctive 
topnotch one, Johnson offers no single subject position. 

(McGill 2003:564) 

Now let U3 tum Otrr discussion to the examination of SOtre of Linton K\\eSi Johnson's 

poems and look at the importance of this writer in promoting strategies of resistance by 

combining aesthetics and politics in the guise of dub poetry. 

3.3 Diaspora, Difference and Grassroots Movement in Linton Kwesi Johnson's Poems 

I t is beyond the scope of this analytical study to look at all poems of Linton K \\eSi Johnson in 

detail, as titre and space permit only the examination of a few examples of his V\{)rk This 

research will therefore try to do its best to cover LKJ's classic poems in three different decades: 

the 1970s, 1980s and 1990s. The rationale for carrymg out a debate on a selected corpus of his 

poems will be considered through the following aspects: firstly, the poetic strategies by wuch the 

fonnalisms of standard English language are deconstructed (this is an aspect that has been to 

SOtre extent discussed in the V\{)rk of both LKJ and Rampolokeng so my purpose is jU3t to 
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rrention en JXlwnt this characteristic of resistance in LKJ's poetry); secondly, I will look at LKJ's 

defence of the West Indies immigration and the diasporic moverrents tow.rrds a hybridisation of 

Great Britain; the third aspect is the depiction of public spaces populated by migrants and 

W)rking class dealing with state violence, tmemployment and racism; and finally, the support of 

social movements and differing, hybrid identities as reversal discourse to hegemonic poV\-er. 

Presenting LKJ's selected poems according to this scheme will also be a stinmlus for the readers, 

\\hose interest in his poetry may be stirred up since they will be alloV\-ed an insightful perspective 

on his most important poems and the topics of discussion arising from them 

At this initial stage, it is W)rth giving heed to the multiple aesthetic interpretations that 

LKJ's W)rk is open to, ranging from the postmodem forms of combining discursive texts and 

contexts of popular culture and 'high art', to the expressions and celebrations of voices of the 

disadvantaged, the oppressed, the subalterns, the diasporans, as V\eU as to the poetic ising of 

bottom-up movements making grassroots demands within the spectnrrn of postcolonial arts of 

resistance. The most evident aspect of his W)rk tackles the problem of putting neglected and 

peripheral narratives onto the pertinent stage of postmodernity and difference. He is entirely 

aware of the poV\-er of W)rds and discourses as modes of recognition and domination Thus, if 

discourses have the capacity to establish the patterns of recognition and domination, his poetry 

aims at discursive formats as pertinent spaces to articulate the entmciative potential of a 

peripheral modernity. Such spaces are composed of a hybridisation fonned in-betV\een the 

contact wnes of imperialist POV\-ers and postcolonial territories and peoples. 

This heterogeneity is the first element to be noticed \\hen the poet employs the Jamaican 

Creole to distort the formalisms of Standard English so as to create a different space of 

entmciation, as V\-e can infer from the majority of his poems. Let us take Want fi Goh Rave' as an 

example: 

I w)z 
WcJakin dOlm eli road 
eli aclah day 
W1en I hear a likkle yvut-man say 

himseh: 
yu noh si mi situation 
mi dont have noh acamadaeshan 
mi haffi sign awn at eli stayshan 
at six in eli evenin 
mi seh mi life gpt noh rreanin 
I jus livin widout feelin 

still 
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mi haffi rrek a razell 

kaw mi carre af age 
an mi want fi goh rave 

Gohnson 2006:33) 

As usual in his compositions, the poet turns a blind eye to the fonnal patterns dictated by 

English grammar and makes a sheer written camivalisation \\ith the orality of crealised and slang 

languages. J oumalist Vicky Allan once observed that the poetic fusion of the Caribbean language 

of LKJ's home and the urban patois of the street \\ith rhythms of reggae was partly 'the best 

means of expression for his message, but also he liked the idea of subverting the English 

language, of knocking at the foundations of "Qlffn'S English'" (2004:7). In the particular 

message of Want fi Goh Rave' the poet provides a setting ooere common )Uung people suffer 

constantly from the pressures of not having a roof over their heads, lack of jobs, lack of security, 

but still keeping alive the hope of getting some money at least for going to a rave. This poetic 

perspective resounds in Julia Kristeva's argument that, 'camivalesque discourse breaks through 

the laV\S of a language censored by grammar and semantics and, at the same time, is a social and 

political protest. There is no equivalence, but rather, identity ~ challenging official 

linguistic codes and challenging official law' (1986:36). So LKJ's basic strategies of resistance to 

challenge official codes and traditional poetic formulas are mostly based on language 

experimentation \\ith the objective of amplifying the practice and comprehension of radical 

literature and politicallmeasiness. 

LKJ describes the link of this orally-linguistic experimentation to real-life experience and 

community thus: 

The kind of thing that I write and the Wly I say it is as a result of the tension berneen Jamaican Creole and 
Jamaican English and beh\een those and English English And all that, really, is the consequence of having 
been brought up in a colonial society, and then coming over here to live and go to school in England, soon 
afterwards. The tension builds up. You can see it in the writing. You can hear it. And sorrething else: my 
jXlffilS may look sort of flat on the page. Well, that is because they're actually oral p:>emS, as such They V\ere 
definitely written to be read aloud, in the community. 

(In Salkey 1975:8) 

From the very beginning the reader Wll notice LKJ's purpose is focused on the language 

of the poem, in order to establish a new Wcly of interacting \\ith that reader. When creating 

11 'rrek a raze': get money. 
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ruptures in the written language, sometimes difficult to comprehen~ the poet demands a less 

passive behaviour from the receptor so as to decode the message. As a result, the reader is invited 

to cross the conventional boundaries of poetry and vvriting and has more participation in the 

construction of meanings. At times, of course, this intention may also create uneasiness or non

conformity (a predominant tactic in the way the author deals with his own creation). In addition, 

the poet will use the ruphrres with formal language for several purposes: the political non

conformity is a way to rethink poetic practice; the incorporation of elerrents least recurrent in 

traditional or canonical poetic conventions, as a norm of exploring new therres and experiences 

especially from the margins, is a way to oppose the valres established by the market and 

mainstream; the subversion of grammatical rules and discourse codes is also a denouncerrent of 

tainted poV\er struchrres, neither renouncing the very act of experirrentation, nor resorting to 

dangerous political naivety. Such linguistic and ideological ruptures can be seen, for instance, in 

the poem 'Di Anfinish Revalueshan': 

now watchya mistah man 
mi noh like eli way yu tan 
an yu tan soh too lang yu know ffi111 

a rreditate yu a rreditate ])<111 eli satre sang soh lang? 
\\ell hear mi man: 

mi nawpreach 
minawteach 
mi jus a how yu 
owmiseit 
caw eli trute \\ell S1M:'et 
jus like a African beat 
like \\en yu si V\hey yu coming fram 
like \\en yu site wuchpawt yu reach 
soh mi noh care if yu waan vex 
ar even gW<lill1like yu perplex 
mi a goh show yu V\hey mi si mistah man 

(J ohnson 2006: 107) 

Among other new and privileged aspects of this innovation in the use and dominance of 

language, the poet creatively incorporates, as in a social ceremony, the elerrent of colonial 

repertoire and legislative control (namely the official language) and the system of non-official 

communication, V\hich is composed, among other things, of a myriad of rumours, gossip and all 

sorts of idioms, music, poetry and songs. With this new communicative tool at han~ LKJ sets 

down a chronicle of social life and l-')()litical criticism blended with dub songs and other genres of 

popular culture that comment, for better or \\Orse, on the deeds of poV\er holders. Hence, the 
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interference and influence of hegemonic po\!\er is taken and understood as a phenomenon that 

reaches the most recondite realms of everyday life and that belong5 to the domain of perception 

and experience. Employing this mix of codes, LKJ is therefore able to defy the 'mistah man' in a 

conflictive opposition (Fanon 1965) as \!\ell as using the typical \!\eapons of the \!\eak such as 

sabotage, dissimulation, feigned ignorance, slander, foot-dragging nrrnOl.rr5, among others (Scott 

1985, 1990). 

Stect 66 

eli room v\oz dark-dusk hoWin softly 
six-a-clack, 
charcoal lite defying site v\oz 
mavin black; 
eli som v\oz muzik mellow steady flow, 
an man-son mind jus mystic red, 
green, red, green ... pure scene. 

eli mitey poet I _Roy12 V\Oz on eli ""ire, 
Western elid a scank an each one lawf: 
him feelin irie, dread I. 
'Street 66,' eli said man said, 
'any policeman come ylli1 
will get some righteous raas klaat licks, 
~a man, ""hole heap a kicks.' 

hours beat eli scene mavin rite 
v.hen all of a sudden 
bam bam bam a knockin pan eli door. 
'Who's dat?' asked Western feelin rite. 
'Open up! It's the police! Open up!' 
'What address do you want?' 
'Number sixty-six! Come on, open up!' 
Western feelin high reply 
'Yes, dis is Street 66; 
step rite in an tek some licks.' 

Oohnson 2006:9-10) 

As a matter of fact, LKJ's poetic style relies widely on a blending pattern mere aesthetics 

and politics are used to depict public spaces. In such milieus everyday facts of life are surromded 

by common people (especially young people) suffering from shortage of employment, police 

violence, segregation, misgovernance, scepticism, lack of perspective, et cetera Nforeover, the 

exploration of poetic language by depicting public, open spaces of conflict and hardship bring5 

forward a preoccupation with the Clisis of public spaces in contemporary urbanised societies. 

Projecting a perspective of experimental poetic creation, generally in association with left-wing 

12 Jamaican reggae rapper popular during the 1970s. 
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politics, LKJ's ditty is both an addition to other critical \MJrldview; of social problems and a 

mouthpiece to claim representation for marginalised individuals, be it in racial, diasporic, political, 

social or other contexts. 

last satdey 
I nevah deh pan no faam, 
so I decide fi tek a walk 
d01ID a Brixton 
an see V\ha gwum. 

di bredrin dem stan-up 
outside a Hip City,13 
as usual, a look pretty; 
clem a lawf big lawf 
dem a talk dread talk 
clem a shLN an shuffle dem feet, 
soakin in di sV\eet musical beat. 

but \\hen nite come 
policeman nm dem dlmg 
beat dem dung a gnmg 
kick dem ass, 
sen dem paas justice 
to prison walls of gloom 

Gohnson 2006:3) 

The poetic discourse, despite dealing with local problems in a crealised language 

description, also presents a state of affairs that is adaptable to the need of widening Oill 

perspective to the facts of both globalism and difference. For instance, it points out differences 

carefully scrutinised, in a scenario of accommodation of knowedge \\here the subaltern assumes 

their own voice, their own history. From the moment \\hen the poet denounces politicians as 

morally corrupt and policemen as gratuitously violent, and \\hen he gives space for the 'likkle 

)Dut-man [to] say' \\hat he thinks and \\hat afflicts him, there will come to the front line a crucial 

deconstruction of several categories that classifies such individuals as distinct, or subaltern, or 

second-class citizens. This is due to the fact that recognition of differences emerges from the 

spaces of marginalised wnes, V\hich is not always prone to share the Western tendency to 

rationalise monolithically. And such a transit is enunciated permanently within both the physical 

and subjective displacement observed in contemporaneity, \\here there is room for developing 

particular and collective, local and global imaginaries. 

13 Desrrond's Hip City a popular IL'Cord shop in the 1960s and 1970s for Jamaican music, on Atlantic Road, 
Brixton 
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The very fact of displacements and transits of subjects from the periphery to the centre of 

po\\er puts fOrWclrd the deconstruction of a marginal subjectivity marked territorially, culturally, 

ethnically, linguistically. The phY'ical phenomenon of dislocation and resettlement, the backbone 

of diasporic movements, disrupts old structures of meaning'> and reshapes central, hegemonic 

discourses on the grOlmds of postmodernity, postcoloniality, globalisation, hybridisation and 

difference. Working as an operative means to provoke and persuade the central discursive 

programs, this 'incursion' has nothing to do with an analY'is of external forms surrotmding a 

centrality. Indeed, it is a reality that entails comprehending intemalising and reshaping the 

practices of knowledge and colonial discourses that have been historically based on the 

recognition of the other as an odd figure. But this other comes from the multiplicity, the plurality 

that is part of us, and therefore it is increasingly and permanently linked to ontological questions 

in contemporaneity. 

In this regard, the Caribbean migratory experience places a considerable \\eight on the 

balance of diaspora In their explanation of the ql£Stion, 'Who COtmts as a Caribbean poet?', 

Brown and MCWatt argue that 

If \\e take a fairly conventional notion of 'nationality' as someone born in the region, W10 lived and V\Orked 
for most of their lives there, then a significant ~rcentage of the [Caribbean] writers ... V\Ould not have been 
eligible. l\1igration has been a fact of Caribbean life-indeed, it is arguably the defining e~rience of 
Caribbean 'being'. Historically, with the exception of the few surviving Amerindian communities in the 
islands (and, of course, in the mainland South American territories), all the people of the Caribbean are 
'incomers', Mlether from Africa, Euro~, India, China, or the l\1iddle East. So a sense of being 'half home' as 
Derek Walcott put it, is ~rhaps part of w-ut it means to be a West Indian. That being so, it's not surprising, 
then, that so many Caribbean people have been willing to uproot themselves 'again' to pursue economic 
opportunities or other ambitions. All through the last century West Indians migrated in significant numbers, 
to Panama, to England, to Canada, and to the USA Many writers \\ere among them, most famously the 
group vWIo ventured to Britain in the 1950s and collectively drew attention to the region's literary 
ambitions ... Hardly any of those writers rehrrned to live in the Caribbean, but all continued to write about the 
region throughout their careers. 

(BroW"! and McWatt 2005:xxi-ii) 

This diasporised Caribbeanness and its flexibility in appearing in different comers of the 

W)rId is sometimes explored by LKJ as a way of protest and resistance. An example of it occurs 

in the poem 1t Dread inna Inglan', in wllich LKJ paY' homage to George Lindo, a Jamaican 

W)rker living in Bradford, a 'family man' living in the melting pot of England 000 'nevah do no 

vvrang' and despite that was vvrongfully convicted of armed robbery tmder the regime of Margaret 

Thatcher. So LKJ's poem, despite campaigning for Lindo's release, sotmds like a very utterance 
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for diasporans to mite and 'stan firm inna Inglan' against a hegemonic poV\er that insists in 

treating the different, or the 'minority', as a subaltern: 

mi seh dem frame-up George Lindo 
up in Bradford Toun 
but eli Bradford Blacks 
dem a rally roun ... 

Maggi Tatcha on eli go 
wid a racist show 
but a she haffi go 
kaw, 
rite now, 
African 
hian 
West Indian 
an Black British 
stan firm inna Inglan 
inna disya time yah 
far noh mattah Wclt dey say, 
come Wclt may, 
\\e are here to stay 
inna Inglan, 
inna disya time yah ... 

Oohnson 2006:25) 

Hence, as Hitchcock (1993) once noticed, the Afro-Caribbean peoples and their 

postcolonial Asian fellow; are caught up in the Manichean logic of exclusion/inclusion that 

drives the British hegemonic ethnic group. When questioned about the notion of black British 

identity and how it fits into the ooole experience of afro-diaspora, Linton K V\eSi Johnson 

ansV\ered more or less in consonance V\ith V. S. Naipaul's conclusion ooen, after graduating at 

Oxford, the latter fomd himself on his own in early 1950s London, racially marginalised, V\ithout 

a job or prospects, mabIe to have his first literary attempts published, desolately horresick, but 

reluctant to admit defeat and return to Trinidad, even after his father's death. Then LKJ's stance 

is pro diaspora as a way of realistic resistance: 

From an early age, in fact from ""hen I WclS in the Panthers, I realised that black people \\ere in this country 
[Great Britain] to stay and \\e had to accept that \\e w'ren't going an)'\\here, and this >'.hole thing that our 
parents had come with, a dream of coming to W)rk for a few years and then going back home, that WclSI1't on 
at all and \\e had to accept that ;w're a part of Britain and that ;w had to build our own independent 
institutions here-cultural, political and social institutions-and accept the reality of our situation. 

(in Caesar 1996:69) 
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This clear-cut political vision in LKJ's \\Ork, \\hich as Kozain argues, 'calls attention to and 

asserts, in a defiant and confrontational manner, the presence of black West Indians in Britain' 

(1994:84), is particularly present in the late-1970s and 1980s verses, a period marked by radical 

change in the political awareness of West Indian immigrants in the British metropolis. As a result, 

\\hen LKJ establishes the Jamaican diction and Creole language as a pattern for his poetic 

writings, he helps to consolidate the idea that black communities \\ere not only immigrants living 

in England and serving as blue-collar \\Orkers, but \\ere in fact legally and historically British 

citizens. LKJ always takes a clear stan[za]ce that he has been living in Europe since he was 11 

~ars old, so he has put down roots in British soil: 'Whether \\e want to accept it or not, our 

children and grandchildren are Europeans'. And he does not rrean that rrerely in a racial sense, 

but in a geopolitical sense as \\ell: 'We are Europeans and \\e are part of Europe. In the same way 

that one can speak about African-Americans, one can talk about black Europeans, because Y\e are 

part of Europe. Europe vWl never be OOite again. Never.' (in Caesar 1996:76-7). (To the same 

extent it is also crucial to begin the deconstruction of the myth that Africa is the black man's 

land, given the complexities and diversities of the continent. In addition, diaspora and 

globalisation are currently changing the demographic maps of the \\Orld, so determinisms based 

on the association of racial typologies with different territories vWl sooner or later vanish.) 

'Inglan is a Bitch' is another poem dealing with the West Indian migrant experience in 

Great Britain. In this poem LKJ empathises with the immigrants, recording the many difficulties 

they have to go through to survive in the 'land of opportunity'. Apart from the diasporic element 

reflected upon, the protest element is easily noticed: protest against alienating chores, inequality, 

racism, class prejudice, exploitation, oppression and so forth. 

\\el1 mi jus corre to Landan t01.ID 
mi tEe to W)rk pan eli andahgroun 
but W)rkin pan eli andahgroun 
yu dont get fi know your wayamun 

Inglan is a bitch 
dere's no escapin it 
Inglan is a bitch 
dere's no nmin ,'\he fram it 

'M'll mi dhu day W)k an mi dhu nite 'AOk 
mi dhu clean W)k an mi dhu dutty W)k 
clem seh dat black man is very lazy 
but if yu si how mi v.uk yu \\Dodah seh mi crazy 

(J ohnson 2006:39-40) 
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The depiction of public spaces and mass organisations, intertv\ined with cliscursive 

resources for storytelling and dub solmds, are also a cormnon base in the construction of LKJ's 

ditties. Thus, a fully current overview of the dramas and strains suffered inside the West Indian 

collective based in 1970s and 1980s London is recorded in his poetry. Since the beginning of his 

artistic production Linton K V\esi Johnson has amalgamated poetic expressions and public 

performances, resorting to a \'\hole arsenal of (tm)subordinated rhythmic cliscursiveness. This is 

the reason \'\hy in Drmd Bmt an Blaxl V\e can find perceptible funk sonorities, as in the case of 

'DOtm di Road' or 'Song of Blood,' or the firing nature of the street engagement. As an instance 

of this engagement, V\e can inspect the poem 'Forces of Victri/ a poem that sotmds like a rally 

chant dedicated to the Race Today Renegades and the Carnival Development Committee, the 

pro-carnivalists \'\ho Y\{)n over the anti-carnivalist forces that tried to prohibit the Notting Hill 

Carnival in the late 1970s. Like a griot of the people, LKJ bring5 together story, poem song and 

dance in a couple of dub verses that celebrate the maintenance of the carnival as a symbolic 

V\eapon, as V\ell as a 'niche' of autonomy \'\here people find their dignity as a subordinated group: 

¥\e're eli forces af victri 
an wi comin rite through 
¥\e're eli forces af victri 
now W<l.t yu gonna do 

wi rrek a likkle date 
fi nineteen-seventy-eight 
an wi fite an wi fite 
an defeat eli State 
den all a wi jus fahNJd 
up to Not'n' Hill Gate 

wi dressed in red 
an wi feelin dread 
wi dressed in green 
an wi feelin rrean 
wi dressed in ptnple 
an wi dressed in ~llow 
wi dressed in blue 
an wi comin rite through 

(Johnson 2006:37) 

The poet himself remembers with great enthusiasm the deeds of the event in an interview. 

F 0ItES of V idanJ itself was a celebration of the victory that the pro-carnivalists had NJn over those P'Dple MlO 
had tried to ban the Notting Hill Carnival, because, rerrember, they tried to police the carnival off the streets 
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with so many policemen in 1976 it led to a riot, and another riot again in 1977. And in 1978 I celebrated 
because Race Today Renegades, \MUch is the mas' band to \MUch I belonged at the tirre, vwre playing a mas' 
called 'The Forces of Victory' and the mas' was also symbolic of the victory of the pro-camivalist forces 
against the anti-camivalist forces, and it V\GS a military ffi1S' with tanks, infantry, airforce, sailors and so on 
and so forth. 

(in Caesar 1996:69) 

In his analysis of the configuration of social conflicts, LKJ brings forward an environrrent 

of deep social and economic problems, \!\here the functionality of State usually does not reach, 

and into Y\hich a brutal police force is brought instead The result is a fuelling of tensions as 

crow:is gather to manifest, protest and fight for their political and economic rights, in a practical 

demonstration of the objective coordinates of social class disputes. This is also a parameter LKJ 

uses to reflect immediately on the struggles of social moVeIrents and their demands for 

improveIrent of public politics. On the other hand, the poet does not think twice to express his 

disapproval \!\hen these movements seem to be internally fragmented, oriented to liquidate their 

own autonomies, leaving room therefore for the truculent repressive strategies of the State to be 

continued No doubt the poet also recognises the challenges of social movements and exhorts 

the V\illing possibility of situating such struggles in a horizon of rights conquest and gaining the 

battle of ideas. 

As an example of strategies of resistance of social movements in urban areas, it is 

\'\OrthY\hile to emphasise the Notting Hill Carnival conflicts and the violent 1981 Brixton riots. 

Both events ",-ere described by LKJ's verses respectively as 'Forces of Victri' and 'Di Great 

Insohreckshan'. These confrontational events highlighted the need to put pressure on the 

government to assure the end of institutional racism in the Metropolitan Police, the continuous 

harassment the (black) population felt they V\-ere under, the combating of segregation and social 

inequality, and the promotion of a positive general view of the dynamic celebration of Britain's 

multicultural diversity. Doing battle with the degeneracy of a conservative intelligentsia, and 

avoiding the traps of ideological cocoons, have been essential steps for social movements like 

these ones continually adjusting to urban spaces in a changing \'\Odd Such movements have then 

too much to say about modem-day postcolonial trends, such as hybridisation, third spaces, 

crealisation, diaspora, et cetera As a matter of fact, hybridity with an inbuilt tendency to resist 

and transform has been an implicit subject in Bhabha's theories: 'The process of cultural 

hybridity gives rise to something different, something new and unrecognisable, a new area of 

negotiation of meaning and representation' (1990:211). 
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Di Great Insohrcckshan 

it \\oz in april nineteen eighty WcUl 

doun inna eli ghetto af Brixtan 
dat eli babyian clem cauz such a frickshan 
dat it bring about a great insohreckshan 
an it spread all o\\evah eli naeshan 
it \\oz truly an histarical occayshan 

it \\oz event af eli ~ar 
an I wish I ad been dere 
\\en wi run nat all o\\evah Brixtan 
\\en wi mash-up plenty police van 
\\en wi mash-up eli wicked WcUl plan 
\\en wi mash-up eli Swamp Eighty Wan1'; 

fi Wla.? 
fi lTI2k eli rulah dem andastan 
dat wi naw tek noh more a clem oppreshan 

Gohnson 2006:60) 

From these excerpts V\e may sunnise not only a call-for-action attitude in LKJ's poetry, but 

also an instrument to mobilise people to celebrate their conquests. But his verses also address 

other feelings such as frustration, despair and lack of perspective amongst the yuuth, migrants 

and W)rking class. It is simply enough to listen to or read poems such as 'Dread Beat an Blood' 

and 'Five Nights of Bleeding', the first tw) texts in his acclaimed collection entitled Drmd Bmt an 

Blroi (1975), to have an idea of the consequences of collective frustration and discontent 

simrrering in the sheer bosom of Afro-West Indian youth. 'Five Nights of Bleeding' WclS the first 

of LKJ's published poems and according to him, 'that WclS one of my earliest attempts at writing 

in the Jamaican language, with the English langu.:ige, and using reggae rhythms at the same time' 

(in Caesar 1996:66). Dedicated to Leroy Harris, a victim of internecine violence, the poem draW) 

a clear-cut picture of a violent scenario in North and South London involving black youths: 

madness ... madness ... 
madness tight on the heads of the rebels 
the bitterness erupts like a hot-blast 

broke glass 
rituals of blood on the burning 
served by a CIteI in-fighting 
five nights of horror an of bleeding 

broke glass 
cold blades as sharp as the e~ of hate 
an the stabbing; 
it's war among;t the rebels 

1'; Swamp 81: code na!TI2 for Brixton police stop-and-search operation in 1981. 
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madness ... madness ... war. 

night number one W<1S in brixton 
soprano B solfid system 
W<1S a beating out a the rhytlun \vith a fire 
coming dOlfi his reggae-reggae wire 
it W<1S a SOlfi shaking dOlfi your spinal column 
a bad music tearing up your flesh 
an the rebels them start a fighting 
de yout them jll5 turn wild 
it's war amongst the rebels 
madness ... madness ... \\ill. 

(Johnson 2006:6) 

Although the persona could keep a distance from the depicted events, there are moments 

in wuch it is possible to spot and determine his position in relation to the happenings. Therefore, 

\-\hen h\Q police officers, or 'babylonian tyrants', are victimised in the violence fired by 

discontent, the poet has no qualms in singing: 'righteous righteous war' -celebrating thus in a 

defiant manner \-\hat vWl undeniably end as precedent for a series of tragic events to come. 

night number three 
over the river 
right outside the rainbowS 
inside jarres brown W<1S screaming soul 
outside the rebels \\ere freezing cold 
babylonian tyrants descended 
pounced on the brothers WlO \'\ere bold 
so with a flick 
of the wrist 
a jab an a stab 
the song of blades W<1S solfided 
the bile of oppresson \'\as vomited 
an tv..o policerr'en \\OlU1ded 
righteous righteous \\ill. 

(Johnson 2006:7) 

The landmark of this social convulsion, \l\ruch shortly after \I\Ould literally set afire the 

streets of the English capital, came \-\hen 'a bran new breed of blacks' (as LKJ defines the 

members of his generation in the poem 'Yout Rebels') realised that wute British ruling class \!\ere 

out to trample upon their legitimate aspirations and rights. It is not fortuitous then that poems 

su:h as 'It Dread inna I nglan' and 'New Craas tvfassakah' had been coIllJXlsed in the heyday of 

community outrage, mobilisation and protests against the judicial proceedings in wuch the 

15 A fOrIrer music venue in Finsblny Park, London 
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British establishment, particularly the Thatcher government, \\ere accused of both committing 

violations of rights in the ca'3e of George Lindo by finding him guilty of offences he had not 

perpetrated, and neglecting the racially motivated arson attack at Yvonne Ruddock's birthday 

party in South London in 1981, \!\hich resultc'Cl in the deaths of fourteen young blacks and 

tw:nty-six seriouslyinjurcd (Hitchcock 1993, Johnson 2006). Racial hatred WcIS certainly the main 

reason ooy these individuals either seemed immediately suspicious to or suffered neglect from 

the police authorities. Moreover, \!\hen 'Ae listen to or read 'All Wi Doin is Defendin', text in 

Wtich LKJ makes a seminal contribution to dub poetry, 'Ae may assurre that the album Drmd 

Bmt an Blmi is an authentic time bomb: 

\\ill ... \\ill ... 

mi seh lissen 
oppressin man 
hear v.hat I say if yu can 
wi have 
a grevious blowfi blow 

wi will fite yu in di street v.id v\{' Ik111 

wi hay a plan 
soh lissen man 
get ready fi tek some blov.s 

doze days 
of di truncheon 
an doze nites 
of melancholy locked in a cell 
doze hours of torture touchin hell 
doze blow.; dat caused my heart to s\\Cll 
\\ere \\ell 
numbered 
and are now 
at an end 

all wi doin 
is defendin 
soh get yu ready 
fi \\ill ... \\ill ... 
freedom is a very finn thing 

Oohnson 2006:11) 

Another poem V\Qrthy of note is 'Sonny's Lettah', 'Ahose features are not only responsible 

for a rich expressiveness and a communicative strensrth characteristic of dub poetry, but also for 

its capacity for instigating revolutionary action. LKJ himself declares that a lot of people could 

identify with this poem because the events described in it \vas so prevalent an experience in the 

black commlmity'; he also recognisL'S that 'Sonny's Lettah' 'struck a chord in the black 
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community' and that people vvho know him still thank him for that particular poem (in Caesar 

1996:69). This text was originally and fully edited in the albumForas if VictOJy (Island, 1979), and 

then was included in the compilation In;jiln is a l3itdz (1980). As the author gives the subtitle 'Anti

Sus Poem' to the above-mentioned poen\ the reading and anaIy;;is of this undeniable classic of 

dub poetry deserve some explanatory lines regarding the SUS law. 

Established in the 1824 Vagrancy Act, the category SUS, short for 'suspicion', was 

employed by the British police to arrest any person suspected of having the intention of 

committing an illegal act. According to vvhat was declared in this act, a magistrate could throw 

anybody into prison simply by considering the testimony of police officers vvho could affinn 

having seen the detainee acting suspiciously on h\u distinct occasions. According to an article 

published in Race and ClaEE no. 6 of 1979, more than 40 percent of people arrested and sentenced 

to prison under this law \\ere black youths. Nonetheless, perhaps nothing has been as decisive in 

denunciating the arbitrary natLrre of the SUS law as the poem 'Sonny's lettah'. The law was only 

repealed in 2000 (Campbell 1997:194, Johnson 2006:27). 

OearNfama, 
GoodOay. 

I really dont know how fi tell yu dis, 
caIN' I did mek a salim pramis 
fi tek care a Iikkle Jim 
an try mi bes fi look out fi him 

mi an Jim stan-up 
waitin pan a bus, 
nat cauzin no fus, 
\\en all af a sudden 
a p:llice van pull-up. 

Out jtnnp tree p:llicemlll, 
di hole a dem carryin bat,m. 
Oem waak straight up to mi an Jim 

dem tump him in him belly 
an it tum to jelly 
dem lick him pan him back 
an him rib get pap 
dem lick him pan him hed 
but it tuff like led 
dem kick him in him SL'L'Ci 

an it started to bleed 

Nfama, 
I jus coudn stan-up dell 
an noh dhu notn: 
soh mi jook one in him eye 
an him started to cry 
mi tumpone inhimmout 
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an him started to shout 
mi kick one pan him shin 
an him started to spin 
mi tump him pan him chin 
an him clrap pan a bin 

an crash 
anded 

(Johnson 2006:27-9) 

The format of 'Sonny s Lettah' resorts to the epistle genre. Therefore, the persona is the 

sender of a letter in w-uch he lmveils to his mother some regrettable events that have occurred to 

both him and his brother. Since the sender could not resort to an alternative means of 

communicating with his mother, it is reasonable to infer tThl.t she does not live in London Sonny 

tells his story, therefore, literally and updatc'S the storytelling role of this poetic genre. It is also 

W)rth noting the spontaneity of his narrative pelforrnance w-uch is exempt of ideologically 

dogmatic designs, commonly fOLmd in certain 'socially committed poetry', including. V\e cannot 

help saying. part of the very same Linton Kw..'si johnson's production Furthermore, the entire 

text is immersed in a musical atmosphere that stressc"S the dramatic characteristic of the account. 

This aspect, in tum, is strengthened by the onomato}X)eic nature of the vocabulary that the poet 

chooses, especially in the last verses tThl.t communicate the maximum dramatic tension of the 

poem: verses literally conformed by a firing of acoustic impacts and authentic signifiers to depict 

a sequence of violent actions that ends in homicide and arrest. 

As for the poem 'More Time', LKJ launches a vigorous attack on the W)rkaholic and 

technocrat W)rld that does keep \\{)rkcrs imprisoned in an exhausting. lmfemitting and usually 

competitive activity and routine, especially a pressured urban W)rking life spent trying to get 

ahead with little time left for leisure, for contemplation The very first stanza delineates the 

scenario of this rat-race phenomenon, bringing up a deconstructive, unconventional discourse 

about such theme. Basically, the poet states that contemporary human being;> are living through a 

technological revolution that has been transfOlming the way in w-uch V\e W)rk, create, 

communicate and so on, so that social movements have to push for shorter W)rking days and 

shorter W)rking V\eeks, and resort to idleness, pleasure and educational activities as a strategy of 

resistance: 

\\i want eli shatah \\Qrkin clay 
gi \\i eli shatah \'\Orkin \\L'ek 
langah holidlY 
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wi need decent pay 

mJre time fi leasure 
mJre time fi pleasure 
mJre time fi edificaeshlll1 
mJre time fi reckreashan 
mJre time fi contemplate 
mJre time fi nrrninate 
mJre time fi relate 

Uohnson 2006:86) 

To come to this conclusion the poet rccOlmts briefly the history of \\Ork 

wi maw:hin out eli ole tmvards di new cenlri 
arm wid eli new teknalagy 
wi gettin more an more produckli\1ty 
SOIre seh tin~ lookin-up fi prasperily 
but if evrywm goin get a share dis lin'L' 
ole mentality mus get lef behine 

Uohnson 2006:86) 

Work then is represented as a synonym of degradation, torture, or at least a burdensome activity. 

The poem recounts the ideology of 'praspcrity' through the centuries, as \\Ork activities grow 

increasingly into new technologies rdying on the Western status or parameter of growth and 

prodoctivity. HoY\ever, the persona argues that old mentality still hinders an equal share of soch 

development, and that human and social valuL'S must be cultivated instead Next, some advice is 

given as an attempt to improve and develop the human condition. The idea of pleasure is then 

defended as a salutary way of life. I-Jere the notion of hedonism is brought back as a salvation 

from a technological world that tends to trarLsform human beings into automatons, living in a 

continuum consisting of pain and stress. 

In fact, from the 20th cenhrry onwards the notions of entertainment, leisure and also good 

health have been massively associated with cOrLsumption of goods alongside the increasing of 

\\Orkaholic activities. No doubt, 'More Time' is a relevant critical poem attacking compulsive 

\\Ork, unemployment and low wages. The way out, according to the poet, is that leisure, rest and 

pleasure give us more tirne for contemplation about our own human condition,. therefore the 

need to exercise it. On the other hand, the questio;:1 that immediately arises is how to loaf our life 

away in a society that demands so much of us? An implicit ansY\er in the poem seems to be that 

Y\e should practice our critical mind by nrrninating. meditating. living and creating our everyday 
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activities, taking heed though v,11ether our desires and necessities are true or fabricated and 

modelled by a capitalist advertisement-oriented media and market. 

Notv\ithstanding, the pcxm fails in not considering that today the sheer ideal of 'leisure' 

has been engulfed by the roll of obligations dictated by the rules of labour and 'teknalagy'. 

Workers usually engage in holiday activities as an obligation of travelling, staying in nice hotels, 

going to clubs, buying many goods and so on. In other v.mds, leisure has becorre a ritual of 

consumerism and a product of the necessity imposed by the rredia and the market. Another 

point W)rth considering is that there arc those people v.ho regard the W)rk they do as a fountain 

of pleasure. Such people can v.mk v.eekdays, w.x:-kcnds and holidays, and they might not be 

anno~ v"ith it. Of course, these arc usually highly skilled workers occupying privileged positions 

in big companies; in a sense, they comply \vith the hegemonic rules of pov.er since they are part 

of it. On the other hand, \'\hat the great majority of v.mkers really want is more tirre av.ay from 

the chores and exploitation of their v.mkplaces. Thus, the poem is one more chant for WJrkers 

to unite and resist the impositions to obey a technocratic, WJrkallolic schedule, so that they can 

achieve more tirre to develop their full hurnm potential. In additiol\ as Scott explains: 'Everyday 

forms of resistance make no headlines. J lISt as millions of anthowan polyps create, wily-nilly, a 

coral reef, so do thousands upon thousands of individual acts of insubordination and evasion 

create a political or economic barrier reef of their own' (1985:36). 

In short, besides being a Wliter, Linton K v.esi Johnson can also be considered a socially 

engaged activist and performer v.ho contributes greatly to voicing the desperation of oppressed 

communities at local and global levels. He conveys his political issues in his poetry, song:; and 

performances, as v.ell as through his activism E veil.. though at times his WJrk levels criticisms 

against old-fashioned socialist states and the plenty problems of autocratic and bureaucratic 

control stratagems, such as in the poem 'Mi Re\·alu.:'Shanary Fren': 

mi revalueshanary fren is nat eli same agen 
yu know fram V\fll? 

fram eli masses shattah silence-
staat fi grumble 
fram pawty pararrrmcy tek a tunble 
fram Hungpry to Poelan to Rommia 
fram eli cozy kym\sl dem staat fi cnunble 
V\fll wi buck-up ~ananada in a rmmin 
mi fren al~y.:; en up jJ<1I1 eli &'1me ting 
dis is eli sang him love fi sing. 

Kaydar16 
e ad to go 

16 Kadar: last corrnnunist leader of I-llmgarv. 
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Zhivkov17 

eadtogo 
Husak18 

eadtogo 
Honnicka19 

eadtogo 
Olow:heskhu2l1 
eadtogo 
jU5 like apartied 
will av to go 

(J llhnson 200G:67) 

Nornithstanding LKJ certainly remains committed to fair principles of equal sharing of the 

\\OrIel's V\ealth and ending the exploitation of l<lbour the lot of htmclreds of millions of civilians 

across the \\Odd live tmder. J n addition, the poet also shares his theories about \!\hat it rreans to 

identify oneself as part of a 'minority', a'3 V\dl as hi.'3 ovvn experiences as a Caribbean immigrant in 

Britain W10 tries to find his discourse outside impeli<ll paradigms of recognition by emphasising 

his own identity and difference. 

The black lesbian feminist Audre Loreic, once commenting at a 1979 panel upon the role 

of difference of race, sexuality, cla'3s and age within the lives of US \\Omen, asserted that 

Those of U5 WlO stand outside the circle of this society's definition of acceptable Wlrren; those of lli WlO 
have been forged in the crucibles of difference; those of us \\ho are poor, WlO are lesbians, WlO are black, 
WlO are older, know that slimml is Int IlIl nmrlmuc skill. It is learning how to stand alone, unpopular and 
sorretirnes reviled, and how to make common GlLlSe \\ith those other identified as outside the stnrtures, in 
order to define and seck a \\Grid in ,vhich \\{' can all flourish. I t is learning how to take our differences and 
make them strengths. For the /lrlster's tmls Hill'Hpr rlisl/IlI1t!c the lIr1ster's hOll:c. They may allow us ternporarilyto 
beat him at his own game, but they \\m never enable us to bring about genuine change. And this fact is only 
threatening to those \\Omen \\ho still define the lTmter' 5 house as their only source of support. 

(Lorde 1983:99; emphasis original) 

The strategy Lorde suggests by advocating empoV\ennent through differing identities as an 

effective way to tmdermine the neglect and non-<lcceptance of poor, black, third-\\Odd \\Omen in 

the circles dominated by patriarchalism and v\hite feminism relates to significant extent to LKJ's 

subterfuge to get past the master's stronghold. By exploring the question of language as a V\eapon 

of the V\eak, the poet is giving <I voice to those \\ho had been silenced and helping resurrect 

17 Last communist leader of Bulgaria. 
18 Last communist leader of Czechoslovakia. 
19 Honecker: last commtmist leader of E,lSt Cennany. 
20 CeaU5esCU: last commtmist leader of Romania. 
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discredited discourses from socidis S\stell"l" of e>;clusion; so he is aware of Lorde's 

preoccupation and is employing the subaltern's tools to assail and dismantle the master's house 

(or language=po\\er). As aforesaid, LK]'s pen stm~les to write over the OED and bend the 

rules of English grammar by emphasising the native voice (as much as Kamau Brathwaite 

emphasises orality in his essay 'History of the Voice'), and in doing so LKJ's V\Ork makes an 

effort to transform the prejudice against stJeaking and writing the Creole language into an 

innovative source of poetic creation, for the lyrical shifts in language and music, style and content 

are closely linked to West Indian di~vorans' colloquialisms and subjective experiences. He is 

deconstructing and recreating syntax, spelling, sentence stmcture, verse pattern, level of forms ... , 

in a way that in other circumstances \vould in fact appear nonsensical, for it is very different from 

conventional usage. Nonetheless, it must be surmised that such tactical style is crafted with 

artifice and elegance to subveli and almost deliberately eradicate the possibility of a derisive 

heckling of emerging identities tThlt wants to break \vith dominant tradition and formalisms. 

In a sense, those people subjected to Western imperialism experience a need to acquire a 

notion of self beyond the contamination of totalising concepts or images, and LKJ is conscious 

that bringing different, hybridised identities to the forefront of the battle of ideas is a key strategy 

in subverting the po\\er hierarchy of arts, politics, class, gender, et cetera Such identities emerge 

from the experience of marginalisation engendered by universal or E urocentric concepts and 

images. Hence LK]'s stance on not being a 'tap natch poet' makes a claim for new sorts of 

political and cultural resistance, new identities, new forms of creation, new representations and 

'new V\Ord ha\\dah'. And dub poetry, pure, simple, apparently inoffensive, remains his \\eapon of 

first resort. 

The adopted route leads to the lmveiling of the histories of (post)colonial territories and 

peoples, leaving an opening for them to represent their gcocultural characteristics and mutations. 

This changing effect is increasingly present in the arts, \\nere most postcolonial production finds 

its place, as in literature, music, visual arts and so forth The \\hole scenario, hO\\ever, is 

encapsulated in the unequal development of advanced capitalism, vvruch has serious difficulty in 

keeping a common cultural logic, and manifests itself permanently in inequalities and imbalances. 

In the next chapter \\e will SL'C how these complexities of inequalities and imbalances in the 

contemporary capitalist V\Orld are dealt with in the literary V\Ork of Lesego Rampolokeng. along 

with the context of South African history ,md literature. 
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This chapter comprises three sections. And since all academic 'M)rk is generally directed at an 

international audience of scholars, I feci the necessity to locate Lesego RarrlfDlokeng's literary 

'M)rk within the context of South African history and literature as a task for the first section To 

profile his 'M)rk in connection with the country's literary backgrmmd to readers villo are not 

familiar with it is of great importance, eSfX'Cially bl'Cau<;c RarrlfDlokeng's poetry collection is not 

as internationally acclaimed as I "inton K V\{.'Si Johnson's. For this purpose, in the first section of 

this chapter, rather than simply ThllTating the cmmtry's history, I will go shortly through tV\O 

historical events that are major topics in South African literary production: colonialism and 

apartheid Hereafter I will show how RamfX)lokeng's 'M)rk fits into the broader context of 

current South African history and literature by discussing, for instance, how his upbringing in 

Orlando West, SoW2to'S backyard, in the years of hardship and struggle against the segregationist 

regime, was crucial to fashioning his writing outlook afterwards. 

In the following section, I \,yill look at Rampolokeng's life details and his subversive 

approach to language and literature: a consistently eclectic, experimental and explorative 

postcolonial/postapartheid poetic syncretism A" yet, hoV\ever, there is not much review of his 

'M)rk, and my research is therefore based upon a handful of interview; and a few critical debates, 

sorre of them found in intemet-based joumalistic and literary articles. Exploring these alternative 

sources, I will furnish the reader with a bit of biographical detail on the poet and then provide an 

overview of the critical aspects of his 'M)rk 

In the third and last section, I will scrutinise the So\\etan poet's 'M)rk adopting fom aspects 

as parameters. In a clear sign that his literary eclecticism conjoins strategies of resistance and 

refusals of labelling, Joanna Wright argues that this procedure' allow; Rampolokeng the alchemic 

ability to evade categorization and to situate himself at the interstices of culture' (2006:90). 

Indeect the refusal of labels and association v\lth sfX'Cific groups and positions as a political 

strategy seems to be sought as a mode to cn.'<lte a subjc'Ctive space in his poetry. That will be the 

first aspect of Rampolokcng's v\Drk to be discm;ed The following points to be looked at are the 

poet's rejection and mockery of South African rainbowism, black African nationalism and 
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autocratic regimes. His engLlt,'Cment ag<linst COlTIlption and oppression, shall \'\e see, is both 

nationwde and international in scope. The third aspect of his V\Urk is the way language and 

literatt.rres are employed as subversive vI/capons: 'the subversion of authority by inverting 

hierarchies through parody and laughter' (Wright 2004:92-93). Here the poet makes special use of 

rno tools to express his poetic contestation: the rewriting V\Urdplay and crealisation of the 

English language, and the depiction of social degradation through scatological, iconoclastic 

imagery. The last aspect to be discussed is how Rarnpolokeng emploY-' rrethods of 

insubordination to reverse the hegemonic discourse against the oppressors themselves by 

planning textual conspiracies, minlicking the hCb'Cmonic discourse and forging reversal \'\eapons 

as a strategy of resistance. 

4.1 Effects of Colonialism and Apartheid in South African Literature 

Misadventurorn cia gama journeys 
rediscovery of rotten columbrn dark clay elias 

Rampolokeng Dmm if a D!jng Tine 

in south africa the tail wag; the dog 

Rampolokeng mp 6 

Five hundred years ago, at a site on a mOllntainolls promontory near the southern extremity of 

the African continent, home to a belt of winds that girdle the globe, countless tales of shipwrecks 

and hazardous navigating conditions on this treacherous coastline reminded the sailors vmy it 

was named the Cape of Storms. Sighted to\\l(lrds the end of the 15th century by Portuguese 

navigator Bartolomcu Dias, this great marine graveyard \\1(lS circumnavigated for the first ~ by 

Vasco cia Gama and then renamed as the Cape of Cood Hope-these \'\ere the first Europeans 
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\\ho landed in South Africa. Nonetheless, those na, igators \;\{)uld not be the colonists to settle in 

the area. Their interest \vas only in South AflicCl'S ,I,,'l'0b'Taphic location as a strategic point to load 

ships that VRre heading towards the shortest route to India. The colonisation occurred \\hen the 

Dutch settlers came in the 17th century, and dUling the Napoleonic wars, \\hen British settlers 

grabbed the Cape of Good Hope from the Dutch descendants, known as Afrikaners or Boers, as 

part of the Treaty of Vienna .. In the 1960s and 1970s, members of the South African liberation 

movement VRre engaged in a lifc'-and-death struggle to free the country from mte minority 

domination and framed the basis of a democrClcy they \!\ere fighting for. Fashioned as a blood

shedding dictatorship, the wute minority regime did not hesitate to exterminate adversaries or 

arrest black leaders, such as Nelson Mandcla and Archbishop Desmond Tutu The regime \Vas 

gradually dismantled from 1989 tmder the ,I,,'Ovcmment of President Frederik de Klerk, \\ho 

advocated racial reconciliation. I n April 1994 occurred the first democratic election to the new 

Parliament. Nelson Mandcla fomro a goVl'mment of national unity and became the first black 

South African president. Today, even though democracy is a trend in recent South African 

history, the country faces big sociClI problems generated by the previously institutionalised 

segregation Low educational leveLs, public health deficiencies, high unemployment rates, 

criminality and xenophobic violence are eXClmple of the major problems South African's fledgling 

democracy faces since its birth in 1994. 

Racial segregation \\as a reality throughout almost all of South Africa's history. Today, 

although much has been done to reconcile the parts affccted by a segregationist regime officially 

enforced from 1948 (,~en the NCltional Party came to poVRr) and meant to promote 

dehumanisation and socio-economic privileges on the basis of skin colour, racialisation is still a 

big issl.£ in the country. The practices of institutionalised racial stereotypes can be understood in 

the few \;\{)rds Fanon uses to criticise racism: 'The \\hite \\orlct the only honourable one, barred 

me from all participation. A man was eXJX'Cted to behave like a man. I \Vas expected to behave 

like a black man--or at least liJ<,c a nigger' (1986:114). Or as Rarnpolokeng poetises it in rap 16: 

'in the land of the racial staircase/stnmg from an inhuman base/nkosi sikelela21 \\e've 

sung/fighting to climb from the bottom l1mg' (1990:26). Today the brutality of the regime is 

condemned by all and slllldry, but much has to be done to free people from racialist thinking. 

Rarnpolokeng's verses, for instance', follow a general attitude that sees racial hierarchy as 

\;\{)rthiess and old-fashioned, as he poetiSL'S in 'rap 11 ': 

21 nkosi sikelela: (zulu) God bless (Africa), national ,lllthem of revolutionary South Africa 
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supremacy of race is a decadent l10tilln 
nmning man in backwlrd Inotion 
a warranty of pestilence 
bandied about \\~th impudence 
by the \\eStern bandleadefS of its advocacy 
cursed wth degeneracy 
race is no course to prosperity 
but a disease-riddled path for lx)sterity 

(Ran1lxllokeng 1990:20) 

The days of institutionalised raCism, as Rosemary Jolly and Derek Attridge argue, 

'demanded strategic opposition'. I n such a milieu, the rise of the Black Consciousness Moverrent 

in the 1970s, centred on the figure of Steve Biko, and the establishment of the United 

Democratic Front in the 1980s 'drew tOt,'Cther a large munber of disparate anti-apartheid groups' 

(1998:2). In this conflicting context, Steve Biko argues that black consciousness was necessary so 

that 'blacks can learn to assert themselves and stake their rightful claim' (2004:22). And the claim 

carre in a chain of events that led to extensive strikes by black W)rkers, the formation of 

independent unions, mass protests ('primarily in reaction to the introduction of Afrikaans as the 

language of instruction in their schools'), and confrontation wth the police in townships \\here at 

least 575 people died (Attridge and Jolly 1998:xiii). 

Hence, the bleak history of racial discrimination legally imposed on South Africans 

inevitably binds the country's past to apartheid On the other hand, there is a fresh and V\clcome 

initiative to find a peaceful equity in the present. But still a considerable part of that past, or at 

least its aftermath, still exists in present-day South Africa. Moreover, the polarisation of political 

isste; regarding colour and race in the counhy cannot be ignored And, as Le\\is Nkosi remarks, 

this division is even visible in literary production: 'in South Africa there exists an unhealed---I Wll 

not say incurable-split bern'L'Cn black and vvhite IAriting' (1998:75). Nonetheless, part of the 

effects of this segregated past have been modified thanks to the effort of politically committed 

writers, both black and v.hite. Now that the time has come to live in a democratic state, these 

writers, in Pauline Fletcher's view, 'will continue to live in interesting times, and such times are 

unlikely to allow them the luxury of an escape from the pressures of history or politics' (1993:13-

14). 

As the apartheid regime ensured a rigid separation of the Wlite inhabitants from the 

remainder as a way of life, the whole process served as \\ell to generate an identity crisis in the 

society, given the psychological and moral tensions brought about by de facto segregation. Such 

effects have also been refic'Cted in the literary scene, and it seems that, as Fletcher puts it, 'South 
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African literature has been held hostage to apartheid' (1993:12). The French scholar Alvarez

Pereyre discusses this idea in detail v.hen he comments that the procedure of apartheid has m:ant 

that the social groups are separated and so they live and \\Ork in different and unequal 

conditions. Consequently, '[t]his division recurs in the literary sphere as \'\ell, and vvriters have no 

option but to take it into accolfllt even though they deplore it' (1984:2). Fletcher also corrunents 

that a great deal of vvriting about South Africa has inclined towards apocalyptic images, '\\hether 

it predicts the dark apocalypse of racial vvar, revolution, and chaos, or looks forward to the 

millennium of postapartheid racial harmony and peace' (1993: 17). Certainly a Manichaean 

assessm:nt does not do justice to the \\hole complexity of South African literature, but a 

polarisation of debate seems to have existed as 'South Africa's colonialist policies have forced 

many of its vvriters [from all South Africa's race categories] to adopt a protest stance \\hich pits 

the oppressed majority against a dominant minority (lvIatsikidze 1993:125). 

Ashcroft, Griffiths and Tiffin once said that 'all writing in South Africa is by definition a 

form of protest or a fom) of acquiescence ... since all vvriting in South Africa has obvioU3 and 

irnm2diate political consequences' (1989:84). JM Coetzee's viewpoint also emphasises the political 

issue in South African literahrre: 'no-one writing in South Africa could be apolitical' (CalX Tirrrs, 9 

April 1987). And so Rajendra Chetty comments that South African black literature has in general 

been connected to the constant and dominant topic of the struggle and combat against the \\hite 

oppressor and against their injustices and abuses. This was certainly intensified in the 1960s and 

1970s, given the circumstances of anti-apartheid struggle and resistance, the 1960 massacre in 

Sharpeville, the treason trials, the increasing of the Black ConscioU3ness Mwem:nt, the states of 

em:rgency, and so forth (2000:15). This atmosphere of political conspiracy against the regi.rre is 

depicted in Rampolokengs 'rap 18': 'states of emergency in em:rging states/bound together as 

childhood mates/rumbles in the bnd's bO\\els/stOims in the people's silence' (1990:30). 

The developm:nt of South African Iiteratmc has thU3 been mostly influenced byelem:nts 

of displacem:nt, exile, hardship, exclusion and atrocities that \'\ere inflicted on black people's 

daily lives. Lewis Nkosi claims the existence of a very 'split betV\een black and \\hite vvriting 

betV\een on the one side an urgent need to dOClIlTlCnt and to bear witness and on the other the 

capacity to go on furlough, to loiter, and to experiment' (1998:75). For Dorian Barboure, the 

situation of state-spon.sored segregation implies a \\orld of experience \\hich sets people apart 

from each other in their individual distress and also is correctly represented through an isolated 

individual perception. Barboure also adds that from an epistemological perspective, '\\hat is 

captured here is the psychological rE.-'Sponse to a battering external \\Orld it is the way in \\hich 
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the environment acts upon and damages individlklls that is explored' (1984:174). Nadine 

Gordimer also considers that the existence of an identity crisis gives rise to 'a situation in wuch 

all South African writers find themselves': 

Any writer's attempt to present in South Africa il tutilhty of human e~rience within his OWl country is 
subverted before he sets dUlAn il v\ord. 1\s \\hitl' n.m .. the one thing he cannot e~rience is blackness ... As 
a black man, the one thing he cannot experimce is \\hiteness ... The vvhite writer ... is cut off by enforced 
privilege from the greater pilrt of the society in \\hich he lin'S ... The black writer is extrerrely limited in this 
presentation of white characters ... becausl' of thuse large ilrcas of the vvhite experience he is excluded from by 
law. 

(Gordimer 1976:199) 

Gordimer furthermore reminds us when reflecting upon the cultural apartheid imposed on 

all South Africans that the stereotyping of the differently categorized ~rson or group is not just a 

problem for wute writers but also for black V\riters: 

In the V\{)rk of ""hite writers, JOu often get the san", gap in e~rience betv.een black and vvhite lives 
compensa.ted for by the projection of etrr)tions about blacks into the creation of a black typology. Guilt is the 
prevailing emotion there; often it produces cardboard and lmconscious caricature jrnt as [black] resenhrent 
does. 

(Gordirrer 1987:21) 

As for black South African literalY \\ork, Nkosi points out that it has been held under a 

kind of colonial status. Therefore he has it that the formal insufficiencies of this genre, the 

disappointing breadline asceticism and prim disapproval of irony, and the \\ell-known 

predilection for ,-\hat Lt.!k.clCS called 'petty realism, the trivially detailed painting of local colour', 

the entirely naive 'uncouth disfigurements' of v\hich many critics, including himself, have 

sorretiIres complained, 'can be seen as a result, in part, of a claustrophobia related to this internal 

colonialism from \'\hich, it is ho~d, a post-apartheid condition vWl set it free' (1998:77). 

Fletcher argues that the pernicious condition imposed by this 'internal colonialism' has 

given South African writers 'a subject of great pov\cr and lllOral urgency', WUle simultaneously 

'denying them the luxury of certain choices if they want to be taken seriously' (1993:12). This 

rreans that they cannot simply disrq)wd J=ditics: 'Daily life is ~rrneated by politics and the 

novelist \'\ho aspires to reflect the quality of life in South Africa cannot esca~ the political' 

(1993:12). Perhaps this might be the reason V\hy Coetzee insists that South African literature is 

not totally human; being too much preoccupied with the question of po\\er and the torsions of 
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po\\er, 'it does not know how to pass from the elementary relations of contestation, of 

domination, and of subjugation, to the va'St and complex human w:Jrld much extends beyond' (in 

Gallagher 1991:17). 

Mphahlele argues th.:tt the novel in South J\frica has almost grown to be a long short story 

as 'it is so compact'. He says it look'S like a JX)em in prose since 'it has a singleness of melody, a 

singleness of point. It doesn't spraV\l all over; it \yorks in flashes. Just a flash here and there will 

illuminate the truth. This is how it approximates the JX)em so much' (1976:15). Another problem 

is the disparity of time and resources bet\\t-'Cn v\hite and black writers much was observed by 

Peter Nazareth in the apartheid years. Nazareth pointed out the problem of a 'technical question 

of writing itself', and that a writer like Nadine Cordimer, for instance, can spend time writing a 

'five-hundred-page novel', while the black \!\Titers have to overcome a series of obstacles to use 

their language creatively, so 'South African writers had to find a way of communicating in the 

minimum of w:Jrds' (1976:17). The problem still &'(~n1S to exist in postapartheid South Africa, as 

Nkosi notices that the imbalance betV\een white and black Wliters can be interpreted as a sign of 

'social disparity' and 'technological discrepancy' (1998:75), even though this difference is 'often 

treated as natural, sometimes as a positive sign of our culhrral diversity and richness, and as such 

a reason for celebration rather than regret' (1998:75). He explains further that it is w:Jrth 

observing that much of the backwardness of black \'\riling' is related to 'its state of internal 

isolation and surveillance under apartheid regime and some of its disabilities to w:Junds inflicted 

by cultural deprivation and social neglect' (1998:79). 

South African literature has therefore bc'Cn connected to political aspirations and the effort 

to denounce and solve the COlITltry'S p:)litical-economic, racial and social problems. Such a 

political approach is espL'Cially found in the \,\1iting of novels, but poetic writings also have a 

privileged space to reflect upon social and JX)litical conditions in the country. If Lesego 

Rampolokeng has not been able to escape the politics in his writing, he certainly has made a great 

contribution to bridge the gap in the notion of a split berneen black and mute writings. He has 

no predilection for 'petty realism', or 'local colour', or 'skin colour', or whatever. He is lalmching 

torpedoes from his pen ai111L,<:I at disfiguring C1itics, literary arbitrators, imperialists, autocratic 

rulers and oppressors at home and abroad He has proved as V\ell that there is no backwardness 

of black writing', and the supposed 'fonnal insufficiencies' in this genre can be overcome with a 

fusion of chaos, protest, creolisation, mockery, sulwersion, parody, scatology and laugl1ter. He is 

concerned with the hnmoil and turbulent conlext in V\nich people are inurersed in postapartheid 

South Africa, in particular, and across the V\orld, in s'Cneral. His style and his uneasiness as a bard 
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usually generate vvidely divergent and completely opposite emotions, from admiration to bitter 

sorrow. Nonetheless, his poetic tactics and strategies of resistance grip the readers' attention and 

their thoughts go inevitably into his wxk, demonstrated in the UIXoming rno sections dedicated 

to scrutinising his life and vYDrk 

4.2 Critical Comments on Lesego Rampolokeng's Life and Work 

pablo didn't give birth to the poetry of resistance 
killing lkj \\on't bllI)' the dub of defiance 
a v\ell-coorclinated relay team 
\\(' race to beat the truth-decay scheme 

Rampolokeng mp 20 

The prospects of new social rebtions as w.'ll as a new literary scene in postapartheid South Africa 

offer an invitation to reflect upon a much broader range of problems. Today's experience is 

shared by ",,'liters vvho have similar concelllS and colllffiitments regarding fiction, culhrre, 

everyday reality and so forth. With the ending of the apartheid era there can nowexBt a space for 

much more freedom of speech and the interchange and exploration of thematic areas that \>\ere 

so difficult to become immersed in before, such as a cross-cultural, heterogeneorn and non

Manichean fictional representation. I { lnlLier the apartheid regime poetry played a decisive role, a 

vector of rebellion and en~:;agcment, as in the black literary renaissance of the sixties and 

seventies, now within the current democratic urbane culture some indelible traces from that time 

will probably remain in present poetic production. 

Lesego Rampolokeng's writings have thus been emerging as a prominent outspoken text 

and voice in the new South African literature. Commenting on his v.ork, Flora Veit-WIld 

enthrniasticallyargues th:,t, '[tJhc great frenzy and urgency that drive him to spill thoughts into 

v.ords and sound imbue his orally presented texts \'1'ith a mad qmlity' (2006:77). In fact, vvhen 
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one reads Rampolokeng's verses for the first time most probably one realises by force of \\Ord 

persuasion that too much misdeed and vili'liny is pcqx:trated in this \\Odd 

South African full-time vvriter and pod Lescgo Rampolokeng WcIS born on 27 July 1965 in 

Orlando West, So\!\eto.22 Cun"ently regarded a<; a postapartheid generation poet, he earlier grew 

up in a harsh environment during the years of scgrqJ'ation and anti-apartheid struggle: 'SO\i\eto's 

streams are crimson/cry."taliized only by fiction/dark is split by the light of violence/angels live 

only in the heavens' (1990:9). He was brought up in a religiously puritan household \!\here his 

relatives, especially his mother, tried to inculcate him \\'.ith Western and christian values by 

encouraging him to attend the church, sFlt.'ak English, play the violin and so forth. Later, 

suffocated by the god-fearing au.stelity at home, the European literary tradition imposed by Bantu 

education during his school days, and the political tunnoil caused by the clash bet\i\een police and 

anti-apartheid mobs in the ghetto streets of SC)\\cto, Rampolokeng made the acquaintance of the 

black consciousness writers and their protest poems. He then took a stance/stanza to resist all 

forms of autocratic authority and that becarne a leitmotiv in his subsequent poetic creation. Veit

Wild also urJderscores that the poet belongs to the 'So\!\eto generation', so-narred after the 

apartheid-era police turned their guns on hlU1lirccls of school children in So\!\eto during a 

demonstration in 1976 (2006:77). He became increasingly involved in political activity and the 

struggle against apartheid rule, often at his O\\n risk. Tn his subseq~nt poetic production, his 

preoccupation wth apartheid-induced inequalities perpetrated on a mass--scale is evident. 

Accordingly, memories and minutiae of the turbulent past the poet \!\€l1t through are evoked 

\!\hen Beate-Ursula Endriss traces his biography 

Lesego (Y\hich rreans 'all the best') \\35 ek'\'l'n ilt the tim.' of the schoolchildren's revolt in the to'AnShip:; of 
So\\eto in Y\hich htmdreds \'\{'re shot dead. He too rebelled. I Ie began writing at an early age, and attributed 
this to his situation of oppression: 'I \\\1S brought up to celebrate my 0'An slavery. To me, 'Ahat people call 
poetrybecame the means of explilining the \\orld to l11\seW. 

(Endriss 2003:[Online]) 

After urJdergoing 'the corrosive effect of bantu education [that] gave my mind radiation' 

(1990:21-2), the poet started studying law at the University of the North in the early 1980s. There 

he became even more involved in political activities and poetry perfonnances, predominantly 

writing for the anti-apartheid struggle and follO\\mg a black consciousness philosophy. He 

22 The biographical data in this section rely I11UStlV on BcmU (2003), Eisenhuth (2008), Endriss (2003), Kh1.lltElo 
(2004) and Veenbaas (2003). 
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dropped out before finishing his degree. Shortly after he v,orked as manager for a Johannesburg 

company that later declared bankruptcy, and then he began eking out a living as a full-time writer, 

rap poet and playwright. In fact, m.' could C\,l'Il infer hc started writing from the time he was 

born because, as he claims: 'I do not rmlly know if \\c can draw a line of demarcation betw£n 

orality or the W)rd as ~'P0ken or the v.ord ,1S \\rittl'l1 down' (in Briickner 1996:264). About the 

beginning'> of his career as a PJCt, Eisenhuth remark-; that: 

After aborting his law studies, Ll'Segll Rcll1lpolokeng mncl'ntratm on writing and perforrred his \IDrks at 
variou; political gatherings. At lhe end. of the '80s, he also started his regular mlEical perfonnances arrl rret: 
Vu;i 1'vfah1asela, another promising talmt of the South African music scene, with \\hom he started a fruitful 
collaboration in the performance The De\'il And The Saint (1990). In the sarre ~ar, Ram}xllokeng published 
his first volume of IXX'try, HOl1ls for Hondo, and subsequently toured with the band The Kalallari Surfers, 
perfonning \IDrks from this book Ii\'('. This tour 1l1.11ic him \\idely known to a South African and also 
international audience. Since 1993, \\hen his second poetry \'olurre Talking Rain and his--so far ore and 
only-album End Beginnings \\crl' rl'lecbcd, he h,15 bcen lAorking with many different collaborators, 
including an own band as \\1.'11 as the African /\xcml'n, a project of Zimbab\\ean-bom guitarist Louis 
Mhlanga and has beco~ one of the most sought-dftcr IXlcts in readings on the stages of the \IDrld In 1999, 
he released his third poetry\'ohmltL-Bavino SCllllons. 

(Eisenlluth 2008:[Onlinej) 

Rampolokeng has p:'rfomled in many count'-ies, sometimes accompanied by musicians 

soch as Gunther Sommer, Julian Bahula, Louis Mhlanga and Soulemane Toure. In 2005, Geoff 

Iv1phakati and Aryan Kab>aI1of directed the documentary 'Giant Steps' v.ruch shoV\Cases 

Rampolokeng along'>ide the JXd I difi Tladi. I lis collections of poetry are Horns for Hmio (1990), 

Em Begnningo (Shifty CD with the Kalah<:ui SUli'crs, 1993), Talking Rain (1993), Rap MIster 

Suprem::. Word BOllvcr ill the E xtrem' (1997), [; lid 13C;..;illllil1;"'S (1998), Blue V's (1998), The Bmim 

Semvns (1999), The h.a.lj mnt/Zology (CD ,vith variolls musicians, 2002). He also published a play 

entitled Fanon's Children and tvvo novels: l3lad\lliw1 (2Cl04) and Whitduwt (2005). 

Rampolokeng's faith in the jJO\;\cr of the \\ord as poetry and music in itself led him to 

amalgamate different literary and musical influences in the early 1990s so as to express his radical 

poetic styi.e. He has adopted an uncompromising artistic attitude to look critically at social and 

political problems both countryvvidc and abroad, due to his artistic and social concerns for an 

international struggle against oppression. The poet states his purpose as an artist in few W)rds: 

'Whether that pleases the kings and princes of this earth is absolutely of no importance to me' (in 

Eisenhuth 2008:[Online]). ESJX'cially the 'kings and princes' at home are targets of 

Rampolokeng's poetic assailment. Mbongcni Khlmlalo (2004:85-6) recalls that the prose-poem 

'ORLANDO WEST-COCKROACH CHRONIClES' takes the reader for a walk in socia-
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critical perspective through the poet's disttict Orbnd West that has become a tourist hot spot 

dte to its Hector Pieterson MenlOliztl Mu')('unl cmd the Stztndard 4, room house in \\hich Nelson 

Mandela used to live in the 1950s: 

the struggle house a museum 'buy a piece of stnl~ll~dn',\m' 

the leader's house stands behind h(>pe .. high l\ellls, l'l('S falllln 
. . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ... declric fcncl' 
and surveillance cameras \\hile next door old blind \\UIl1,m bends 
under disability's years' \\eight of mpe & robbery rl'cipil'llt the grimt 
a societal ill bnmt ... \\hile the leader's bod\'''glklrd,,&,,\'igil,mce 
principal look-out & hooked up assault rifll' Oll?r ,111 oooh & grlmt 
nursery school opposite gn..'L'C! attacked & lll'ed"\\Tl'Cked 

(Rampolokeng 2003:5-6) 

LikeV\ise in the first collection of pwms, I I oms for HOI/do (1990), Andries Walter Oliphant 

in his introduction to the book comments on the prevailing scathing tone of Rampolokeng's 

poetry in denouncing dehumanising conditions: 

This \\Orld of human degradation does 110t simpII' involve a hierarchical classification of human being;:;. It 
also refers to a situation in \\hich p..'ople arc tramr .... '<..i upon and trampled The social order is premised on 
violence and murder. Every sphere uf soci,)l life and el'ery hUll in history is haunted by horror. Walter 
Benjamin's thesis that 'every dOCLunent of cil'!li/dtion is simultaneously a doc\.lIl'fl\t of barbarism' is 
particularly apt \\~th regard to Rall1F'0lokmg's \\\1rl<.. The stains of dehtrrllanisation, splashed over and seeped 
into the social and psychological f.1bric of South Alril:,l, arc mlde visible in his poetry .... It is therefore not 
surprising, that the ovcniding tone of Runp.llokmgs \Inrk is revulsion and condenl!lation of this 
dehurnanising order. His denOlUlcemmt cou .... h('<..i in biblical and jluidical imagery is unremitting This is so, 
even \\hen he strikes a hlm10rous cord. The only irony he allO\ls himself and us is directed at those W"l0 pose 
as literary arbitrators. 

(Oliphant 1990:i-ii) 

While examining the poct's influences, Eisenhuth comments that Rampolokeng can be 

labelled 'as an artist vWlO easily bridb'L'S the g,lp bct\\t.'cn the culture on three continents': 

As a child, he W<1S inspired by dithoko talking snn~ of the SeSotho \\ho brought this tradition to the huge 
African rrelting pot of SO\\etll as strl'<..'t ].:x)ds. 1.<1Il'r, as a teenager, he W<1S devouring comics and-quite 
unllil.lal for a YOlmg;:;ter-the ].X1ClllS of the b1glish romantic J.-xlet John Keats (1795-1821) and the \\Orks of 
Willianl Shakespeare. North fuu'rican rap ,1 ]a Cit Scott-Heron, the recording;:; of Jamaican dub poet Unton 
K\\eSi Johnson, the IXx'm5 of \IVilliam BLUTuughs and the poet of the Black ConsciOU5ness moverrent, 
Madingoane hUlled out to be the creatil'e Sli1rll'r kit fur a new talent at the end of the '80s. The material for 
his own poetry he fmmd on the strcd'i of S()\wto: thl' dreariness, despair and violence of a place Vlhim had 
not naturally evolved but 'MlS crmh'd by ruthless l'Conof1lic nl'Ccssity, arrogance and racist psychomania. 

(Eisenhuth 2008: [Online]). 
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All these harsh experiences dUling his childhood gave the }X)et greater awareness of how a 

past struggle can contribute to change things in the present. Yet, he }X)etically insists the battle 

has not finished and there is too much hard v\ork to be done: 'JRSterday's so\\eto blood vanished 

into the ground like water/to emcrl::,'l' today as the exploding sV\eat of pretoria' (1990:39). In this 

regard Eisenhuth also comments that: 

Lesego R.clmpolokcng did not stup tll be the <mc;ry mice \\hen apartheid finally WlS officially abolished. He 
still stirs up reople, and in a r('waling \\md gilll1t.', ~l juulll<liist of a South African ne~r once changed 
Rampolokeng's musical bbel trom 'dub pod' tll 'dubiullS poet'. Surely he \Mil continlE to embarrass the 
king;:; and princes on this earth for sum.' tUllC tu C[lln'. 

(Eisenhuth 2008:[Online]) 

The dismantling of the apartheid regime and \\hite minority government in South Africa 

Ireant the end of a repressive cultural atmosphere, and South African}X)ets had so finallyentered 

a free environment in Y\hich to express their ideas. In this regard, Jabik Veenbaas corrurents that 

'as citizens they [South African black }X)etsj had been treated as inferior, as }X)ets therefore, they 

~re bound to lend their voice to the struggle for freedom' (2008 [Online]). He also considers 

that Rampolokeng's writing is best judged \\;th this milieu in mind 'His aversion against racial 

and neocolonial repression s1-leaks c1mrly in his }X)etIy, and it partly explains its incisive, 

aggressive tone' (2008 [Online]). 

Discussing the camivalisalion of 111nb'Llagc in Rampolokeng's V\{)rk, Flora Veit-Wlld 

underlines the important influence of Darnbudzdo MarL'Chera for the South African poet. She 

argues that the rising generation of Nrican artists does not "vish 'to bind itself to folklore and 

tales, because it is precisely this restriction to the exotic, and, in the end, to the primitive that 

entails an acceptance of Westem hegemom/. On the other hand, these younger artists prefer the 

syncretic blend, for this is \\hat is 'new, exciting, and liberating'. This implies striking European 

inflLEnce with the ~apons that have been Icft ,1t hand-i.e. 'writing back' according to the 

postcolonial literary terrninology or handling the' postcolonial arts of resistance' according to the 

argurrent in this study. Veit-Wild's exemplification portrays a Rampolokeng recital in a 'typically 

}X)stcolonial mood' (1999:99): 

that i rime is not a crin~ 
i don't mime my wrinkled tim' 
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long-lost in the distance llf slin 1(' 

i only shoot the british 
with the bullets that are english 

She further comments thilt 

Rampolokengs 'rap' offers anl'xf)ressivc ex,unpll' Df thl' syTIcretic art that arises out of the multi-ethnic blend 
of an African city such as Jull<lIlnl'sburg. It fll-;l'S infiut'llcl's from Jam,tican dub poetry with American ghetto 
rap, jazz and contemporary popul'lr mLLsic as \wll dS some indigenous solmds and rhythms .... Rampolokengs 
very existence embodies postcollll1ial SY11Ul'tislll. ,\sked \\hy he writes in English, rather than in his African 
rn:Jther tongue, he answered, 'I don't know \\hilt 111\· mother tonb'1.lf2 is. tv1y mother gave me a Tswana name, 
but I don't speak any TS\\Dna. I slJcak Lnglish ,mel the JohilflIlt'Sburg slang. a mixture of Xhosa, Zulu, 
Afrikaans, and English. So for Int.', English is ,ll.sll ,m NriGmlanb'uage'. 

(Veit-Wild 1999:99) 

In accordance vvith Veit-Wild's obSl'n'Cltions, Veenbaas affirms that 'Rampolokeng's \\Ork 

reflects strong influences from Caribbean dub and the rap poetry, as \!\ell as elarents from his 

native oral tradition'. The influence of r,lp nlll<;ic app:ws in the poet's repeated use of 'internal 

rhyrre and end rhyme, the staccato phra .. sing and the free, improvisational form. The oral 

tradition echoes in the hypnotizing rep.'titions'. For Vcenbaas, listening to Rampolokeng's oral 

~rformance is similar to being in a \'erballine of fire, since the poet ptmishes the audience with 

the scourge of South Africa's pain and violence (2008 [Online]). 

Veit-Wild ftnthemlore rcmlrks that UllL' key element in the postcolonial text is the 

'crealisation and reappropliation of the fom~l'r colonial language'. Hence she agrees that 

Rampolokeng clearly employs 'c1 playful, parodic infiltration and reinterpretation of the master

language: a carnivalisation'. Then qmting Kobena Mercer she states that Rampolokeng's rap 

poems 'decentre, destabilisc and carnivalisc the lin~,'uistic domination of "English"-the nation

language of master-discourSl~through strategic inflections, re-accentuations and other 

~rfonnative moves in semantic, syntactic and lexical codes'. Moreover, Veit-Wild suggests that 

Bakhtin's idea of 'parodic travesty' can be relcvant to the poet's verbal fire '\!\here everything 

seems to be in quotation marks, al1 indirect discourse which mocks and mimics \\hat others have 

saicL foregrounding and ironising Ii1ngu<.li-,'t' in all fonns'. As an oral poet, she adds, Rampolokeng 

continually uses \\Qrd and sound plays, 'punning and rhyming in assonant and dissonant ways', 

Throwing himself into an 'argurTlmt bctV\t..'Cn styles of language', the poet satirises 'the traditional 

English rhyming couplet, makes jokes by tranSi011l1ing the English language with his African 

accent (in his prommciation "ship" rh)1lll'S \'\itlt "sheep", for example) and creates lrrlusual, 
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comic, often absurd and impure rhymes'. The dflxt, (1Ccordmg to Veit-WIld, is an everlasting 

subversion of his own \'\ords ,mel their common Sl'! 1Sl" 01 pow:~r systems and ideologies: 'Marx. 

rhymes with ducks and 1 x'nill \\1th ildren,llille, ,b in the following extract from "rap 31'" 

(1999:99-100): 

\\hen i'm rapmaster suprelH.' 
Wlrd-bomber in the ext reIn.' 
i'm called subversive 
v.hen i'm only creative 
i write to fight 
to make a dark land bright 
they say i'm kinky 
\\hen i'm only inky 

but they carre sailing in a ship 
to make Ire bleat like a slll'e}, 
now they drive up in a van 
to silence Ire with a ban 
for i sing of engels 
v.hen i should sing \\~th angds 
i rap karl ffilD< 

tum them literal ducks 
i unleash vladimir lenin 
& flood them ~th adrenaline 

Veit-WIld further argues that another rl'l11i.lrk1blc aspect of Rampolokeng's 'camivalisation 

of language' is the scatological tropes he lR'S. Fstab:ishing a correlation with Bakhtin's notion of 

the 'grotesque body', she states thilt the pod employs 'lod langutge to secularise \\hat is 'high': 

'V\hile Bakhtin studied this phl'1lomcnon in ,1 specifIc historical context, e.g. "Rabelais and his 

\'\UrId", the inherent counter-discursiw str{lk~y Sl'l'I11S applicable to modes of postcolonial 

wi.ting, such as Rampolokengs' (1999:1 (J()). III Lld, as Stallybrass and White point out: 

The grotesque body, as Bakhlin rnakcs cbu', h,l'" ih diSCLlrsi\'e 1111!1TlS too: impurity (both in the sense of dirt 
and mixed categories), hetemgl'lll'ily, n""~king, l'j"()tubl'r,1ll1 distension, disproportion, a focus upon gaps, 
orifices and symbolic filth (\\hal IVL.u} IJ()ughs (.l!b, "Il1.l11er out of place"), physical needs and pleasures of 
the "Iov.er bodily stratum", matcri,)hty and F\lflllk 

(in Veit-WIld 1999:100) 

The excerpt below from the poem 'Sebokcng Siege' reflects, according to Veit-WIld, 

Rampolokeng's strategy to dC'S<tcr<llisc by llsing the 'grotesque body' (1999:100-1): 

in a 6 & 9 jesus bled wine 
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rrnde vampires of holy belil'\'L'r" 
still the preachers &'11' 

there's a heaven up abo\'l~ 
coming dm\n ynur way \\lth biblicdllovl' 
a love ilS SV\eet ilS shit thlt st,llks ,,,,- stinb lIf' 
the street from the bow'ls of ,1 christian Id\\ 
the present is a time of W1I' 

\\here 
meilSlning till' time of thl' tiLil"s turning 
gauging the gait of a hl\1li's }t'<1111ing 
\\€ighing the \\ind of a \\ing's fl1pping 
the shattering song is brmking gLl~s 
in the gloom of the sint,>ing of the Illumillg 
in the evening light 
in the sigllt of plight in the Sllll'lI of dmth 
in a dead tent caught 
in the rant & ra\'e of \withing ph,mt,bl1b 
in the grave in Sf"NllS 
in god gone beserk 
in a black on black 
black attack 

\\hite lead eats up a head 
it's the blooming seed of a bll'eLiing night 
black sunligllt in the silhouctte of dl\lth 
& birth ," betv\€en the tedh , .. of a hulll'l hut ... ill tiL ",h 
& the axe in a grinning mood that In:b no \\ood 
but skulls & bones & dashes of dripping blollLi 
first sate in a death flood 
in sebokeng ". in sebokeng 'long li\'L' the kill~{ 
shout abortions & abominations 

Veit-Wild finally remlrks that Rampolokl'tlg's rough representations of the 'grotesque 

body are mocking commentaries 'on the monstrosities and violence of the "present time''', and 

also that 'at the same time he eXPJses the doubk'-still1dclrLis inherent in South African society by a 

linguistic subversion of values and meanings' (1<)<)<):101-2), 'Marcchera's and Rampolokeng's 

eccentric imagery/ she continues, 'their \'iolcnt offenccs against semantic expectations, and 

violation of culturally defined limits, arc all \\<.1\:; of stJiking back, of infiltrating hegemonic 

linguistic discourses' (1999:102). 

Neil Lazarus, eAlJloring the myth of l'Aceptionalism in South Africa, approaches 

Rampolokeng's \\Urk basc'CI on thl' following qu('stion: \\hat ought South Africans to learn from 

the experience of decolonif .. ation c1s('\\ilCI\' in the continent?' He is confident that Rampolokeng 

has learned a lot from this expclicncl' and that ,1 grmt deal of what the poet has grasped he now 

employs against those vdlO continue to mimic the line of 'South African exceptionalisffi. About 

the poem 'The Cry of Disillusion,' 

boil-fortresses btrrst 
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wall to \\U1l notions cnuTlble 
a miscarriage 
Wlere a larval flow of possibility 
degenerates into dead-end pUlrescence 

he says that 'one i.<; struck by the pod's r'lging at the loss of hope, at his identification of 

the human wastage involved'. ["varus alsu rCIll&ks that 'in this poem as in so many by 

Rampolokeng the excrementillisrn of tIll' imZlgcry, his language full, as Armah's is--and 

Ouologt£m's, and Mlrcchera's-of boils bursting, dCl-,'Cneration, putrescence' (2004:625). 

According to Simon Lewis there h,LS bet'n d fZlr-fllmg interest in current South African 

poetry regarding landscape and the issuL' llC \\hdt Illilieu the poet fills up in that landscape. And 

he claims that this question arises mostly due to the formal ending of apartheid Le\-\is points out 

that Rampolokeng's writing sitlk1tl'S the rccently dClllocratic South Africa 'in a global W)r1d order 

Wtich effectively denies the freedom thai 199-l appeared to inaugurate' (2001:2100). With his 

'po\\erful, punning raps such ,15 H[ /abZlri C,lIli J\f,ica [bnting''' the poet makes a verbal assault 

upon a Europe that 'gathers the dust of ,1 fallen Lx'rlin waU/[vvhile] africa rolls in the mud. of its 

tropical brainfall' (2001:2100). Comparing [\alll!xllukl'llg to Cronin and l\1otsapi, Le\-\is suggests 

that the So\\etan poet 'saves some of his most splenetic V\it for the international new> media, 

Wtich foster public complacency and political m1l1ipulation': 

habari &mi africa 
for everything the Iredia sclls 
foul winds of small change [,ull1ing bolh fbg \\;l\'ing & buming 
on both sides clogged-up bmin-cdls 
comrrt2rce's judas coins always spinning 
tails or heads of state turning 
and vanity before humanity only Lx\lSls bl\lUl\' Cllnlcsling & \\inning, 

(Lewis 2001:2100-1) 

In all, based on these and other prcviOLls critical analyses as a point of departure, this 

research aims to look at the importdnce of stralL'gil's of resistance in postcolonial writing as ways 

of subverting (nco)colonial and hegemonic discourses, And this chapter particularly concerns the 

poetry of Lesego RampJlokcng as iJlustr,ltiollS of sllch strategies. The examination V\ill focus 

specifically on ways of resisting l-'olitiG11 and clliturdl domination, tracing the non-alignecL 

engaged stance that this poet has tZlken. The S)11crctistic gUc'1lityof Rampolokeng's poetry can also 

be connected to diaspora ,md hyLlridity as forms of rewriting (or writing back to) the colonial 
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discourse. The argument \\ill try tu dl'n,ol1stratc how he employs camivalesque writing 

techniques blended with tactics uf ,mtlcolonial strugglc to subvert privileged forms of 'high art' 

and decentralise dominant discoursl's. 

4.3 Lesego Rampolokeng: A Glimpse into the Poet's Mind and Guts 

In this section, I will take four aspects ,1S p,ll<1rndl'rs \\ith which to look at the So\\etan poet's 

\\{)rk The first one will be thl' aSI-"X'ct of his rdu'X11 of labels and connection to specific groups 

and positions as a political stri1tq . .,'Y \\hich SCl'ms to be a fOlm of developing a subjective space in 

his poetic creation. The second point dmb with the ]X)et's disapproval and mocking of the 

notion of a 'rainbow nation' among South /\fricdlls, ,1S \\\:11 as African 'revolutionary' leaders \\ho 

are prone to impose autocr,ltic gm'l'l11Tl1cnts u\\'r Pl'Uple'. Lesego Rampolokeng is committed to 

fighting con1.1ption and oppression both in South ;\friCi1 and globally. Those leaders \\ho arouse 

hatred or are involved in illicit !2pil1s to CCllll'l1t their own grip on power are special targets of his 

poetic criticisms. After that the \\'<1)' itlngmge illld Iitcr,lturcs arc emplOyed as subversive weapons 

will be the focus of investigi1til)l1. Thl' re\\riting. \\ordplay and crealisation of the English 

language, and the depiction of S(Xi,li dcgrilli.Jtiun through scatological, iconoclastic imagery are 

topics related to his ]XX'tic subvcrsiol1. Thc lll'.\.t debate examines literatures as subversive 

\\eapons more closely. Thl' fourth aSI-"X'ct in L]Lll'Stion will consider Rampolokeng's methods of 

strategic insubordination by rC\'l'rsing and mimicking hegemonic discourses against the 

oppressors themselves. 

For a start, the work of Rampolokcng is soml't imcs classified as rap poetry or even as dub 

poetry; but he is prompt to rdise iKiverse criticism; to this labelling tendency. As Beate-Ursula 

Endriss observes, the SO\\\'t~lIl bilrd \\(lS cdl'brtlted primarily as a rap poet, but now he 

increasingly rejects this limited l\ltq."nris..1tioll llf his \\ork'. In an interview for the weekly S~ 

newspaper Wooli.nZeitIIIlg R&npui()kl'l1g stdtes: 

In the late seventies I \\\b il1l()hni in the IlLllf.. COJlSCiml'illL'SS Movcffi..'nt. We wanted first to break the 
rrental chains, to give up our slim' n\l'nLllJtv. \ \ilh()ut this there could be no political liberation We \\ere 
interested in vvha.t JX'oplc like J\,Llklllrn X, Chl~ CUe\',lrd and 1[0 OU Minh did. And so the things sung about 
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by Gil Scott Heron in thl' L"'j,\ ,md :iIltuni<\lbi JUIUNlIl in Britain \\ere important to us too. But that 
doesn't make me a rap pod ... IVl' iiI l' in d i\lubdll\)tl'lllkin ,ilbge. Political hip-hop is no longer important to 
young tnJple in South ;\Iricl .. /\t [liv hl'~illniJl~ lup-hllp had son-clhing to say, it was on the margins of 
capitalist society. But \\11l'1l it ~tdrll'd ~'i1illlllg in si~ililll,lllCl', it \Ias absorbed by the system That bothers me. 

(in Endriss 2003:[Onllne]) 

Joanna Wright notes th'lt C\'l'n \-\lll'n R'lnlpolokeng's verses are polemical, he avoids either 

disapproving of or speaking for ,1 specific /',HlUp. I Ie a\'oid'i an anticipatory allegiance to any 

homogeneous group and clmrly rejects 'till' nution that apartheid violence was only V\hite 

oppression visited on h:lpll'sS b be ks' (2( )(H :(0). I k'l1ce, the poct 'overhrrns the accepted currency 

of a homogenous and unified group bl'ing oppressed b\' the monolithic poY\er of the apartheid 

government.', and his verses dec ic1 rl' thllt 'l'l]I1)one \\ho uses violence against another is 

implicated in the p:lthological oppressi\'l' order' (200-1-:90). Indeed, as Kelly Berman correctly 

observes, the poet refuses to be 'contalllL'Li' by ,my obtrl.l'iion of authority as he 'inveighs against 

the orthodoxies of po\-\cr that C(lI1not ,lCcol1lmod,lte dissent of any kincl thus turning him into a 

transgressor', and Rampolokcng is quoted ,1S h'l\ing proclaimed 'my alleycat condition meow; a 

discordant NO to regimenti1tion's' ( 19955U). 

His political liaisons ,md the poetry itself ('Iude easy categorisation The slippery aspect of 

and the syncretism in his poetic style come togetllcr to stmchlre the resistant vein in his writing. 

In fact, the poet show; elsc\\i1erl' his contempt for both Illbels and literary critics: 'I'm part of no 

group no school no cult, I' nl out here to Sh,l\l' thl' beards off these little gurus' (in Berold 

2003:140). This stance docs n~)l 11ll\1I1 the pod has no sense of collectivism and communal 

endeavour. Even \-\,hcn he t,llks dbout himseli hl' is not considering the individual, but the 

microcosm he is. The represmtc1ti\'l' of d ccrt,lin segment of humanity-although he w:>uld not 

say he wants to be seen or to see him'iClf ilS representing anybody. As he puts it in his own w:>rds, 

1 do not represent anybody. I do not Sl-lL'dk for anybody else. I speak and I write about \-\hat I 

see, \-\hat I feel and in the Wly I feel it should be \\nttcn' (in BrUckner 1996:268). Hence, by 

avoiding being incarcerated by labels and grouping.'-;, the poet resists the academic traditionalism 

or conventionalism tThlt urges till' l'<ltegoris<1tion uf arts and literatures in order to dissect them. 

So he is trying at the same timl' to defl'lld ,md CI'l'lltc his subjective literary space as a self-made 

poet and not to let it be reduced to ,m 'l'J1ema'. 

In verses, as in the below c,<ccrpt of 'r'lp :'7', hl' overtly confirms his disdain for pundits 

WlO have a penchant for 1<1belling ,mel dlssific,ltiol1, and embraces 'love' as a guide for his course 

of actions: 
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i belong in no shelf 
i put no labels on my,dl 
save to say love is my Will' 

turning night to day 

academics remain dead "ill'nt 
until their breath hm1S pUllgl'llt 

on me attach no Stign'kl 
lest )OU reduce me to ,lJl t'lll 'm 1 

And, of course, he could ntl[ forge·t to k .. l\ l' cl punning 'DEDICATION (for the critic)': 

this is for the critic 
sticks with static 
street-WORD-d)'I1am;l' 
ising clinnovators of till' Il lrI II 
swing a pisstoml upon thl' llUl'lll 
borestoID1lift the poenl ,l IIUrIn 

drop it a bomb 

Rampolokeng's \'vork, d,~ h~i> been ,1Irl',ld\' discu-;sed, is sometimes likened to that of the 

late, iconic Zimbab~an pod and llowlist [)alilbud/o Marcchera, v.ho was victim of AIDS in 

1987 \\hen he was just 35 Yl\lrS \lId (Sl'\.' h'it-\\'i1d1999, 2006; Gaylard 1993). In the Sov.etan 

poet's WJrds, 'Dambudzo \\';,lS trying to right ruk's >l't by old mm. He was the most free spirit on 

this continent' (in Veit-WilLi 2Jlllh:77) 5l J! »)L' sill lil,lritics elllert,'l' in both poets' vvriting experiences 

as they provoke the hegcllll)nic' pu\\\,'r ,1,ld lid net tit in \\ith the particularly delusive, harsh, post

liberated scenario of their 1"l'o.fX\ti\l' 1\)lIl1trics, .\Iso, the h\o of them, in Veit-Wild's V\Ords, 

'tmhinge and decentre dOlllilldl1t discuur:-,,:-; by stnpping them of their fa<;ades of false rhetoric

rretaphorically speaking' (2(JUh:kl). Nl''.l'rtheiL'ss J~(llllpolokcng himself vehemently condemns 

the association of Mareclll'r~l \\ith his \Iork: 'I ,ictualiy find the comparison abhorrend [sic] and I 

detest it in the strongLost terms'. Thlls: 'I bdit'\'l' th,lt I am my min person and I really don't vvant 

to have to forever abide in ~1l1ybud/s sh,lLlo\\' (in BrLickner 1996:263). Indeed, his combative 

rhyming style carries its 0\\11 idill:;)11CrdSil's, SillCl' 5,.,)uth Africa's apartheid regime had a uniqU2 

historical impact on peoplc\ hes .Ind CUI1Sl'l]Ul'lltIYOll the poct's \,\'ritings as \!\ell. 
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Yet, if tl~re mi!1Jt (.., th.' 1>..nl to pli h"" i,to "" ""'-' 00\, KlITpJlomlg prefers to see 

hiIro;c-lf as [l 'm.ljor L'xp:.'lim:."t.lt(lI'. I k "l)~ hi' atlm1pt I,; to break lTlb"-"'W op..'11 Jrd gc{ to its 

core in ord.'r to g :t to h" "'\" '~1"I];;, to Df'-" hin];;l'lf ' 'i', to e~,H"i,1(' hirnsel!, to see his inno:r 

(onflicts ,11\d contr.>:Jkt ; (n~ " .. :I ",oj th.,n ''ifli"," tI ..,,.. of "'-X'it'ty. Cort5<e<.jlJl>r:ltly he is tr;.;ng to 

(Olre to tenTh "illl his Ul\ll i'hlll it\' for 1.,m,s b",-'n bwught (II' in " (OUltry th<,t is in II ... grip 

of 3 t.1t,=,,,,lllS)dxW, ,\ b,";c.,I I) Il)~tL'lical colntry' (,,' Il ru.:kJ '-'" 1996;2(3) , G")l~rd al'iO ~rgt.es 

th<,j buth D.m J.:.ulzu lII.'fl"h.'r.1 ,lnd I"-""-'!-l-' R'UlV'klkl'll[!; CU<1,',titute fut of 'IIJ.' n'Ongrel 

fXlI}gIot of ,,,iters of tlK' new tr.Yb:".tllmi inlm,\titnll ortb " Iu c~ tu ",ile in English'; 

""eI "h"t ""'-'IllS to c"lt'b'U';"" Ih.'111 j" Ihe" e,',,,",o!l of c,llL'b~''''-'''' fOI 'ItllJ.' ,Ji"kJC"lt'<i "riters 

often c.tterrvt to exult rll I!-.:..' " ndti!,'i<:ily ",,<1 nlITf'k""ty uf Ih.", IDP>Y i<.bilitid (1993:001· .As " 

mall~r of t'ilel, Fnj')ish I"" Ix "''' [~. iN~1 ~ n'-~ l /,'I\..~ k,ngt'li}' th" t n:stores its vitalily by tJking on 

l'Lw;ncablL'lIY, 1,,,,-,-,, ard id iuIl". t' ran ~ hllg Km-.s Ul(' " wid ,IS ~ global k,ngu'8"', it lit-entiotl'ly 

ra1&"Lk~ 011 ____ ". lanl'\~'i, .lI".,#." ,",In.lJ lis, ,w;! ,\..'l i4 ,I , in tl('\,j y coirx'<i w,wd,. It is th:> 1i!rlgt-'ilg<" 

of creali", wriu;>~, 1'1'('(' Ir,,,,, 'r" f~r, ' I,'S, l"",Il<";' 1~'UpIt·, )""kers, innuv"ti\'e entrepreneurs, fX""\s, 
n.,drr.,n and L'Xj-"<'rion'l1lcrt" t'- ,,~.;, '''' R.~"f-..) klk'~:, 

/\Jl(ltl--L". inl~rcsling ,-.;ps l ot hi' ,\Ork-ond '1tJi l~ p n::>b,'hly Ul(' Ihi ng in his fXX'tK ("''''0 ' 

Ihat m<lfit iIl1f}'~ all::iicllCL-;, ~"f" i"ily Solth ,\ t' ric.:kl ,rui('llCC>-is his I'I"jf<'lio<1 of a roomntic 

rtpcsmli61n of tl...., ,,.,,, Iy d.'tlX)o:t'.ltio: SO Ltio /,1 ri<.'~ ,-..; 3 '",itlbow nahon'. R<.'1X1klkPolg'S ,lance 

j" prore tu illah.' f,., uf ill .... l o.lti ,;", Ihis "'-,m o( cb.mf}' in II.., cOlnlry '" ""n,.; UY& Wr.l 

'ceiebr,lte uur rew "!}' cob""bs in <,t'lP"YlI ('\L-;' (l 'l'-J3:lf>I, Ashmf j"mal 01)('-' ~'v<'Ci 

R~rrp)\clkeng's ('-""""iol8 .... ~ ot 11-..' Il,msil ic>n.ll )X11<l<.1 in "hid,l.., li",,", and hi' p"rco:vtion of 

this ph.lSI· as " betr"},,i of \hr;' 'fi!~1t [or ["-'xlorn'; tlx,,-dOl'-', Jon",1 con;:lu:'e;, I.., '11.-., hlrl"d 

himself inlO Ihe gap> th,l u lho:,,,, "Ul>kl...-Its: ilnd tiw",in, fOrgL'-i [l po,-,try Ihat lo em""" U.., 1i.'S 

and Ie... h}lXICr;,,)' th<,t oJ.'F" 5<J, ti, Nrids e,-j tllr"l imlginilly' (2m3: 17), Hi, ~{f[}rt<; ~l di ... ,redil 

decephons ,md lit's Sf"'--\l<l by ,l.J ",,,,-,,,1 ".litic~n-; k,...,,,,~ no bO ll1d.lIL-;: 'lY}W lii~ lreniJlrn on 

U)(' bKk of b~nl-.-nOlc'" \\hlt ... t'~lkiin Ihe F'bt '-, tl-,., prt-"ITLl's p,ril,,.., Ort"'" '-, 

,blnrtioni~narch}' ho ly !}'\ c1'1\'1>..1t tho:' lll' ,m HN, I"tion ""'}Illg unipil1-.s uf ih,troctin ""

ocu~ conditic>n 01 p' tnj.-lCtiOll' ( i '-")<):2'1.). 

[n ",""lth"r poem mt ilh1 '(PHic , 1<",· r • ., t'. a <tt",;wly "tor;.t('\iing acCOU1t of So<J;h 

l\fric[l'S 'oc'serl rilin 00",,1 hi5Iol)'. Ilx' 1' ....... , cun\'l'Y, hi:; drs,' fr,.)intrrlO"!lt, )wrtsicl-.,,,-ss ,md 

"''''l>I<Wal hln l:llI ". '"' 10 sho", h" w \'}(im" t'-"",r t1 ,,<;l,,-,,; ilnd l1."ck-st.,hbing ~ations propel 

11)(' coloni.,1 I'lSI into 11K' rn,1;- d'.~ l ocr"t ic P',-",-"t I" tl-..' sr.nrl h.1l11 ilftl..'r II.., '-'rLl of 'f"Itl..,id, 

p:,litic,1 ~l(-'r"(y <,n..i "xial (ri·>;, 1",,(, ';101k Ik ,-,omtry inlo gill()ID ard i\Il.\i.ty ii>olt its 
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ft.ture. To som" extent, a P."'iN\(' d i>lnb. 01 b0I('''['' )'I1t polil":JI partie; ax! irntitttiorn has 

rcpIzc"-lll~ h.l10 of liher.1IK)] >" li",t .1,1\", ,lid lur 1{."'1-"'-l loN.'l¥ th.lt i:;; certi'inly not " sit;n of tl~ 

pl'<>XYlt-;Oln ding 'roinoo\\' ''''I"'''' ,,) lm""!,,,t """I celc>br.lkd On NeIso" r.,." T"teb's 

inllwrration dl)' So the I'" '" f}~-": 

K<n<tic , 1.,·< ,"nt 

" ( i' ,h,l ,,,i,, 1.>"(fI.'''H~ 

in the "'-'14="1' 
bo.f 01'<' 1 I" ""''''''''''Y I' "''' .; "g -
1"""'1 ,"-'<'-I', ""-'I" ~ ;,'(,\ 
inlo II .. , gl...-ifro/Jt'>'l'd h,,,,,..\J'I' d ,~, .i ... ,· 
locket ITHlury n "-"-""'''/''''''( n~>.1' 
ltilily l"=cd (0 ""I} \;ri],t\ "n"" (,,, ,n (I" 

"" '''' ,= t.rt &. b.';h! for" ""'--"~r,,,,,,,. 
bo.fM' "" """g f ,,," II.· ,,h,,'r,, ,, 

Aoo it end;,: 

tl.., "Ff'Ie d: orne., mi!k.~"" 
fol ' '''' C<i 01 h"'''','' 1~)1o.I." I"" ;" ~""H"~' 
"",-ced "ith PUNJll d.1rt> 
l:l~ in~l \;rgiM\', h ,,' LI.· cu ' " , .. I. . b 
&. ,n:,' cd h~1 h "m~ (I .. ~, <'l\ , i "I.e""", 
Pttri.:lty fill! "lr r..W stom..:!nll<",t, 
fr'~'TT '; ly r""'~ '''' ",,' " . ~"i,.· 
to pri:e/F""'/pR hrbIur "ul ut (I., ;J.~,~~{" .YO<' 

If t"", lo "b~.lWI;tl,<t ,,-)Ci," j,o,ke h.", '1<" COli.' "ith II .... >hill fmlll m.tl-.;,ritoriLlll, [iris! !U:.' 

10 rrUt~'111tll'al c,",nn: r'10·, ll>:, 1''''1 in,c,l, tlw hi, illt<_l1hon is 10 'kr,,;:k & kx:k-o:i mn pho .... 'Y 

mimde p:>iilk-ct'{)tlj"ol<l(b' (2i \ Il,S), "h~\''-I'; tlo "'-' "l1<' ill" dC<;hiLblls of th:.' 'J'L'W dreillIl' "'-'elI1 

to be ""kon ..... III II .... ro-,,, '\ \, ',",)In' to Ih,-, ;.., w COnsciolNL""-",- the p'JeI mrul> " l,,,,dy of 

I"':li<:>tlill gr0l.'['S (0I'lX'\ (j1g ,,;Ih di ·.'l"f,\ " t inll"" ">I., ill Il--.· , .. >w (\:>nYlCmli: m:n.:! 

IV""""" 10 U", I'L'I"!«n'd,''',",, 

'''' "iI"'''' "~",,"~' 

"""" terti["" the ""I 
"'.,.., "" frod for lios & L..,. 
",n",', '~,[y I,i l l; 10 II I l'l""" 
""",,:;it n til! l'-""-~ hm.-r 
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oon .' "hi l ;n ,j n, .... ,,~ "'''''' 
>UlnO co,"-~ hom h.1t<', ~,~ll Ol II.' >tn" 
,,1~1c ""',,",' " .... ~ ll~' NFl\' IJRI \ \ 1 ,," h .l" ,,, .... , 

COIY'l1tl1tinl\ on the F"Hll, Il< m l.m f-'~ ".b out th.,t it;" 'KlIl1f'-'lu~s hi~y "'~' 

intE'rf""'tiltion of mif}ing no l ~m-' o( t"h,mc~ i1n.1 c..'IT<>Cr'>CY prorrulgatLd by offi<.ial 

,,~WmlTIT1t elio;cOl'-'''' (199HS) I, She f lll'Il"-" ",Ie\,; that the sp.',\king vokc ~1)"n_ntly ilf¥-ws lil 

the ",-'Cend lirr', \'" utilise en_'!), ",,", .1ltvit Ih.lt 

n" "w<," ,h~ m l ,I."~)tl' ., C"", ,,"d ,lv I";"",, II., >f'-'''~ "'*'in,1 ,,,.,j 'h" o.h"r gr'J"!''' nfmm 10 
t1uD'L£hou tl" P'-'_'tT\ rL'lt ln ,~"-~ LI ;'-""'p ~.j,' ' I ~' 'f","",r. R."tl .. ..-, It lUr-ts at, sedn:bi "Ie oj F"'''''", 
.",.1"",")' corrlml i, \ : ,,~',j II\"h,~ "I .I~ i'll " ,,,;"!: !Ll ,,~n ill tho dorrn .-ralk· Odrnk ci. the ClO=~ 
FUI. tic.-,.] F'-'li<xl The IHiun ,,; .1 H''L'''m'''- '' ''~',l', in~"~ R,n,ulo'£':~ i>, ~ 'werbo"uf 
tl.., (Xl'''''''' ll .. l~ " h ,,.' "I, "" ," '''.'L ... ·...,', ,i ,I.", oJ",l< C'IL",~, 'i' '''''''' ~",;, ""n ,_ 

(llcrrrnn 1998:55) 

Th.' South Nric,m ' mira,-Ie' d,,,,,o,,,,<-' .1n.1 "OiLl!>O'" 11.1lion' rhetoric P'l\" OCUl \,,;ddy 

l'xfioo.-d by p.,htic~-,,1S, tOlr "r *'1<' iL-s .-,,-...1 pH 'f-",!}"",il orffili'<ltiollS ~t hom, ill--d abmai Thai 

ffily be one of tl.., rcW;O!lS K'-I!l'l--d uk1lg\ I, )d ic <'()r<:ffi,~ ~tta::k <tll~p:ly tte vi.";onary 

p."'pxtive of iI Smi h ,\Iric,lll nati<lll I.-u n'''~'wJ from tI-;c ,,,-,,,-"lSit)' of ",king for jl>;tic~~ 

,,!Urh "~'qli\'aIc'llt to ~ li opi,' ll \ -;"i(~l "f " Cl"" 'I I)' " i lh so ffill1I'Socio-L'Corflnic disPiU!iL'S, !-Ii;; 

l'OE'i:ry Ilswily,""-"'-""' " 11-.l' FditK '~ Imi l ,~tr""m ,HI tl-c C()I1Vmti""'Thm, of South AfriciTl 

SIX;e!y, Th __ p.-..'Ys m;ourc~ in , tm Ulillg lhls sitmtion '" to by 0fU1 the rrp-.::iot>; (L~ for 

wealth ,00 exp.oit.lhuTl tl .. b th" t~"g'-'i.'" of tn ' 'nir,-.:-\,,' prop.lgar-.:b pmm:Jtl.U utt,,- the ruling 

African Nati"",-,) Con!;n_".; (t"''<.Jq. In this "'-11"'-', Ibn' ..... lokt'l1g's ~-oetI)- ",.-nks Ii"" IUlYlllt';, 

Y<hisp;'rs, gcl."""-"" goo;,'p> ,mel JOM" it; a ',t"'t~I':" aim.,-l to spit "d cL'P''''~lhon arrl cL'Cenh1C the 

rI'W"tori'r of 'n~ ,-,.de' <>nd 'ra;ntx,\\;"m', Ii -.hd , ilo u lI; intemal ion.JIIllU>.-.!-riWt!>; imL'Sligators, 

rostaj~lrtf-.>id Sotrlh Afric,t- on::~ 11.1f..-dc,1 ,,,, Hlnu __ b's shinlLlh bm;:m uf ,brocT<>CY ..-d 

multnlllLJralism-i:s "'-'-n .-6 so",. __ tl ""g of ,~ l (lllle,,," ,.--.,'" [or iL, ~lil'l'In:nt ";~, fI'btl', iRltocmtic 

negin-...s across thl' "'lrkl 

r\ot ,.lIrprisingh, 'HJtht' L' k '\' t." ;;<,t of 1""'ldokL'ngs criti:isln; is the ]XlIitico.l <n.-I 

P')cllologkill ,b\e m>n~~ity in "hd1 .... >l~ h Nr>,',l11 Ix'-'I .... : liw tcxLy. I-k d"spi,,-,-, i\fric'lll 

,,\ti(,,~,I,,!>; ,,110 grct;p ilt p."'~"-, ,,,,.1 .ll 11,--' .. ,m' li,,~, cb nol ? 'SS('SS lUV JX',,,,r "hatsocv,"" For 

him ~JI ~""'-' I"'.-.pl" .11'1,' ,1 I',de 01 " , 1-(,,_, ,,1..1 h.;w l-..,-\»),,· c'-'rl{ol'fnists ,llld \\ro ,Ire prc.-'" to 
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tHcrrl the l'Xi-.ting mbir ror"f.t 'n" '" k)!lj: ,h 11,,1 n""lIlS h,li ln'e!ll of loor cornfort an:J 

gI'-,-xi" Pmplc p"-'\,n'NY nwn:'.>d ,", 1",1)1.,"" g,,-rrill.15 or (n:'<"(lom fighletb for a nL){l

S<.'gI't'l},IiOI1N nnmtry, ni'\\, bo.xOIY'<! tun(l~'!s Ln 11)(' new,brrx:rxy, ard the CO'l('<' r""""" 
liiJer,lnOi1 ITlJVl'IIl-'I,t SL,,,n; to hm .. 1ost ih \\'.1\1 sir"" ib in.llli11!) to ~a\e f"'rtyard sta!e f<'lS 

in .... it.-.bly l >d to p"IT(~'-lgl', ct~n~'I"~,, '\('f"'li~ll1, r,,,k'\o.'('rin~~ i,...,on~~ and injuoti:.'e-a 

lllj<lpll 11",1 is ~1S() 'll-..,,,,J by "B~" p."t-il1""r,1I~,1 N"",Hl lutio ,1'>, <,-.g tI~ kk'j)tocratic styi<' of 

I'}'venUlY'nt i] -"ll1?,ur~trd by Roherl ~l\ri'l,-, ", .. I h" 11C,..,hn"~l It' 7inb OO,,,,,. This pro:ESS 11& 

ft-..lhl conn:"-I .1Cms-. AI'''J lor ,h"1<b ,,,,,I ,,,,,,Ii: l'f)(!:, in bloody, sll\w-ard-grab f>Jliticai 

confi'.-l<, 11,,1 SC[Ll.'t\(\(·r ' \'1Iiorh' I '-lie ~lt.', ,h""t"I<, tl\("f e'COnLm':lS, .md la>w them ewn ,rore 

lWitu\e. Tho.' miso;>ry '\1u\~,;11t 1,1'> \;"11 H,LllLl,-WON..'>g to co,o:.-I ,de that 'o.:>k){lisa,ti(:ol in 

,,,\'olllnOll's di-;glis<,' is a (lI'i<," 

coi<xus.-..:ion Ln "-~,,hol;nn', d • .,Wi.,,' '<11" ."',,-,. l~Ah ".,b " ,mlhet lmf6 
d ... ,lly h.~","-, 

~~." il'r., m",ln~~ "'Ih It> W . .un.~r.:~ Lru:h "'-""" 
iL'.' 0 'rull-..l,*"l1f. n>:>,IYn.""'i' d'.11!, ,. "" .", r', 
k", I< c;n" oJ <h-,,' u ' l.., 
,-.,±; &. >= in co,,-.,-..,r .. ,,', ('''l:rt ... , 

(R-'I1v:>lok!tg 1999;]03) 

~>tim,-., lli> 1~'dlY sI"l\'~ t" .. ,-,> "I "" ,,.. "'pxhi s, __ t>\'L'lbi", milK'" th.~t carrie; a sting 

of its o"n. Afncan od f'-l<-'b ],,1\'(' l"-,-,, !r.,-ht"n'h- L, lI npusing iYl d p..rlOllm >g pr,u><" p::>o=ms to 

"-"'ere their chiefs, "d >c. h p,,,-'b 31", 1,-",,- !I'~' n'l),-,L! obhg<ltH..'l!l of p..>inling Ott tk rt:Ae-rs' 

,ni.<;('o .... hrt. "5 a \\",,1' tc) \OiCl' tl,,·I"' '' ...... ' di" ..... li-.;f ... '!'on. And j(1 Shaka-------...'l<'Ie of tile f1"'l1e<t 

Lulu chie-ftains ,,10:.) on 11,-' ,,"1,\' 'f 9th C'l'lIU) ", ik~1 I"'" diffm_>o t Zulu dans and fom.....-J tk 

Trrl5l P""''' ul ,,~mor ,,,,tic'l!l "' 'o(J,~I-"'rti .-\1 ,"--:., ,,, .. I \\",\!}>d "'lor against tilE' ",ivun::f'rrlf'nt of tk 

Il,ilish empire from the C1r(' 01 Cootl I k'I'" I,,-,Ih ,-..-dain-.:..i as 3 militr",), genius for his 

~tal[smanship ,,,d intlo\'~I""", inl III okl ""i"-"hihk' for th.' il ~ LL"",n brul<1lity of his '''ign-is 

the lYWI of Ot\(' of RlIll>Jiokt ,,,!,', ~ti"!'I'>& "'tin ..... '\:,~lJlni.n~, the persona of a F'l"aiSE'-.si,'l}'f, 

l<mT-f<llol;eng f<)('ms 10 cco'1Xl',(' " I""''' ' I""'''' tl1 n'\\'fS(', or ,} ,ka:k<lt l"ai5E' f'O""'l, to 

"/\n,n H",,"" ",,,; ,>rly in\l'igl l> ''<'" '''' ,,-,., ,"" ,<,It <If "I~ .. l' '""''''!; bb;:k n"", In the p..><m 'lJ.I.rl Art' r., 
-*' to ",.'-,'''' 0 F'-"-,n th.~ .. ", tel lIlmM .• ul 1;-" , .• br"A>l' ·l~W',",.rlc,,· 1 h,-,,~', a ~-rn- Jirtrn t()!o t. ... 
51001 in 5.ml'< ")mall, ""lmgtLll ~ •• r1",.o ,,,,",,I.·j' , ... ,:' A ".h ;'" Lh· ,( '1~ of ,r.:- \\hito h,-".1'1O c.-..,/mroi>ll: 
bet""" (r.:, .o;hy;fl', tl 'lj"; , ,,f>t'>l;'~: ",dly r, .- 1-;> I"'PI.' ; ,\~" :,("'''<'5 ,~.""" the n~"" .. il\t it un I. ", 
JXXm St>i l' hi", """,1/1" 'l~' ,"XId' (Il, •• ,k., I'J'! 1,219--22"1 
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con.:I",,, ... , lj-,p j""kbo() l l"'"l ics of Sh.,k,'s ,1c'T"llL '<i;Jm .. ' II-L' iml,u",c of th! Zu' " king ,md his 

Iym"ny is poelio:.'~lIy ,i 'F,'I"i as ,I ill (onli""",S 1(, c.hl .1 lonl', Sh.-",M"" owr South Afric'TL hlst<XJ'; 

ao.:1 II", JXl'.'1n 5C'f'I11-" to 1'>:1Id hi m )1""'" .b d ,,,,,,,,, lh.1<\ .1 lI1iI~J-. II lu:buuus cl";Cmt from th" 

f'xalLed or lorty lo llw comJ1Y1nl--,!;>;t\ ll.: ) ... '" ;mtidim1xl>; its 'I-.,mlf,"" in !:he dosing lir.,"> "ith 

a seq ... ."...,., of obs.;"",> m:1JjChm; illt, n \" It" lit "-...,.,,Ii,,' tl.., im1~ of the hif1! ,.,U mi~ll)" nit'!:. 

[I could ill.., L", m:1d iIS" f"nfmw fX"}'"' '" "h,,11 IIv P',,,,,,,t .,rid l'\l"' tl.., fllhIe, mimm;!:he 

r,,,,,, of fffli mi'lokl'S in l1i,lori.;al tt';n;il"no ]'I"", rh.' "di(,J ll1Ownl"tll~ of cb;p:>tic nb 

rnm~ 
)-O'r I¢1Jt)' m:ri L< rzt. 0:".10 tx:'j~l C'.n.~" 
["'O"loill>; (""-\.",, I.,. "" .. " (If Id ," j, ,,~ 

Je¢oJat",; u-., "'1'-"':' of i,lLJ....""~' ""'L",,",' 
~f 'r.»;i' ,,,,., 
f<U<H IlR'"ic,j I'" ,.",h 
to fu..."" ,*",,;,,<1 e\m",,! in l" ~ . .,.~,,:, II,;, h 
.I, >f,,,,, }<u bot h"" ;k;h in I,,, "., 
,,!>oro U ... lnn, p \olllu .. ~,i lo r. ""\p h ,,,I 
slurp'" Hw \ o'xh it\ II . , I ",-k ",- 11 ·".", 

As a m,ttl"r of f,,,,t, 1"<)1 n".l"h 11 .. -.; c'h",,), ,I t''-'''l* Ih"t 'lOW 5,-,:h politicians <,ontro[ th,;r 

0"11 jJlUf'-'rtil"> ,ukuurJm,l\C Sh.lll <'iii 'c '1~(Jm.'I'( "",IIUll>' Ix'h,,-Ul tl\l" grrut lHljtHity uf f'-ur 

f""Jl'''' ,rn th! mi1"<Jlity uf L'C<H"",1i<; I'"'''' iH.,hl't'!> '\iu,,,-,th!less, ')QlI1j,'t'f g.:n .. '!tItim ri 

African, du<.." not ",mt to bird it,<ll to ()~I lull ""'~ ,,1,,1 t,"'-",' (V",t-\Vuu 19')5;3), , .... 1 !:he 

corrosive de;cril--tion m Killy.rk1J... llg\ ""''' ,)1 th .. ,,-,,Ii ty of I ditic<IJ. life, usmlly nrp."ing a 

lack of Il'<)r,~ priJ..,iplc, i> cer~1inlv '-In imp. .,1."'\ ",,!I, " Iiun r ur tl"",-, ){)\ths 

humonimafion 

"-' iIlr'<jm"'S1.1" i>, ~,hl .1;"~J!'''1 i.-!,' ~ . ' ,,' ""I,' I'j" 
"/,.,,,1 h"",,,~,I., ",.'" II1,tf i" '.L i,r "1"',-,' 'ot,", 

/(uJ Ii>- ,,; ",-1, m'w ,..,,,,,,,,\( "" ".,' I"""" 
f'W'H dil,'f""J "", ,,',e;( I;.~," ' I"" 'I,,'~) "!',!i t 
Jid; .~,,* non""I}:' """,..u,;1 ~, hlJ~ ~.'.'''''d 

,.. J/ ii gil) ~rI '''"'''0'' r", r:" (,<1,.1) """1",>1 ",,, ,,'" 
'''*,,~r~,,~ cflfhi ~"""T;";":i,, i',,~m',i 
''')''''''1,,,",1 fxal I"""" 1&"1 ,,,,1 ",,,":,,> '.'",.,',,1 

9qJXI{i li~, hot ,'.-J !."" ii,.., ""''''' I.~""l' 
itT"" ,1 '11 ,,[ d! "" '" ,,11<,""l' ric!," 
",la,,, 'I '''1 "I -" " 1,;'1; '" G' ",,"' '" ' ""1,, , 
J,,/ru,/k Iu;Infu; ";"/':\\' cl I.~,,·.': '" 
,,,,,h-rl ,u,,,I., "",',"J ""'i"M'" 
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,,"",, . .. ,It" ,0< ""'1' ,'"., ~",, ' ,"r' 
<inflo' ,,,/If,.j{I'o! ",~ .. t ;."",,...,,,, 
"" : "/Io!".l" ,,,~,rl> ,d,,. ., (,..,. 

the ~' • .n.dn.u tho: nw 
&. an.:! (_>.! ""'=."9"' ...... ~ ... " 
"' "f1i.o .. , • .,.. ,I, los! d~.h 
tI'r b..~." .. Ji'''"'' 
" "1<), <I", b.~~ "" fd, 11 , · """1"" 
tu~; u"' I~' 
cO b.lth .... 1Il<10,'', <U.h,'Il; in",; " bJi[ , 

d .. " ",.o'. ",,-,~ ore f''';\n:r!o 
fu.I>.i"~ 10",1«;' I,'" "',,"""" 'P"'''''''' t\,.1 ". f>'n'cn.d ... " 
~'.~~"" . ""'A" ;lvr. 
tho' .. >! f", Iu, ",n.>'!,,
~m.m_t...rrun.~ 

N,' 

Ill< ".". ...... '" 10 fox} r«>l-'<l< I'"'' 
.. 'h"' ~ \trC l .~ .,.u (btK~~ 
., o,,:b to bWd. .'-=l, 
~.{,,-... t"', n'-,,,"" ,,,,. ,.-..;I, 

tl.., soU ,.,,, n :.,h-",,-.hj [0 be: 5Ol.1 
,Bl.rh.~" "- 1, ,, •• 1.1 ,,, • ",1,1" ,I 
",til f'D'.b .... ,l duu '" th< " ....... n~_1 
&. fmm Ih.' j,,,,,. UlO> tI'r I~ 
,to, <'-'1 " ~ .. ' ''' b ,-I UI' ~., ... "-~~ ,,>1<>11 
Ill< ~ Of f,,;,, f;l<ri:s !old 
t"~I.: (~ ' 1""Is",, k m1Jk~ tlwro,, \ " I <aX" . _ ,I.! 
in r.tri:"", ","" , . ",I""",> " ' ''''''' "."", m ., 
in """"~ .... "",~.-.,, (oJ"" .\..., 

Il " .", 1"";-;', 
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All th'se eXCL1}lb giw ~xaJnples of tile' ~ '\\, t.w, r<l..t·~ ,,"l irieal, "itty 1T1gU"h'" in U£ "tel 

r., i11Yl;¢"1.~ ~t ,\irican nib'S ,,110 COlTl~~ tl .. :",,<."I, ,., by :>ping tJ-rir fon,...,.. IYl[t,1ffi 'Tr.c.u
n">usal of ,Ill rT'<JTais and tto>ir bo.'!:f'<'j'li of Il l<.' ),d, pi <;!~ for " life in frc,-,:um in l~[Lity ci 

thO' black fX'I-'P" of AI ric.", xcording to Fk)r,\ VL ,I-Wild" .lrgllr('eno., '"re th' m,"n I"'l}'p.; ci his 

IRarnpolokr's:',1 scorn' (2OCI6:S7). F 19I"'\'.h.·1 ,'. <;J,,' "rti, '" . A I ric., )) "ritcrs haw rn.-'± it ch,,- that 

th" Ililtio:uiistic disco\JI'S<' 01 Afric"., __ ie·IIt ,I,· "1,,,11 h • .J.1 progressive fLn:tion dtring tlr 

coloni.>! er~ h.lS be::otrr' rot only outcbl<Jo;l, i" ~ -' , Ir, 'm.'l} ch' g.,.' Dlf; by being tRU by t:h:o l::i...-:k 

"iles 10 ju;lify their oliocr.ltic n",' (I ')<J7·1). I'Imi " rule I.l\'i.sh spcn:ting. corruption ;n\ 

ocu-.;cn=t = the h.ne to "tuch AiIi,,,n ml.','o '''~ltst thc~r gO\'illlII"lnts, IlL, ilCt of myning 

sdlveffion and satire in Ra"-pJloR'flg's pJ':H"\ "i II tP 011 (>c~ so dramatic in iu...,lf that it "ill k 

m ,,,,rder if it ~'" voicing the inrrimin.)t1L l~ \"",-h of Tl lillio,,» of o~ and disp')s,"esSiE'd 

"hich sf'.'lk oul .:.gain~t tI.,. 1t'g".:yof tyranl" in '" ,\nh AI rica ,,,,d gIolJ,>Ily, ,"10 ~usc the riglt' 

of "itizel't'; in order 10 '''''-'rp"..j hold on lu F'''WL" 

L .... t but :ml Ie.ast, the l'('5(J"d ..... es "I K'"11 '<lluN..1lg:'S cnticNn of l\£ric ... , nri<lk .....-:1"" 

cuniorrrity, mnsluuism ... "j COll~ia1 "'\' '''"I'Ii!~,j "hen ,,~ ml<l Faron's p.-'I'Sf'-'Ctivt' of 

,nid:J~llSO intdkch.cl alien,loon. i\S t:h:o """'" 1.(.,)0' .lllihor t'>' I>I1.'SSE'S ,t in lli"d: d::il1. uilile Ilwks: 

Ir<cIl"rlwi J>mot.,,, ~ ,1 <"rwI .... ' ci IIJdil., .,C<, ~l<.'I\' 1\11 .. " I ,",j n~m' 'lOCI"'" ~ 01'" «'<'id.y !hot 
l)('<'UIW" rWUifW in f<I.~\etem"",-j forIrW, :·.H bt,, ~ , ,' .. \1 ." .. >1,,,",,,,, "I tl',,,, .~I pn~: .~I uK"'·"Y: I noll 
nw~c .. d "" 0 ck",-,; ~yny., "I>d, Kf.l.l' '" I, I,', In "l1]<h tI-e ,i r b t>irted ill "hid! Lde." "-ll ITL'Il "" 
<"c<rll t, And j thiri< trot a mV1 v.!~) "'"" 0 .-.l:lJ~I, ,"'"' ,10;., <l 'Mh ~ ., a,......, a ",,'uhtit<wy, 

A third ",,}occt of J~'I-"()ll-.kmg's ,,0]·' 11.1\ " "ort it i:>..'i tlg look-=! ill is t!.,. lools he 

l'lTf'lOY" 10 bc1ter con,,",), l~ 5enlitl~'1 of 1.11 'c\'''gc' .,,>:1 htcrilhn'S as ''''''P',n; r:i politi:ru 

resJstance, ! Ie COllie'S a strong political l)lJl b,~ ",til the cb ITe to e'f"rin=t "it!, lyric:aI 

stnxto.re& For him u.., litcr,,,y ]X,,,,,,r of tI ~· "<",~,;()l~rl b,o, ~ coIIDati", h • ...-:tilll as ~ 

s(vv('f'Sive ,,~apcr1 ' to teill" IlL, heart of It-.> gtI'·l, ",,"f ,~""1': 

"t.,re L'm gang in !o Ih" d,,,,h "-,,,', ';n~J"gII~· '. ·. '" f""''<~ '1",,,I'l' t:.., 
o."",on 0' !h;, time. "-',,,uinph}IT>."IIll'O>ile JX" '" • '.1 .u~'., I ,,( I;",' 
~ thL, F"" to 0 !'on."""" \) .' f"l}' ~ • b.~!"'!,'" ,,,'<.I '" II,,' >t,W 
~ . gu...,;ILi., at \r., n,"-'n>p'U"" WORU., JL:'JI) h." f'''''-~ in 
r,~>d Ii", octoo UR "",,,".I. h1-ro aJlTLU ~, tear I~.· I.'.'" ,,' ,j" 1'''''''''-'1" 
,~. i'm~irlg no til< &>(h """ 
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Senne uf tl~ 's<v VL'fSiw \"'if'l-'!lS' haw r..'Ctl ~!t'€ooy int,odu::('d so far, as In the "'Iy tlli' 

"\,-,,,<.!-r..lnh,-', ,\5 he c<>'ls hulR'lf in 'ri'p 31' (1 99;) :53), dl...~r"l ises alllr.:tlitie; by inverting 

hie,-,udri<'S tlrrough parody, 1llylll'r ,111<1 camhJlis.1fun. Or "hen 1lE' o\'l"rtly df.{ies tl...,-n in lire; 

su::h ,\5 'i u!,,-'" my mind's t<1('/& a:id ,\,-,<,ds co.....xe ~on's ('aI"-fup/101lea:hcd like ~ 

lxmM's fl ' ",il,,' (1993:1). In IXlI"!ni s,,:h ,I> '10 gil 5<:011 heron', for in.-.tance, "., may I",t only 

feel ,\ sting uf protest ,lgJ inst comrrod;ficatian of corntercllll1r(', middle-da", confom1ity, 

c{}r1Slnr..,isrn, corn.pion ,nJ ;nlelJc,<.:\u,1 al i"""tion, bt.~ also th~ l'3rnl t'€wriling of ,,-..-1 "",rr\Jl..". 
"i\h the E f1!;I i,J \ 1,\r1glugt SO ,\5 to Plrsl~ his fU'tic ~I ion. 

Tho.> L'S peel, musician ,,,,::I )X'lfomlE'!" G il S:;:oll-l-kron- OilE' of [{a!Tf'Jk>keng's bim" 

prelk infiU('ll(<'5 and best kr.:"'" for f-Ws "rnk as a 5fXlken-""ro arlist in tl", sixties md 

""\l'tltie<,--,,<lS affi liatal to bl",k n~ l i l1nt oclivism in the Cnitcd States, md Olll' of hN rnlS! 

,,;d>ly !a1()"n song-p::>"= is ' ]'hE- R~ull~ion \\'i ll Kol !k T dey;oo':!", \'II""", verses "'" 

m;.rnorable tor tI"" many cull um! ,,,,,::I p::> itic.>l " llusians 10 thE- er~ of pe litic.! stnf,gles for <"qll<1I 

righl' in the Ln;ted Stales. This cf'lebr,\ted fX"'m refkx:l' '-'fO'1 the irxap1City of tllE' ll¥'l:tia to 

keep t1ned in lo th" bla- k activism laking plac~ on tilE' st"-ffi. dw to t ~ le"is'::>n·s interests, 

alienonoll an..-I con-.-r~n,dism In son1f' li,,<'5 of tllE' IXl<'Ill, S:;:o ll-H('!'()n pn,d ainl5: TIl<' 

r'-'ml1tion "ill fiJt be bro'-'!1>l to JOU by Xerox/In four parts "'trnlJl COmtnerciai inl('!"~ltbl ' 

(2008: l OnliJlI']), 

R.1ITf<lk,krng's JXlCI1l u;es a Iccl1()ique of contrasl to contradicl G il S:;:olt-J--lerm's 

,..-)()\hsa}-inf; It N a rri,;cell<M,y of h:m-..oge 10 !--Iom:Jn ,,-.:I othf'!" blx k '\'IarrO::>r5' (su::h it'< ThE- I asl 

Pocts, JiIffi:.'S lJ"",,,, JlIlgie Ilrothers. 1'lD!ic Er....-ny an1()ng othe~), a con(k>rmahon 01 'the 

u..'b"""-'fittiun uf wuveis childrm & the 9-"',"11 of fanm', am a di."'f'iXl intrrenl "ith tllE' 

rnUiocrity of hip-h:'P culhTL' ",-.::I bh:k mu;ic tl",t 11() lor>ger cornt as an 3rt of protest ,,-.::I 

l'l,,",,"tan::e. Tn,,;, if th:.' 'rL'volut i<m' ' '''" once a s}-rro ol. oi i1-..-Iq::erdence ard cooolerCl~lure, now 

it is w-opiL'Ii by big bu;in:.'S> ;nd rrin gk.,j \\i!h tlll' l:fI:'dkl'S ocm.1J-.::I for f,;w)lollS etl t~rtail1lnent. 

tn ~;l ,"ntt he",n 

"'~'S " r I l~, l'U1\KAJ)].' Lie !;Rnrrt m u-., FAMILY 
~Tor-;E d 

I IEDRIX [ XP'ERIE:\Cl' luj GEORGE Ol'<TO'-J for 

1"'_''''';'''' 
in UY' <I"'~'< r,.i;;""Yl! 
"'-' reI;bu" to tre "hiI€ Iutb€ =-v<mrm1n 
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\.~ tl.., "'~, "" tl., JMU ':S MIlOW" sex jl.lACliJl\E 
sal.:l"rn "",>un M>.lCUu\1Xcu ~ CL'c" 
,",,, BO(I-Y AA TRTBE '" SHABA77 

bu. row",'"U h,-n)!\ U-" ;"iLl;h;", ",L'lrI( crotd"", 
p-,fLXm 

• "'S'''". i: I; i~ "'"''''\<'''' ;"" ",,,,,,,,,1 51)" 
tr.ey <>Ail< then "" .. il~ ~ wni...- "",ije 
'" th, ""'(~L.ol""'" rru",,,,,':,rr- ~ bn,"":"'" 
111 ~ """",-visl1al hrn":>-lU;[ 

From the, l?<Cl'p1 on ly it is )(l5sibl ~ lo di5lingUsh h\<J rrnjor straiE'gies of ~is~ in ~.., 

fO"!:'s \u"",,,. The firs! is the ''''y r.... give; a balh crilic,,1 ard sardonic 3r151"''" lo tIl(' qUff;lion: 

How amId ~,is black (.r)!'P,,-mt.m be strained "rd " I ned in ~"-' f""""ness of yout h by ~"-' 

rLlThln;;cal p1Jdu:tim of m,-"l " ..,d 1m .... :isi(~,? If in tk be¢nning black aJti,b; 1m 'Oll,,-thing 

10 o.'Y, if th~j' ,w." on the ml£~"" of ~"-' CEll--.tali,1 S}"lern, nnw th,al lhej'started !¥lining slarr" it 

",un; Ihal tl"-'Y h]\'e "'-"" CCfl"'-'qITIltly ah.,rbed by nmia and vulgnr c(){lTI1f'r('ia[;"m, itnd lMI 

S)X>.:ti>;::lC ltllTCl.l inlo nthish broad::'llted ' in itn alrlio-viSUill oorrb-blasf. l\ow tl\l! 'thl' 

re",hi;nn is on tdevis>:~,' and mnTlB"('iaI SlrC,",' ~ally "'<Juals lack of ,lrtistk qual ity ,uu 

""l!j.I!}HIT'I, tk )X,d's Stl),,,'Sti<~, is nnro> Olher th..n 10 'S\,ilch off INt shil'_ For It..... Otl(' "to 
h.", On:l' ICbtcu " ",-nm" ""1L~1mnITcnl Ill; nn kmger I>'I;"h for c~,;"l isl sr«h:le, 

l'Sp..ciaJly"tuJ il is m-'± ' l ' of a p Xlriym"diocre mllUP" 

s..~ordly, R.urplbkmg lbe'S ,,;tIy ,,,,JI'dplay urd tlr blffiking of St".-.:lard Engi;"h as a lool 

to xtiri<c the ,lilho; of inT"r~ml ch,:traclm; Ctl th' )Xllilicill itnd arti,1ic 5(el"-' (35 in ~.., Ii"", 'tN,> 

"hile loo."", ",,,,orhony nut'). J ,XOlrla Wri!ttt PJints ott tl .... l g,]rlVC'lokeng's "ords alP 'creoIL......-i' 

in tll(' SE'I'a' th.)! theyspe.tk in ,I 11}brid ~"-kW' ,n'p'--d "I the ink~lion of IT'LiIIly cUlures ard 

Jl"StMic sensibilities_ Thl' crt'<Jliziition of Iatlf,'UW is a fmhn-e of mlrl, p >Slmh1i.:tl c .... hral 

rmdu:lion __ Tr.... aWOIXL"tm ,u~ a1leIiltUl of stan<il£dm±'S of Engli41 ill tllis InYUn is P"rt 

of a slra!<'g}' of rt'Sist,u-.:~ on tl..., part of tl .... ' colcri.,1 <UJ;ld (LtXl4:'J.t). A, rnwlly he, d:>e<; rot 

''''' t1.., "on:! 'and', allli rt"fl.n'S;1 "Hh ~lC "'V-'llilrrl He F"-ts "hlle ""rds ill c"t~I" l letlers 

momy lim_'S along the JX".'m as a way to bre.tk U.., pc<.'t"-" rh}thm Or m~K' .., inll!}' or ilb 

(,Mit, of the HJNKADELlC ~'Olnd on tlr FAMILY /STO~Ed/H[DRIX IiXI'IiRIIi-"JCT) 
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Thu, Kri,teva's il£f,'lI n:nt {WR6:16} thai t"'-~" is no '-'i'-n\TIlencc, blt ratJ-u, icbm.ty h.'t\.\o.~ 

ch"ll~ng offic~.llinglistic c<>.."les ..-.:! challent;ing official law applies perfectly in thi~ [iNC. 

1\:0 Sl.-pis<-'S tl,,-'fl U .. t ",mc of RilIIV\lobIlg's Sf'-'Ctator; b.'C0Il'" b"d-ltTr1f'-1Ld "'xl 
f'-",,-'f hold .. ,.; b,-,::o:rIr lTL'ilS)' Perl.~ in t"\Ul slr{}]~U rt'ilSOIl is that R.-np,lokill!;'s \\url; ~'" 

up., p:~m of "'~'<-'f;nd <.lis&"-"'t th.:li: IC'Olm far oc;.und hi>; rrilitu, r..'C"''''-' t?l=n= f<-'\'erty 

wnlrilsting "ith "l--..irn.t "mlth, lIlnillitting vilJrnc..-, dik!; and {rri:s);p\'tmITL'l1t'" roo-,;Iit,'l'l'l:t'is 

fOlru all (1wr tn., "mid So oth~~· "'-""'-'S Lmj--h-.sisc: 'on:e ug:rin scott-hcn n th" ,,-,,'01,6on is in 

qu:rrmtinc. Te,Dlrtioll,][iL'S ,djOl.t ~ f'lrt on the tdl'vi>ion ;;CfLUl. j'rn f}'ing into t/", lhth LOr.! 

\\o\J.k.:q.1.Il."teU "ith fre ,:doroce in fre Sou h Afri:al tr1l'.l"l<hiF" __ .1hD1WYRt lhc ,mOd r" f"""'C'''' llli 
"n-, ..-;l~,,¥ 10 tn, (\.,;nl.\h"n ",louIU! (Wily;oj "">"-"'" iI> 1>:cl fmm; ci pen~ By,;,>¥)' 
-tin;,; tlHrl ",th I"rr~omly "i'f'I'=""'" tt....,. in:"",-,,, ~"''''' cr= cnll""" 

As .'U"I\ R"nlX'IoJ<..>o.t~ COfl~'Ilt;, OIl tl-o; rdati<n,hip of the rei",,,,;nd listl'IT1'S to hl' 

p.)etry = '-'X\-"'011;'&"<.'<1 a. foHow 

p~ Ilki' lhir'8' ll»t ""b:nl ir,J , I doi{t "rite ....... t c....o!ihu t/Orw, \\'tB\}uu"",, ruw~.ltt.l(h 
m.l!l ,,+->0 ~'Is '''Ik ,,.,oj I,d <Af Ill; <lII1b to ;,[1Zp )<l'ij:llrt fmm Ire oF"" ,~, lhlI'< ""'h~ lxatir Li. 
! iJw mil POOl"" lik il ,,""" I ""Ie abed 'l~ngs ok tlve The t\M I'M """"" for 1iI,~, ~ 
o,"'".'r, " .. «<1 to dr.'II Ire <Af tu t..,,-~ ,n,",,!, ,ho ro:i<n"od I ,,'''' .k'- [, il "V ,,00', ";,,k. or the 
~ J "Tite ±<lit' 

All turm; uf expb'talhl 0'" "",llieoJ ocmU'l(' oil of 'hem"" ,ncl W "!f'ibt tn, ><line "oc;..::l ' ; mn 1\'tB\ 
",-..' lri<\< to ,,,,m,,, tl .. , ""~h"" of tk; Or 11"" kn n cJ: "'PiuitaOOn fmm ,,., _roc! p:>inl ci ,'\cw, Cfi' 

"'''vly 1\,.,,, ",.', N",kull Ire ml"", ha;" ~, "todl" tlct ci =lC<irIg m.n 10 his f" 'f"" f"'''-

In }is j""h.:u c"pcrim:nts, RaITp.\Jokng is not only ;m"l<' o r his 0"" ,,>.~~ as " 

Sow>tan f"X'~ b~ he also f€€ls th" link h'ML= hi~ ~"istentiul condition " ... (1 ~ sort of critical 

conrimlll<'SS that ~lli:x'<.t; hi m i<l U-.o' k.r -.:>"lt'-lf."-', coITp_ntm:"'t and so;:iaJ bard; of his 

no 
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""nn,\.,il), Jt holW and i.broad_ 1-\en"l", his focu; i.> din"Cted to diffl"renl str~l<'gies 10 &bvert lhe 

ront1.l!il'ityof tn, EngJ'6h 111lb>w;}' in ul\'l'r to cl"P":t his ~"F"ri~'IT" of "ilnl'%ing diffetl'll! t}res 

uf Jil~caI ,lrld rrrllJilOric<ll s.iCNll'% in Slx:ietY. NwrdiIl/#y, the chosen ~~f>;'rier..l" 01' not 

l'filing ,ohM l"-,,,rtif~ thing;' tran4umlS his SliJj<xtkity it' iI l'filer in il8f''H up .. ,,\ to m~tifk 

hybrid P-Thl-",-'C!iw,;, turning th. .. fr~ntation ~d l'Xp-ruIl..~ltdtion of his l'filing into ~ >ourll" 

uf d ooli: d .. nJlllCerJ',,,ut A close examI\\oon uf the hybrid 1,\11gtu~ U1 his p::>StaparIJ-oei<1 p::><'i'Y 

"ill therefunc sr.-"", u; thai tl1€ "realised English U1 use;" a fonn of exploring hi' hybrid 

m1itilingu11 ~nd m1itk'ulliral ""Ulhy ard its (XlSlcoloniai arxl jXlSI:ap.1I'\J-oei<1 expn;"!1(e The 

'mtivalion bd'linJ ti11s rnal poetisation Sff'ITh to be a sul:>til" \\;Hingre;s to belie\'e that 

throUgtllllt th.' I'L'P"-'Sl'!ltation of htn.tiI clWidltUn ~ld p-'f'.u'iion by IWd'LS of hybridiS<'d 

dkua:se .m:.:l m'Olisalion,. iI linguisli: inr.-,\atim Imy be ,t:> h1i1lGlll" un Slxio-JXllito:al 

tnmsfonmtion_ This m:158ir'S of ~ borders ,nJ this rl""riting of th,,, English langt"'~.'" 

thUl ml,s to k::>ok at thE> stn>.:tun" of I"xploil,1!i0n from ~ practk'al p:>int 01' 'WI'!, ~-.J 10 estal~ish ~ 

",J! col1tart \Iith the,~ in tl-.e;, P"--¥r pla:es. .'Is ~ \mrd:;mith, tl1€ f«'t is aW,l"" that 

textual di'O.:o,-""" is )'O,,,,r di'O.:()lJ:1;<', ",-.J Sl) he exp;-,;::ts that a chan~ in the ian8l-"W sh-.uU "I"" 
lIl.'<O.' a change in the conkxt, or al k'il;t th, tz.:lic of 'P"'lCling fX""Ik' dUll should ",n-.., in aid 

(1f building a ncwnrc'u. 

i\long \\;t!l the creclio.-.t:ion of brW-"W, R."'V'lokmgs fX""Il)' "I"" ",,,ke; "wl)' possible 

dfurt 10 ;':ono:x:l..."li:illly W\'l'rt tri>diti{~-,.-,], GllU-ocal co:ro:cpttr'isalions of "h"t is )XX".}'. The 

smnJ of his )X'l'<Th WITts a <in;c ch;nl effa:l What h" "ntffi <bor.I is <;olidly gmo.n:lf'd in a 

"'-~>Sc of ",relid, hard re'ilhty. It is fill hard to grrt9J h;",' hi' lRing of s<:~lological im,,;.}"), bnngs 

'f' ,l.pctions of oh--.bt>y life ",--,J fo,,1. cl<hlro>sty. 1 he sta+ of irrngf'S cone; in ~ faster tenlX' 

.m:.:l it cannot luI" trnn",ritting <0., (m::rilowing of mrth-bmrid F"""'Wll.'5. An:J ""en t!Yle¢' a 

curcid.r.t>ll' f'lrt of his JX'Cfl1S K'somtes in a violent, firinp,. fMid, infroai, creoHSf'd lango."W, 

till' colkct~lfl i.> lblful for the rca.:ler to rn.lkc sen", of a wr.::"" "wtched exister>:.,. goU1g OIl. For 

.Ill tmt, th. ..... j;; in his )X'l'lrya d"" co[n ___ >::/ion betw!er, mtio"al rolitics ard ~ d",m\ .. for Iy,x-al 

\rgei_ F \.~"Il U1 Rail I'Jlok'flg's CTI1:bt "CIT:> it i, ~bl" to recognise a ll'fl"xi", effort to bring 

s\i:Jjtui"e lIl.'I1t,\l ~'S intu cun:retc obj<.>::ts inkrd.'C! to <;trike the neaders' serl"<'S_ 

In thi.> "-Wei, Ri1IIlp.>klkmg's P:"-'II)' rL'rn\iltcs ",;t!l Ani '; !:lamb's '!:lb"k -'\rt~' "''''w 
"hen it \'Oiclo; a fl'f'.mt hostility ~ kd,1e im.lb"-'S (.~g for in,tan;:e b,.",lie or idyi lic 

lif~) &-.J ki.>ull-'ly n1:>dila!lcn, tmt ln iL',sly COnrL>::t ~'C! lif,,'s p.',-atc pro:li:am:nt.s to 

" 1\"",-,;"", l~j f;ht I.n they "",1_ or ""'" or Jerrvr<> filedJm a otep. 0, hOCk Lxie5 c!)-y-';/tt "..", lea,,,>;; 
rOck! _I",,~ tr..'ffi <'<mn Fu:k p:>=ti/,,'" tl~' "'" 1RtLi, ,\d tl-.,y ~-.-:ct/(O!rr' '" )<>11 ]0"" V<l"'}OU 
,"",/breal1>_' Ii", ,,=tm, ,,,. shuih/"""~+r- ,.,'lOr I""'>g- We ,,"'t li''O/'''X1b 01 th" lip "",kl liw fW, 
""/tT"''''''g b~"r ( H"',,,",, 19'!nl~220) 
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,u"lra(! syml'>:Jls----<'oo"-'erning this it is v.orth roti<:ing ti l! contrastive> nul-! foc ~ p.>lm 

~ed by ;\t'chibald ~1.-.::LRish in his' Ars Poetic"'.'" ThllS ti l! So,,<"I:a1IXl<"1 <'l'rtainly l'I'<J.Wes 

"lIme ~ttmh\'" look ",-",,,ale his f'-W"ICiom spiril rl'rti 10 his f'O"'k IRI10rm"Xffl OVl'" ~ 

a()J <llb.; infl.llTr th" l-"""';on; of h)th ITi,.Ki and tx", .. k VmioUi looL~ ard l«:hniqlO'S, su:h a; 

ruIl ugr.!f1uc ilYllUrlX'S, sJut diCilily "",I pll}siciillY'iolcnt ",fel'f'l"'rr'S, I"IJ1F&1ling imr'l';E'S, 3rd 

til! COJ'NIU:liol1 uf l'>Chatobgicill ;ud SUlTCillist tm~, iIre u;ed to COl"") Ih .. (o lll''':'f'OUi) 

I~ to 11 ,,-, n"m, or lNln.:..-. 

lJA" l);O- NOTES 

f ()< f . W ~ -E,' kirg )Ul C<t:l ha,," tf..,., Ii5t> 
o;iJ, " J~ 01/ :,' .. m l" IJml " ''''_ Xl ii? 
/I J mall«' )."'1'1;>-",,,,,,, 1,,1<' 
my j""" 1Il ,< moe '" ~ a u; if you """" tn ,~ml ('" ""'" 
,,"'tch m! '.~-.. for ), \"""''''''' 1~",lo1 """,i'1: P"" 
".I " ii"I ~'" yd'I' IOr~""' i8,"~ litkd hJds. _ 
" " JP" ~~" U~ =m:rtm"hJL 
Jx , rw."UJ~; i" 11",_11 

In ","",ll1,:r poern .. 'frcl{J\ Into II .... , Death ZOOi", I", links his \'('rst'S to the ,,,i~ Oil tn.

<'oull!).'s toile( "[Jlls to s}mlXlliSl" it ,b <U\ llbtrum:...l1 of the soxial df>sriICiati(Jn hI, is iIm 'L'ffix! in; 

it t.>I= <J~l '" IJek my ,<t. '-< ~ '[!leU 01 NiJChrl """""" "'~Il\j 
,h,thm "'" created in t}., Idbl, ,-,( (r.., ""'''-"' it ""oJ<" 01 the ro! ci my "",it,,.. ill"ru' N ''f, U"""",,,1!S ~ d,,~h in ft>rl1l1 otl 001'0" I'.-"h 

/\nothf'f (1f I",~keng's ~'th:><.l; of insub",,:\imti<>n is lh" re""t'Sion of l"'<-"S'-,ronx: 

discom,c ognin"t tl .... op;::t'ffl'iCl)'; thc..,a"lws by plaming textual conspiro.::ies <11¥-i pUting fo[\". d 

his )X'stmllXliill arts of resistW<:l', As p":,,iously disc'-"&l'Ci, """'J-day J"f'X'lb>s of d:)n~!di"n anJ 

re;ish,,-'c tt;mlly gOVfrn ,1'!atiQns ~,\'en oornirutuIS "",I IDm:lir,,-.tcs. 'j'hi~ i, rd'iocl"",i in tl ,,-' 

'--'PI"""'-"'-\Th' c(~iligt.-aoon of cliscr>Ul'8<' by ",-rp>.."1Sisu'g the fomrr', hcwn~ny an.:!ll", biter's 

L, 'A F'-->em 'tH" j be p?IlpX' " .,,-d lrule/A, , gU,..,J t";t./lArm /.~ oOd rrffilliom to tl", lhu ri ),/Sil."" ." ll.., 
~'\Crn . I,n,lOf '''''''''Il¥'o~ lodl}-'; "I"", t}., m:;;;> hi>; W""t>--- /,\ ?",ru ~¥\Ud be ",,,,b/.~ th" IJWt ci 
l;lIIi;' (ll.lrl.ri<h N'i2:-IO--n 

m 
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s\.b.xd ination. Jarres Scott o,:,nsid,,'rs that 'hidden tr"''l5Cripts' are the [oasis for oominated 

F'-"-'f'k', TL"""tillrt· <ni a 1ltent ITffLace to 01l""-'5SO\S (199U3&-201) R",np::>Iokeng's p:lI"tK: 

gtr"teg)! of Il-"'Illing <ni daoursing on the nlie> of th,· offkidl jXlV..er Y"''2 sro,*-i not i:J<' reM ill 

~ Jnssiw fI'ao:.:tion thOl>&', l>lll as an actiw rffI<.1ion of denOlllc ing" silwtion of domimticn and 

abca'. Ths ,t'1' is ~Itai.....-d by re",,"ling the oomitlillcm;' owrnnelming pom'r. 'J'l", p:lL't 

transfonns I""i}·m:mk dio<:OUI'SE' into sotrO"\h in£ lhat disrupts ""d c'e::entre; "hat sl.h dLc,cO<.l'Se 

was tn'ant to bv tnctical ly n'OCkitlg and distorting it "ilh ~ l?\'f'!'S<l1 Sf"""".'h-

This is son'rline; achi" ...... d by making up jl'k;,c roern", b ill "jthOl~ Io6ing sif\ht of a 

,t",Wgic, fOrm.11 and dir",-t Sllw,,;ion Tr.. praclice of resis!at..::", in sa ,h C35ffi, apparently 

flWrds itsel f "F"inst tl"" n(-'('Ci or ,,;l lirtgllf'5S to ""f\Oliate ",th po" ' ''. for ",hEn one lY'kTl seeks 

JlYlth",\ cbni nahon;1,,-' tcrOlIT.'S ,... ib}lrination j" 1Ie ill the cb.il's colnf'liOll/imp,-r c of n-ird 

,., on ib)[tiOll' (1mb). Tn.'R1oDC, I<mrp>lok>!-.g kxlks at W",lLm (r",o)mkrialism JI-rl 

in~-..'ri"lism ill ill1 ib;mlinatiOll ...,-,d a l-.:.>j]bh P'¥"t. !\r .. i iIII II.." aPflliahFc5 brDlwt £ix>u! bytlr 

rnlonialist>;.-tl", iIrf'krru.11.1ti0ll of c1ericru O'1'fl'L'lI'ffi, ill ,wll as law an..i c;,;1 in.'llihIion\ 

fono,,~'-' by tI .. • irrp>>iticn of n nru F'YillrE.tc,s, (UISOmp, chun:h ""17'''--'; ind \.;,'''~ TL'gElI'CIing 

g.:Xld, l"1l.. "'{wlity fl'l,._,<bt-I\ d cell'lit-""-' transicmu\ into >'<&1P:"l> of \'{-",-'tSuI "ith "hieh to 

m1I1l"mllilc,- :;0 th,· So"._>\an bard t'IT'fl.ofi" llh!.' trut inverts tile situation of p"W-'f DClation, 

by Sf'I""Iding t,-.-.Iiciow (X'2tic gossip ,\I'd ntmU>, ,-'h;u colcru;lIN ;u1icb of faith. 

A pr.em Slrh as 'rap 36', for instn.:,·, is sotrO"thh~ ci ,\ jokc~p:x.'ffi in "hich th· libocal 

,,;:cmu! of the cl'f'alion of the W)rld is Mjber,\ll~y rri5cOflSlm_~1 to give birth nollo Eve btt to 

)'h'l'f'£et TI""ld",,. And she ;s d,'toictl'd tXlt as a result ci divine ag_1'l:y blt.t; a s,nt>ul of kmJ[, 

cl",tru:tion ill-rl JI'lDtfII..::~; in all, a n'Or,-<;!rosity~ th..m the devil. Th! \'l"l) cl 'vil it.lL>Jf 'W-,m, 

to pl"y r..'!' hlbhllld'~ role: 

I"",,, ,I .. · ri) of ''llhll 
fell "to ... con bo c.>tW mad,,,,, 
~'" J.OO;; U.., w-tM t.,. U.., '",,"' 
it> OluOO nntiry.; tttZ:..¢' I"", m." 
k1 ~ "', ,~b('d; 01 """,n::.-. 
she 19'-'''~ & W"" un d.'Frivaliun 
"., PIt, tl", =pent to ~un' 
b .... I~' ,l"-' ,\II tl", bL""" 
Ln hen ,l>! liab (cnt ed 

,,;!h u~, "",ill", '"";'!-("""'-:.1 
,,1'<'1\ ~~, '1" """ in """"'; jo"e 
u-., ",,'lli ntihes to <tone 

(1tIt~ 199;)_60-1) 
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And by tlr "'lIIr It>kn. all the lL1fu;h ;ud evil Cilth.>lic ffi,ths <= tur.cd ''&'UrN \Nl'stem 

ilTf"riali.<;I1\ \\hm the )Xl"! ir .. ':"ts ~",t tlr liai"On och'l':'rn t hatch>r and ~'" <i'Vil IrL'£lnS lx,th tlr 

"m;:k of m01l.ll1 h:Jpe and ill,.on~m of tlr bntal COrL"[U-'SI of tlr Ilriti<;h; 

"he stOlted "" ... ,~{, p:orrl 
JY1,.. "" 1""3'''''''''' '" ac("" L; I"" ~l 
:;I.., I,.,~ to I", cal",l ""',,~\ 

tu I ,,-~ h" " ,,, lif" i:; 0 1}"'" 
'"' ;..ru::h Ir"",',,.., trick , r" ca,,'t rwroe 
'" c'ro!; • .,rr, ~, ",th ..... lrrty 
for Iht', "to, W''' ha rutcri,!y 
lei thom "'\1~ 
:;I.., SO}' "I .. " tl" "odd en;> fC>r rope 
corqu......, " r..,. fetish 
in 11," lraJHim '" !~ mm 
:;I. e", '" 11" ~ of I", 'n:eslor.; 
m"<UiJ~~ ""'" ]..,. rnont0n 
she', I¥IO'-"d m n~l\;lI"" 
",l." l.",,,;ty h- a I""",. 
"n", lu n.dly [k,; 0\",-~ l-",j ci: tl"ld..,r 
~ brcol, ,11"" v,;!h 0 IX":I'"" 

Atxi sioce- tlL· utopi.-n sociuli<;t clreJm is gonE', tl'.c (~piLilist ~)sltm is fUrtr'1}<-d '" iI'l 

ins"ti""1e- Ji"boliml CR'irtt.-e. ll-.e cb.il of shmt-sighted grre:.:l ;n:l nocm "",Ie- is fU"~'rful 

erXl\-'!}1 to k'-'P its O"!}Jing intenlllln of <±basin;; ,,00 irrp J", .. ishing tl~ South 

,oci.1lisn{, ,aid to fall "" ,"""h to "'1-><,.', I<IiI. 
m~.J.j of h"ll ,,!-althal tail L> """-<l 
a liNo of lltLimf ""'"'" 
roXlLo.>.:tjl1ty (Ju." rut ",~e a r"lIlth-thn~1 
it "'"'V> fltl of 01"".,] """ in 11," .-muth 
th· 1'-" """ I'" of th" ",tth 

lI~bI=g j 999:1iJ.f) 

Cltl'KJ!k.ism "hypochri..a .. " ... i, and ·"i.-...-dn.mk·n catholics/taking a turri,ll' OIl th2 

bible/c<lSting a coy look , .. the )JI'l)-<'f-book" (1993:34), "hatl"\'eJ i:h<>rr Ori~1S or social rmi<s, are 

llS\l'tl)' one of tlr f'X-t's frequ::nt, f'\'Hl obsessiw targets, 'Like l>bm;:hcru', Vcit-.\\'ild "rg",,;, 

'Rarrf')k>k"~ "-"" hi:; 0\\" ce!igi.:,u5 ccru:ation it'; an oct of violence, against "llich hlS is stnNng

b.-.:k "ilh tho ;mu'12)' oj hi;; \~ (2006:83). Ird .. ,->d. the p:d makes it eM that his ",nforced 

Orristi.m 'f'brin~'l'\ "as IrLTCly anO~lf'r cri"'" ~,'kd ~t him: 1t "'" ,""tually in tl'"O' 
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ch,rch "Il .. "" r Ci~ .U\."'" the rrust oOO;:~ imlb"-'S "bOlt bl<xxlltting. abolt tup:', "bou 

best~>til!€5, ,j>o]..1 a1nru e'~'I)t1rin;; ln b t].., Sln' (in Ilri>:kn..- 1996,269), An.:! as '''' can infer 

f I'I)m his n.~,,,,,t.s ~ow, his dEse<:r,ltion is aW a rati<)fkll n.it'dion of tl..: ,Ilthlmtirim and r,m 

mk> catholic i, ",\itltions h;!"" pta;.ffi in tre (fUSlknloni.ll ,,,,-,,li 

C.,:"hol , i,,,, ""'''-< to 'mk 1~"'O\* >1"'* ;n.l dwl1. 11(:<\;1-" I' .. :ti::<>;. tl" ""'* of """11,,)-,, .1<\' ,_x ..... ;1 
",th oIo,m, Tr., Vir;4n />'Uy L> tb<> totNly ~ tigeR, "ut to """tim ~ IWJ """''' ~ hal <i th" 
my, oj, ,,, """"'" child c""T'ct0 fUlly. Wre , "" look "t n..., ~1:';' )'digion poy; in'll""""'" lr.ot.¢ru. 
the m .-kl .. '"''''' ,~~t w ..,; virdid,,,,l ""'" ~ Bibl~, n.., ",Iutl: d IT\) >Io:n -"hch 1 CUrb;:'" 
"""l if, ' ,, =aiaro:! '''U, coxen.,.,..,...!. 1 h"" III """ n~<el f "h.= (ho( e<:<rr!:< fmm n., "'''''''''' "'" in !he 
C..:>i.lY, kCl~n·h 

The ""'''C can be sln llis"d frum his ''L'Iliffi in 'rap 14', ill "hch he "'i'fIloo "'~, contcrrp 

both Ca~", l icism [lnd coioniali<;n" by a "\,,rd-sllill}' religion silld to COIl\'L'I1/\,j...,.... it ''.ffi a 

",e"p:m to ,w\'In/t].., n __ 'S of ju.tice/"rlcLu in tlr mind by coloni-,h;.ts/i go off at ~ 

t'lJ'!}llt/to L"':.,jX tin" '""--'il SO p ln'i}'rlt' (19'lO23--4). And rus., in 'r~ 24' he in"l;gru ,,&lirut thE> 

role of <.bir;n.,tion jia}'-u by !di~n, <I'; his plot to am;pirC' ~rirt;t l"<-b""n..~oc PJ"€r by lliing 

Tt'\t.'ffill t'l:tic, of iISSOC~lIing Oui.;;fun inkfvrnoon ",ith ,lWi'ding: c;p:taliorn; 

C)r""<'-"~ ' .... 0 t)", tl-;,J ,,,-..iJ 
a caliNwpl-., of the d n""" hffold 
"""o>l.,,:c.n 0t1 c,";"'>.' 
(l..wo",t '" iI\t~ InJ1l"tcry ,,<1 
F"''''fy tllIring cou ,bo; irl:u ru: ie. ... ,,,We "'-'~ ~ 
pg-fcntl-mfrorod by <>iW c"l"toliot haJrl< 
d"ath ",wn., a ligtH lit" "lUlYoer 

n-.., u~"t ""rid (",ill ..... 0' deatll ch"",I"" 
C"(l(t;i:"o.:l.<\ by rntti-mt'o""l ,~d':t,,-t; ci ill 
cbtmy."of ¢' "ill 

(Rompotokng l<i9f),,\Rj 

furth"fTTUI'€, an insLste!l\ ",,picalion of ilnlil~:l!lisms soITct!mes constihtes a n~ in 

R.ul"'p:>lok"l~s fX><'l:ry_ tn such case; it tr\Iy ~ \I..t 'h,bridity' or 'inlt'rsliti;ll ~wliw' 

my ~'><i;t, erh~mlly, or iIS Contil"l!\"'-1t pracl>:es. Thu>. it ''''1)' P""'-"u. u, to concep!wli."oC 

'm;istarxe' j" this CasE' as a hy.,ridising occ 'JIT€IlCe 1r.1t rk),,,,,tl,..!ess J<'jlx'is t:h<' rk)Ce:;s;ly 01 

n..'gtJti.."ltin!; and co~lnlisill& We can now in seut.' of his JXIClTh that t].., P-""""" "-"ognio<.'S 

the d",listic d w,d<'listic of his l't"f'-'IM'S to ><thm!i:mtion Indc\xl n, ilIttul'ts ,rliwly to 
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",rrploy his 0\\11 constitlltiun.f> ,lrl of'P'-'Sitiornl stlJi<-'C1 in tl..., ,ontc-xl of globaliso:l oomiroliort in 

his stn~ jn k'-'P hiIrK'lf ~ self ''-Th,", 'th"nschL"', 'rh;s is an effort to minglE' hin"",1 ,,;Ih ~ 

particular ili." l i~ti:: ~'-'flt of sdf/otOC'f ,.; a ,u"leg'r' of fL,,",-;t,UlCL', blt \\i1hmt rejecting ~ 

limits to t1 '>-, Sl'!f/F'-'fSOfU This prrrlicl' of duilistic of¥J'iition-<>r ,,-><ciont, conflictive 

stance/SWr1M-l; ernplo}tx! mIn}' tim.'S a> a n i n i:bng cOIrplSioon so is to rruck tl..., oominilnt 

chTtlJI'S<' ,11 ,1 JChi('\\" a space uulsicl· th ... lirri.tatkln. of the stV.1J.tl'm'~ ll"'l_-t¥'tJ~icill ,nn el'. 

Ho""~I'er, it ~1 )<J,jJ N> rea;:! nu:h nun:.IS th.' an.1l}~5 of p",,,,r rd"tkJn, thn-"-Wt tl..., ant<yrism 

of ~c" (I'Oll:iUi t 1982;210) .Iud strategic o~ticm, ratlrr th.Tl the binarist aU 

dicrotomi:;,t l-'-"'f'-'Ctivc implil-d in coloruul di.scmr.;e. let rn m;:!.n' 'Will1 to 'mp 31 ': 

U"",- ~w(m kinky 

v.I"" ,'m uri), rl;y 
i raise " "t>jechl>n 
IlL I}~ ,< nj«';;:" 
from th rn <i It-., hard rUe 

"'"" " ok' I, .... " ,.-..:lId 
""lU>;; 1\" d Infioi. intocncn 
shoo.jd t}' a ic.>:I in;:d<:', 
b,~ tl.,,-, ;u'" "\iln;; in" sjp 
to rn.1k n-" bleat like a ""-"1' 
n"", ' I;o,' ,1<;", 'll in 0 ,",'" 

u ",",u' ~,,:i!ho~ 

(I~I~ 1990:5J) 

Th .. ,.~l"" argument "pplies to 'rap ¥I': 

i teII )Q<l my fncrd 
; "'ta' tn k m..~'k 

tI>!y c";l n". I""'" 
i K'Ii.>;e ", bo ~ k<lI 
tI>!ydl ll '" fool 
"h", ,,, nw p-"'flo rr~ .. ""rd<; OJ'C ~io 
d<.trrtc,,",',,11 rr<' 0 ''1)>(.11* 
"hen ", mpoil the., ""''''' boor 110 fnit 
ihcy" ilil ,, " b.lr ...... ml~hj bn'. 
i bee",,,, ,iieIt 
th.')' cl ~"" lYle p;>Ierlti>Il}" ;01",,1 
"'Y ;'m hI..: l,;j. 
j""I-I,,,-,-,j & \1>< 
I !" ilo 
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Aheml t he,> t<"i"\5ion involwd in su:: h P::N2Ill;, Ol ip'1ant say; that it sets out the colon~ 

~'s st,,~* against ci)mirnlion. It ~150 en~ "ilh the 'compulsion to exf'J5<' Ihe rmral 

lUu:o:.j)!clbili ty oi opp ression and the !lEli'd fo r chang.> articulat"J in I€m15 lJ:"'d<>rstan±bl~ by~-.c 

{~<;or' (Olipf\lnt 1 'l'J(rh-I , Hul it .:be; mt stop there. As the [O"Ili<:oes rct krow limits to his 

:,eIf-P 'fB:lll,l , he ""<;0 play; \\;th tl"il" OfV""<;or's voice, mimicking II", doonirnnt d~,OllIW, forging 

""other sIr.1tt);)' of SlDVerSOIl by ~lreIltly ro::ei\ing a missive sent by tl .... themie!ve;-p"rnoll.-,; 

,I,,,r "-"-W 
if }"" \\",-.0: '" to!ll'w }<:<l '" eM 

tdl \" "" ~;I\i,,g ,'" '''.~ to roll" 
"-ru,, lIr c\..,-~l ~ec>, u-., nun,," 
our "fl (. "'" ",m Ix '"'r*-""''O 
don :e , ~',ion " .. Ie II"", ,>n.e thJ • .¢t 
""I~. ;, IT"''' oit"" b,~ 

,mw IG ,,"""""" 

stop IT)"'A to "'~I'l-'l<'n 
;w'l" 1"",,1 "''''''[1' of 76 
"-ru,, ' I ~' p><hy;n:\ slop the p:>it>:< 

In short, Romrolokng's p.."iI"try mil' '\ff€<\C qlute mise"""b"- ,lr):,j ili,n"£'\gil\g "'-'Ill.'rurL'S. 

'I'lrn.' is cprt,linly a gloomy- and o"p!1O'&-.iw sid> in him, at1<i his r~vjng ls a \\ay to grt to t('rn15 

\\;!h tk nlath .... 'SS tIDt is fill {Moly in tt., ,\Orld but al"" in hirrnl'M' (VtCit-\\, ld 2(X16:H7) , In 

f~ hl\\'-'wr, tl .... poet rllilk<s it wry- clear that his intention is mt to ~ ro>geliw 

t-.... 'fsFu 'tive;; ';0 illlYlIlg all ~""'" pain] ... lines mt all is bleak and ~'II"f'I" may be Spat:~ for loll' and 

I'k.'ifug 100: 'my love lives "hen.' salt in "mn:>; pu;J0f'S oct di~!to spiritwl il~lIi<>s tl,,'11 sla", 

from skinl",., h.'-'" (19')9:1i7). Ar>::l ewn ~""W' tt., f"'5"'1! condition gi\<'8 him n1O", Ihan 

"n("~§l "-'''SOil to be a 'n u, be,}', he chL~"isI .... 'S I'lli ,,..,,, mjXS, "'= postlllIl1Olfl 'lII<'S '" 

~x~ in '1~,lP Ranting' 

"'~{I " "" ILil i"m ni-;ler non ll" llto 
to ",,,--I,,,;;, , II" bifti the !~" II>' '"'" 
U\ U", iLn'!l'-'t)'ol JX"'!ry 
III tc. , """W'-' ,-.I l:>'i1 "')"' 
rri-.l Imlonyin gre:;-" JlllUtn :ll:>ill;Ilil 
ll",-'"dtile te., "'",,,,h hi" mv In;ldk w!h, "",Ie 
'" I'm n, ,,'f'd "-, rtrl> l~,:-" m;.,iwu; "tyle 

iRl<rvolOO:1lS 199975) 
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1::1",,\\1>. 'll;' he hils ,lIso mmrkBi thill Jove for !m:nankil"i is meant to bE> his primm)' dri,;ng 

force: 11 i, not cm or mce but love 01 Tll:1Il lI>'lt drug; I"", ,long tl>es<> Ihonly psths, ,,,iUllly, thill 

drag; my 1(~lgU' along t1...",.. gm1J:'ds 01 brokm gb5s' (in Hru:kner 19%:268). Th..." hesic"'e< hi, 

",,~thing cri tic'isn>; on t1 ... "", in p<1\\\'f "ho "'p'''5,'nl ..xp/oi!a!ion ard nnrai co...-qi:Jon, he 

refiff'S 10 ~~\(' q' )XJp'" arLi "DIJid rather ligllt for" bI"tIE'r fuhl'l"-'i'm of a l'ltion in the 

1"""",/s1nl)1irLg 10 enwge/from a flwath:>n hamreringlinto a tilre bright & ~itteri r¢ 

(19'-Xn2). In ,,,--'dilion, as the 'rapnusler supr<,m,,' pU:s it into ""rds: 

[ ,." ,~,,-y '"r# I""''' c{ n;,,,, '" ,.Nn!; O<t ()11oJ.,,~, If I write nnt tl>.' ffitrel ti ,., ",\I ,-""""n j ,on I"H i 
in h.md >lith actuol]y "'}u>;,; U.,t ! 1m" tho clrce l 'W""<' ci~. Tf I "" rx.Jl 10 ",,>Nt 0 p:>rt",uhr 00d or--in 
n~' " "''' '!(S-O I'lrticUor '"&"i,,, 'j"cm be it "f 1,"""" .. 11<,,,1 c.- c{ r""" hm m ",.<IM", j " 11,t tl>.' ~11'" 
tin-., 1'.1.[;1>;'; t""""lfC! u., mce;sity leo: u., p::>«iri,", to ~ ""- in ;l, rh-""-

lin Bri.i:rr.er j 9%:262) 

Oc 

l',~ ,-"" ,',' ,"mated = arha:od ~ in ~·]ilc. E",,,)' <inglo !hing T ]""" Uiru 10 do c< "'''''''' 1= 
"""'" ,,, . ri 0 ,.:.-d 10 ""llllly ,-"",,,liG'" "r wI'" (nt .."j, ...... -er it io that"","" to destroy u., "". d "u-..~ 

""''' 

Th,se .lIe' tins tt... slnJAAle ",-rlll'Sistar-.:e thill an: conlimlCd in R",npoJokeng's p:>eI'J'- All 

in all, hi, stal1i/.'jcc relates to tholl of a jXllilical, a revohtJonary and ~ militant p:>eI, ";rx:e his w .. 1I"k 

N intlID,;n ,d ,,;th socio-politicai issws and the stnJgg!e ag;oiIa oppr ... ssio!~ Bu 1t>El.Lir~ )-.i:, 

",-'rk. it> ru,,,, -;;:rid. is [JI1 lIl",.'kOlTC ",-.::I lI'""'5y L'lSk I f one is loo~ing for soIuions, on' "ill 

probably b"-i frustmtcd \Mth J\mYfclo~s WIOf5, iibove 31111-..::80 jllO'Of~e ,,00 Sl-,\'fO'l or look 

foc tl ... Sotllh Nric,., l--"N~ 'rrimc!e' "" a I ... 'P' for a chanw In t1--.e c{)lIlI!,}-'s social 

injWices. 0 " Ih" otllt'f I~md, ht-' cO£!'L'S "ith ",tty, n'Ordanl vcrsa; in a r~lire p""t;', spmch 

that voices ,,',,:astic ol)5<'r\'ations, griPl:> ng one's r...,-d ani forcing me to think 'ill p<t OC'Elltifu 

I~ on !,,-,Id/& mlk a rap to m1ke )OU U1"b~/O\.",,;tm-.::ll·vel),,,hl=t'url' (1'}}3:1), 

TJ.cre is in 11,,'rn botl1 ckonslrll'tion and <i>not."1(('ITe,t of the ab\beS ~,\lt'<1 by p.1S! anJ 
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f'I"""I1t ~;< 'n1Onic FOw.>r Rarr~Xli<:>k<11g's ''eI"SeS syrrb.:>lise> the "'''''' v.or.;e error of t'Iliwking 

in i&>Iogi<.-;, Ln Sollvahon sysIt>In;, aMays contesting. but f'<"\'\."f !}'tting recipe; at hand . 

. J hoc , ... 'xt chept",," ain~ to ~niw at a salisf<>dory cordmion i>I,d provide ,\ f>2rS!,,,,,:tiw for 

this stu:ly. Fe,r thi. refl5(ln, W,' ,,;11 """apilua le thto main p;::>ints of \i"" ~ (ic'bal", and track 

briclly a con1jwati",-, "",01)-,;i:s of t:hl' \\1Jrks of Linlon K """"'; Johnso n and I RS<'f\O ]{ampJloker~ 

l.n±nininr; ~;millritics in ~,,-'ir Ic'Xtwl strale¢es of ~<;!ancc' 

llJ 
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CONCLUSION 

The F"""-~ "rite.> '-* It-., Thrd World 
u .. m"", h.",' ,heir r"" '''thin U>em-:l'< 

"''''' uf lu na.li,,!; ""tnt;, '" "~\ 
r 01 d f f """~ 1"""""'_ '" f"I.i"'.,lly "" ""'" 
"",0'" of tho" f"'I tm:li ng ''''''''''''' " I""" 
culct1i.ll h t"",,, '" l~}',..n",~ 
""d ",i-pIq-,"''' "'j"mx'C<_ in w",tt U" 
f~;- silmt rnti,"" Sf"'th ird ,'-t> ,~, 
lotlitory Tcdaimod '" prt o! "~nal 
,,,,""""" Di """"",:e, i nnn tI.., cch-,;,.L 

A ~tion ,,1 f">J(>n'6 by linton K \W8; Johnson ...-.d 1-"""1'\0 I"'mpolokrng r."t'; bccn ,..-.I)-,,,-,.i in 

t/\f' preo<ent ,tuly ,.--d>r tl\f' SCO['" 01 fXJStcoion;,i critiq~ by <,nl--,j,,'l'i">inl'\ "nd debating tl~ 

t/-.eori's of ,k ' rnin,ltion ,,,..:1 resist".-.;e illf' WI}' bo lh JX'f'IS E'IT'f"oy lr..ir fX*\1)' lo p.)rtray the 

l€nse re!.lt~'" of l~ ]X'w:! to th.:>St' "hL) an" swject to sidle \iomf' n1Jke; their lilf'fffi)-' 

\\<ll1<s ~ pr;\ ilc'ged 50llfCe lor the Wicamn 01 p.lSlmloniai p:lf'tin;. 'I'l .... !ni:hl)-ing ocrotc oN) 

triCks tJ--o> ..... '1· role of p:l5lmkmial Iilf>rah.w an.:l 11""'1)' '" ~ pivi\ewd nich.' for ~ COlYl,xrnl 

"F},licamn "I ' lr.. ~rts of rf'Sistnrxf' ard "",oranxtion. In this cOO""l, the elrel'f\"lYf' of nnonl 

thin:I-\\<lrld Id~rah.w ".-..:1 p:lf'1.,y ,.; ~ fonn of writ[h] ing ogoirrsl lr.. mlonial disc01rlC IS ~ 

mnstant m ll'ing Ffl"ocP from lr.. n"'rgirn to lr.. (mITe, ani ,nallY ...,tl--..-..,.; link this 

phcrnnnw l1 10 the commitrrcnl to p.)litiCilI iC tivism <nd <:flklJlCipating praxis, 

Hili r,,,,,,,eh 1.-.; tln" m rl .. an dfort to ~h II-., rroIJk.maoc of d:mm __ dim anj 

l'l'sistarce by rel}ing on thn.,-. mlin 1"""1,, d&UR...-1 thm-,w-, orL' ch.1f*er on tl-..Ul'l-tiGU cOfnps 

.un n'U) others ch1ling "Hh jXlStcolonial p:::If'tics. T~ first Of(' presenll'<i" critic",1 intr(l<:IL>.:tion 

0{ the stud~." on colonial dfSCO~ .un "tratl'gi<.'S of rr.'Si:,t,u'k:<" in a thn:,-foki tilSk organised into 

,,-,-lIons, Th..· fiTht task ,,'" d.-dic,tl...-i to intnxilring ard 'HU}~lg til<" wloni.u lhsc01 __ '>l' as ",-0)] 

ib <jll'f)ing ,l, bir-,rn-i"t tmd:n:il" Th..' oo;l,-ti\~." of this "-,,lion ,,'-"" to "",anUn, <nil'Stobfub 

CO"'">E'<tk"" b(>I\,,,,,,,, lr.. ['!f('rwrll .... 0{ cok-.ni, i m..toric ..--..1 lr.. pr.lClict'S n{ olllf'ring ard 

onmtalisn'. 
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Grounding the theoretical underpinnings for this study on Edward Said and Tzvetan 

T odorov, v.e have seen that the debate on domination and resistance is in most cases engulfed in 

the dialectic of self/other. Colonial discourse has forged such division in many waY-' based on a 

constru:tion of the other as different and inferior in relation to the dominant self. With the 

advent of postcolonial studies, hov.ever, this sort of binarism and polarisation has been 

increasingly embedded in a broader and more complex field of debate that aims at crossing 

borders and unknotting essentialislll5. In short, the institution of hierarchical positions betv.een 

colonisers and colonised, so as to define v.estemers as superior and the rest as inferior is part of 

an old-fashioned colonial mindset of control. We have thus seen that after affirming this 

Manichaeism of coloniser as superior, centre, subject, and colonised as marginal, inferior, object, 

domination bccorres complete \\hen the colonial subject's vallES, culture and practices are 

disavov.ro and illegitimatised under the dominator's eyes. 

The second section intended to bring up a critical discussion of the pitfalls of 

anticolonialist struggle. The aim here was to afford a view of the 1960s and 1970s liberation 

movements as classic examples of practical postcolonial strategies of resistance. By analY-'ing the 

consequences of such anticolonial practices, v.e briefly v.ent through the influences of colonialist 

dualism on resistance, the failures of liberation moveIrel1ts in setting up pro-democratic regimes 

shortly after seizing pov.er, and the pioneering experience of the anticolonial struggle to launch 

the basis of a contemporary postcolonial project. Overall, the discussion relied on the 

contributions of liberation struggles in Africa and Latin AIrerica, as v.ell as on the liberation 

theories proposed by Frantz Fanon and Michel Fou::ault. 

Finally, the third section tried to look at recent contributions to develop the concept of 

resistance beyond a confrontational attitude. The pursuit of a notion of resistance as a strategy of 

rereading and reconstruction according to a multidisciplinary and multifocal critical peThpective 

represents a theoretical aspect of the contemporary decolonising experience and multicultural 

practice. Based on cultural and intellectual anticolonial activism, the p:Efmlonial arts of nsis/a11(E are 

intended to transcend the binaries of hegemonic discourse so as to articulate and approach the 

multiple conccms of a globalised, cross-cultural era Such an attempt is related to the dynamic 

and multidisciplinary nature of the field of postcolonial studies, \\hose place of continuous 

debate, divergences and self-interrogations is fostered by the diverse disciplinary and V\Drldview 

contributions that shape it. This practice must be assessed as nonnal and also recommendable, 

since it sharpens the critical aspect of the investigation and prevents it from being converted into 
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dogma This section relied mainly on the concepts of hybriclism and Y\eapons of the Y\eak 

developed. respectively, by Homi Bhabha and J arres Scott. 

In a nutshell, the general goal of tlUs first chapter was an attempt to demonstrate the points 

of departure and the genealogical connections that exist in the political-theoretical tradition of 

colonialism, anticolonialism and the contemporary practice of postcolonialism The latter is 

treated as a generic term for a variety of critical and rereading tactics that encompass postcolonial 

arts and literature, and postcolonial theory and criticism Besides the value of providing the 

conceptual underpinnings for tlUs shrly, tlUs critical introduction is also intended, above all, to 

show how colonial discourse is still pervasive to the present day, and to emphasise the increasing 

significance of postcolonial criticism as a niche of resistance to and rewriting the hegemonic 

rhetoric. 

Recapihuating, anticolonialism was especially characterised by opposition and absolute 

resistance to colonial conditions, w-uch frequently presented a dichotomist form 

(coloniser/colonised, civilised/uncivilised. .. ) as Y\e have seen in the Y\{)rks of Todorov, Said and 

Fanon. Notwithstanding tlUs, due to reasons related to continuous historical, political and cultural 

changes in both ex-metropolis and postcolonial nations, anticolonialism deserves serious 

reconsideration with regard to tactics, theories and methods. That methodological revaluation has 

led eventually to a focus of anticolonial practice under a new perspective. Thus the analytical 

tools of anticolonialism and resistance have been reformulated, especially to deal with 

contemporary forms of colonial discourse-w-uch has been enfeebled by the diffusion of centres 

of poY\er (Foucault) and new strategies of resistance (Bhabha, Scott). In con<>eqUCI1ce of these 

continuous changes and reformulations, postcolonialism emerges as a new forum for resistance, 

reconstruction and cultural criticism The paradigmatic contribution of tlUs new assembly for a 

critical and cultural analysis consists, therefore, in proposing new visions to come closer to and 

comprehend the vast complexity of contemporary postcolonial conditions, w-uch are impossible 

to be fairly looked at, gauged and scrutinised with the rudiments of dichotomist oppositions. 

Hence, tlUs new perspective entails emphasising the necessity of being vigilant to the 

interconnections of histories and identities, hybridity and the dynamic constru:tion of 

subjectivities, as Y\ell as other key issues such as gender, 'race', ethnicity, class, development, 

technology, information, globalisation ... ; issues that tend to disappear under the simplistic 

emphasis of 'revolution' and obsolete anticolonial resistance. Oosely related to tlUs new approach 

is the importance of analysing all kinds of political and cultural discourses within the material 

conditions tTh'1t make them possible. The basic idea here is to lay bare and redefine continuities 
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betv\een determined patterns of old-fashioned colonial representations and discourses along vvith 

the material practice of neocolonial PO\\eI' and imperialism 

Based on human (and social) sciences and refonnulations of anticolonial activism, 

contemporary postcolonialism affords a sort of ~'lE resistan:e that is essentially a political, 

artistic and Clitical project. By its very nature su::h a project has an interdiscip1inary, radical, 

transnational and hybrid focus. Its pivotal ideal is to critically rethink past and present Western 

domination (especially from the perspective of those 000 have been suffering its hard effects) as 

\\ell as (re)define its social and cultural impacts in the present W)rld This is the reason OOy the 

new strategies of resistance are forever scrutinising past events and ongoing socia-political 

distresses. The objective is to foresee and come near to new analytical methods and liberating 

praxis. These are especially \\elcOlre in engendering new constructive fonns of interaction and 

cultural transformation 

After situating the genesis and the trajectory of colonial discourse and strategies of 

anticolonial resistance on that account, the follovving goal in the next chapter was to conduct a 

critical analy;is of the poetry of Linton K V\eSi Johnson, considering its links to the postcolonial 

fonnulations of a revisionist, anticolonialist and resistant practice. In truth, LKJ's \\{)rk puts 

forward strategies of resistance that resonate a solid critical focus aimed at qlBtiOning and 

decentring Western political and cultural authority and its pretentious moral superiority that has 

been tsed. to justify a great deal of colonialist interventions and the present-day unequal South

North, East-West PO\\eI' relations. Ooselyrelated to that analy;is there was an effort to approach 

new fonns of radical cultural criticism, the liberating praxis intended to discredit homogeneous 

nationalist ideologies, and the promotion of hybrid fonns of interaction and cultural 

transformation. 

Being pad of a West Indian diasporic moveITeI1t to the British Isles, LKJ's main concern is 

the fonns V\~th OOich to reread the migrants' reality and channel their miseries and hopes through 

his poetic voice. For this reason the poet is \\ell a\lVclfe of the socia-cultural processes intrinsically 

related to the formation of Jamaican Creole as part of the English language. In many way; this 

affirmation and valorisation of Jamaican patois serves to frClII"e the key presentation of his literary 

W)rk His oV\n readings and studies of anticolonial writers and activists from the 19th and 20th 

centuries have influenced him to take a stance to radically reacl. criticise and expose social 

problems by means of the aesthetic tools of poetry. 

The philosophical and literary W)rks of Frantz Fanon, Jean-Paul Sartre, Ai.me Cesaire, 

W.E .B. Du Bois, Rene Depestre, Langston Hughes and other militant writers from the diaspora 
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and from the 1960s and 1970s African liberation movetrents had a great impact on LKJ's 

writings. There is close relation amongst the vision of a recovery of lost ancestry discussed by 

Senghor (1994), the educative reconstru:tion of forms of exploitation fotmd in Fanon (1982) and 

Cesaire (1972, 1995), and the claiming voices that are uttered in LKJ's SOtmd-poems. Thus, for 

instance, LKJ has been overtly conderrming of the incapacity of the British dominant class to face 

the culhrral presence and influence of West Indian and other diasporans as part of the nation. As 

he explains in some intervieW:i, the develop1T'eI1t of a migrant conscience as part of the familial, 

educational, struchrral and culhrral fonnation of Britain was something inevitable, since the 

various immib'Tants \!\ere there to stay. As a product of an intense and broad participation in 

politically-oriented culhrral manifestations, this poet fits into a postcolonial, diasporic scenario of 

journalistic, pcdonnative and poetic production. 

Emerging as a writer in a historical morrent of great political and artistic effusion in 

London, LKJ cannot help linking the artistic enreavour to a political urgency of calling for 

political aV\mcness and collective action to denotmce and reconstru:t the cruelty of stigma, 

police brutality and inferiority complex. Therefore his poetry develops several themes in W1ich 

prevails a representation of public spaces and temporal vagueness: LKJ wants to talk about 

everyday commtmal problems Y\hich political POV\el'S and the mainstream media prefer to turn a 

blind e~ to. Hence, the strategies of resistance he employs have socia-political implications, 

since his poetic conceptions depict the public gatherings of migrants and the V\Orking class 

plagtffi by lmemployrrent, racism, state violence, neglect and other pestilences. 

At the same time, there is a poetic light as a guide in his project of recovering dignity in all 

that refers to migrants, minorities and the oppressed in Britain and elseooere; this is an effort of 

retaking the lost, the disfigured, the deniable, and transforming them into a fotmtain of pleasure, 

pride and richness. Or, as a last resort, the poetic intention is to get rid of W1ichever negative 

value can exist to stigmatise the immigrant and the V\Orking class (for instance, the recurring 

association of the third-world immigrant vvith laziness, theft, or terrorism). So the poet creates a 

reversal discourse to hegemonic po\!\er by supporting social moVetrents, deconstrocting 

essentialist discourses against common people, paying homage to some of them through reggae

poems, fostering a different, hybrid identity and criticising divisiveness and factional fighting 

amongst the rebels, or comrades, or cotmterparts. To such a poetic voice, being part of a 

diasporic experience implies certain conditions, especially being discriminated against, and that 

cannot be forgotten, one of the reasons LKJ's poetry encompasses art, politics and pedonnance 

as a tactic to subvert hegemonic discourses and denotmce inhuman conditions. 
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The debate on postcolonial arts of resistance was carned on in the ensuing chapter with a 

point-of-depmture short aCCOlmt of South African history and literature to track the origins, life, 

literary influences and \\Ork of the SoV\etan poet Lesego Rampolokeng. The discussion WclS 

developed to show how the country's socio-political conditions are constantly used as a 

background for his poetic discourses, and how the poet launches a visceral, venomous attack on 

the ongoing effects of colonisation and state-sponsored segregation in present-day South Africa. 

Being an outstanding postapartheid poet since the 1990s, the main targets of Rampolokeng's 

writing'> are South Africa's social, political and racialist problems, as \\ell as corruption, injustices 

and despotic governments across the \\Odd 

By and large, \'\hat exasperates sorre people about Rampolokeng's \\Ork is his outspoken 

hostility towards the delusiveness and sentirrentalism of the newly-dermcratic ideology of 

'rainbownation'-a starry-eyffi image exploited by South African politicians, tourist agencies and 

rredia advertisements. By rejecting and rmcking the rainbowism, some may even be \\Ondering if 

the So\\etan poet has given up his sense of belonging and nationality and rediscovered his inner 

self by resorting to a scathing attack on his ovvn country In reality, part of Rampolokeng's 

political purposes is an urgency to express to his fellow citizens and leaders the concern of 

demanding a real dermcracy, a real independence and a fair state. His refusal of labels and 

connection to specific groups and positions seems to be a political strategy as a mode to create a 

subjective, independent space in his poetry wl1ere he can voice all these problems and charge 

them African nationalism, autocratic regirres, political corruption and oppression, in South 

Africa and abroacL are the scope of his belligerent and scatological tone. Perhaps by ranting at the 

establishrrent and unveiling the fa<;ade of the 'miracle' as a disguise for self-indulgence, 

mistreatment and exploitation, the poet's rrethods of addressing such issues are neither 

diplomatic nor pacifying yet the best bet is that Rampolokeng's underl)ing instincts stay broadly 

pro-love and humankincL as he claim<;. 

At first glance Rampolokeng's strategy of deconstruction is a departure from conventional 

textual struchrres and rhyrres. He uses all sorts of scatological images by joining together 

depictions of shabby characters and gross deceits. All this piling up of chaotic images comes 

intermingled with a potent sound effect of internal and external rhyrres. Notwithstanding this, 

his latest poems present an even more complex tirre and a greater sense of eagerness. We have 

seen that a blmch of 'rap' poems comprise a great part of Rampolokeng's first poetry book 

entitled Horns for Horrlo. In that and subsequent releases, the poet focuses on themes of 

(neo)colonialism, racial alterity, the everlasting conflict betV\een oppressor and oppressed and so 
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on. In the meant:iIre he slots his writing into a historical perspective to address problems in 

South African society, and seems to find it hard to resist tatmting the imperialists and autocratic 

rulers of this world 

Although his W)rk has not )£I: received a deserved critical gaze, an in-depth analysis of 

Rampolokeng's poems will certainly show that the historical facts of colonisation and apartheid 

in the particularly South African context justify his warrior-like attitude in writing. And one of his 

basic strategies of cotmterattack is to prompt the marginalised other of (neo)colonial discourse to 

steal the limelight from the dominant, hegemonic authority; vmereas references to hegemonic 

poV\er, domination and exploitation are turned into a focus on poetic subversion and parody. 

This strategy represents an effort on the lyricist's side to distort dominant speeches by means of 

mimicking and reversing the hegemonic discourse, rewriting, ptmning and crealising the English 

language, as V\ell as depicting social debasement through obscene, violent and iconoclastic 

imagery. 

The selected poems heretofore looked at can be inserted into a category of contemporary 

postcolonial production that does not disguise its contempt towards hegemonic POV\er's 

injustices, violence and tyranny inflicted on oppressed commtmities. Both political commitment 

and social engagement are conspicuously manifest in the W)rks of Linton K V\eSi Johnson and 

Lesego Rampolokeng. In particular, the arts of resistance, the focus of this analysis, are present in 

the writings of these poets, and they usually employ tactics of hybridism, crealisation, subversive 

imagery and the disruptive V\eapon of insubordination as leitmotivs. Further heed was given to 

some specific polarised groupings that both poets utilise to grotmd most of their poetic 

discourse: state violence/public demonstration, police/JUuths, rulers/poV\erless, political 

oppression/social movements and so forth. I introdu::ed these contrastive, antagonistic elements 

as abstractly as possible because the way the poets design the moverrent of such components 

(and V\e can also call them tV\O positions, institutions, corporations, beings, concepts ... ) is not 

fixed at all. Instead. both poets present a full dynamic and plural perspective of such images in 

the sense of ",hat one and another may represent in each poem There is not necessarily an 

equivalent analogy betv\een these strategic opposite components and the previous dichotomist 

binaries V\e ha\'e seen, such as good/bad. developed/primitive, civilised/tmcivi1isecL et cetera 

The things that are presented through su::h contrastive images are the tmremitting association 

betV\een the cultural life of the oppressed people and the forms of socia-historic injustices they 

struggle with. What remains is eventually a division betv\een oppressors/oppressed. a division 

based on individual and collective imbalances, a classic division of a poV\er struggle. This is, after 
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all, a ITere strategy of poetic anal)Sis by ITeans of Wlich it is possible to draw a convergent line 

betv\een the ideological commitIrent and literary militancy particular to both poets, and the 

diverse developtrents and images produ:ed by su:h a trechanism of antagonism 

Theirs is merely a common poetic art but of course supported by a strong consciousness of 

fighting for jU5tice, and searching an insertion for the sidelined cultures of those W10 are 

voiceless. For both poets the art of writing poetry is a fonn of upsetting the socia-economic and 

cultural balances; it is also a way of publicly keeping a distance from classist visions of poetic 

writing and literatt.rre. By studying the topics that are developed in LKJ's and Rampolokeng's 

poetry V\e can reflect on the interstitial relation betv\een aesthetics and politics, as \'\ell as on the 

role of literatt.rre in the constru:tion of a national imagery. The poetic fonnulas fotmd in the 

representation of both poets as a way of aligning extrerres----the dominator and the dominated. 

the oppressors and the \'\eak-are, to a certain extent, a direct, simple and clear sign of a 

struggling writing mood The motivation is the fuel for tmveiling inconsistencies and reversing 

perpetrated injU5tices. And the act of describing them through poetry by a tactic of subversion is 

already a fonn of confrontation, a way to recover pride and dignity for those mo are regarded as 

socia-economically defeated or subjugated 

The ordinary meaning of silence bears no more than an impossibility of concrete 

expression, an omission; it has to do with sensations. But the silence of the \'\eak reflects the 

inferno of centuries of concealtrent, oblivion and humiliation tmder tyrannical oppression Pain, 

suffering and misery turn silence into an endless scream, capable of being heard only by those 

W10 want to listen to it. By perceiving, rewriting and revaluating those existences SCftmched up in 

agony, LKJ and Rampolokeng confinn their poetic craving for redressing inequalities. They want 

to listen to them They want to join them They want to bring back the irnrrediate, culturally vital 

memories of those pariahs mo are trapped tmder the dominant foot of neglect and contempt. 

This partially explains my their poetic personae U5uallyappear as first-person narrators or as 

observers in individual contemplations or jU5t describing scenarios of the mtmdane aberrations 

they stare at. What the readers are confronted with are characters in continmU5 developIrent, 

searching for human dignity becaU5e they have not had the opporttmity of self-expression, of 

self-affirmation, of being. The image is SOITetiIres confU5ed for it is somemat internal; other 

times it is not, it is straightforward, there is l11ld1 anger against the \\Orld for the constant 

rejection and injU5tice in it. But at last all those voices SUITOtmded by coils of ramr wire, all those 

silenced, imprisoned feeling;> are alloV\eCl liberty through the rebellioU5 and sheer outrageoU5 
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writings of Linton K ~i Johnson and Lesego Rampolokeng. They are not only writers, they are 

writhers. 

5.1 Similarities in the Textual Resistance of Linton Kwesi Johnson and Lesego 
Rampolokeng 

Despite the conceptual heterogeneity, aesthetic flexibility and postcolonial political-cultural loci 

of each poet, the Y\Orks of LKJ and Rampolokeng present a couple of similarities that are Y\Orth 

being summarised in a few coherent points. Their oeuvres commonly intertvWte aesthetics and 

politics, and they represent tY\O postcolonial voices of possible responses to the current historical 

mOlrent in MUch issues such as global imperialism financial capitalism huge economic gaps and 

poverty, terrorism social liberty, among others, are pulling nations apart. There are some 

synthetic notes regarding the literary intentions that both poets share in their literary political 

outlook shifting marginality and periphery to the centre, strong political commitment, 

experimentation with spoken rhythm, exploration of the musicality of a hybrid language, et 

cetera I suggest some generic ideas that could be useful as criteria with MUch to couple these 

poets in a comparative study. Nonetheless, such ideas should be regarded as 'inclinations' or 

'tendencies' in both Rampolokeng's and LKJ's poetry, and do not represent a deeper and more 

comprehensive assessment of all the qualities present in their oeuvre, in particular, and in 

postcolonial literatures, in general; even though \\e Y\Ould not be so wrong if \\e regard such 

tendencies as a 'neonaturalism' promoting a differing socio-politicalliterary outlook But \\ell 

be)Und the 'neonaturalist' label or any other classification, perhaps LKJ and Rampolokeng are 

permanent, timeless poets merely because of how tmremitting is the tmeasiness to find out a 

principle of justice \\hen all other principles seem to be absent or lost. Or even because the 

thematics of the literary text intermingled with the fiction-reality of life itself are full of lengthy 

detours and leisurely trips down blind alleys. VVhether the poets' innovation marks a watershed in 

the emergence of a new aestheticism or not, still an attempt to systematise the findings is 

necessary, as follow. 
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1. In their poetry the witnessing aspect is reconstructed through a new aesthetic aspect 

that is mingled with political commit:Irent, and sOIretimes can be considered filthy, 

colloquial and downright ru:ie; but always engaged and not necessarily losing its 

literary and aesthetic valres. 

2. Both LKJ and Rampolokeng are trying to open up the semantic and aesthetic 

possibilities of their 'oralitures' by embracing a multituJe of literary experimentations 

and a gamut of socio-political interests, and reftsing any traditional, canonical 

conceptualisation of arts and text-based literature. 

3. The authors are more concerned with 'presenting' a reality rather than 'representing' 

it. The poetic narrative is centred on political and moral convictions that serve to 

poetically criticise the mailed fist that agents of po\\er use to promote socio-political

economic degradation at the expense of individuals, conununities and nations, as 

V\ell as to summon the dovvntrodden masses to rally and fight back at them. As a 

result, the poets 'present' a reality as a historical and cultural aftenmth of hierarchical 

and backward-looking (neo )colonial exploitation Their rrental standpoint relies on 

modem principles of equity and freedom And their tmderlying subject not only the 

material concerns of capitalist, political and military domination, but also the 

hegemonic rhetoric that implies epistemic and symbolic violence. 

4. The verses seem to question to \\hat extent Western culture and knoviedge have 

been organically part of colonialist practices and their aftenmths. In a sense, the 

poems lay bare the complicity of a great deal of cultural, aesthetic, literary and 

intellectual productions to legitimate colonialism, slavery and exploitation exerted by 

Western cotmtries upon other nations and cultures. 

5. The authors, therefore, reftse to keep their distance from Wlat they are talking about 

or (re)presenting. They prompt their queries, reflections and insights to defy the 

dominant Western ht.rrnanist position that regards culture as an autonomous sphere 

that transcends issues of political and institutional affiliations. The poets reveal that 
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certain cultural forms mediate POV\el" relations as effectively and violently as the 

declared forms of oppression and domination 

6. They oscillate regularly betv\een a 'critical' and an 'identical' attitude. They are likely 

to show, for instance, the wrongdoingp and disadvantages of internecine riots among 

the oppressed group, and at the satre tiIre both poets strongly disagree with the 

prejudice and violence perpetrated by the controlling apparatus of the hegemonic 

poV\el". The oppressed group is praised and condenmed at the satre tiIre. 

7. The authors appear to the non-familiar audience as a sort of informer or people's 

spokesperson, ~t they are saluted as artists. At tiIres the artists look at themselves as 

informers voicing the clamour of the people; other times the people have their own 

voice through the speaking voice of the poet-informer; and there are even times 

\\hen the opinions of the oppressors are mimicked as a way of reproach. This 

situation is responsible for the variations in tone and speech V\e find in poems such 

as LKJ's Want fi Goh Rave' and Rampolokeng's 1etter'. 

8. Inasmu::h as the critique concerns the '(re)presented reality' and not the treans by 

\\hich this has been done, each poem becomes expressive and complex 

independently of the intentions, self-conscioU5l1ess and degree of control possessed 

by the authors. 

9. Even though the authors' source material is to a large extent a detennined literary 

culture, their writingp and aesthetic references also include cinema, television, music, 

internet, and the like. Despite SOtre 'inadequacies' of vocabulary and construction,. 

sotre poems, as for instance 'Five Nights of Bleeding', could be read as a little 

cinema screenplay. 

10. It is a literature especially aimed to cause emotional impact on the reader. Rather 

than bourgeois, sentitrentalist novels that usually pour out tears and compassion, 

\\hat is important now is the use of similar artistic language to reinforce ideas of 

blatre, fear, repulsion and laughter. A provocative invitation to knowingness, 

rebellion and criticism is made by way of a crude, violent, scatological and oral 

aesthetic. 
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11. Also addressing an audience supposedly aloof from the depicted reality, the artist

infoIm2r-dentmciators need to show off their position of 'wisdom' in the field. 

Hence, the search for and employment of a doctrinal 'subjective language' wuch, 

intended to challenge the readers' comprehension, at tiIres seems almost CallOU5, 

even hostile, in its experimentation. Su::h characteristics, hO\\ever, may carry a built

in risk of being critically misjudged by those critics \\hose highbrow discourse always 

expects the 'petit literature' to project a victimised voice in its 'style'. 

12. Both poets assllIl'e an antimonolithic stance as personae \\hen they depict poetically 

a society composed of different strata and cultural traditions, or \\hen they give voice 

to grassroots political movements in \\hich ethnic or cultural differences are reflected 

as anti-imperialist subjects trying to uplift their own \\Odd view.:>. Consequently, the 

colonial discourse strategy of othering is hnned upside down and those \\ho U5ed to 

be colonial subjects are now brought to po\\er positions \\here their differences are 

represented positively-namely for the reason of being part of the \\Orking class, or 

ethnic minorities, or (illegal) immigrants, or \\Omen, or savages, or tmedu::ated, for 

not possessing Western characteristics'. The binarist ideology of colonial rhetoric is 

thU5 subverted, carnivalised and displaced by being inserted into hybrid social 

contexts of po\\er struggle, \\here the othering manipulations become tmtenable. 

13. It is also \\OrthWUle noting that their verses depict the figures and processes of the 

nsistan:e fi:Jzter or the nsistan:e rrrJl£I11!I1f as simultaneoU5ly violent and non-violent. At 

once the po\\er state U5uallyacts by employing repression and violence, imposing its 

values and obliging the \\eak to accept a homogenised norm and culture. Later, the 

dominated groups try to modify this situation by means of non-violent protest su::h 

as organised manifestos and demonstrations. And even, at tiIres, they battle their 

way through mimicry, parody and sly civility. That is to say, they feign accepting the 

imposed values by aping them, but in fact subvert these valle> and mingle them with 

their own methods and conceptions. That is the reason \\hy, for instance, the poets 

end up adopting the colonialist language but changing it by inserting into it the 

\\Ords, phrases, accents and style of their own language. At the same time this hybrid 

new language is employed to describe and denotmce the problems inflicted by 

imperialist, dominant interventions. The struggle ~ po\\er holders and the 

po\\edess comes to a diametrical head inasmu::h as the fOIm2r seeks violence and the 
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latter seeks subversion Yet the effect of each means is liable to qlBtionmg. While 

the fonner slaughters and frightens, the latter ql£ries and looks forward to 

transfonning. Who is, betv\.een the tv\G subjects in the contest, the civilised? The 

POV\er holder 000 kills or the people's poet 000 transfonns? 

14. The so-called civility among Western dominant groups is, all in all, a fa<;ade. Both 

poets tmveil the mask that hides the brutal violence \\hich has permeated the 

imperialist process and \\hich rather than civilising the colonial subjects, has 

massacred them in order to obtain profits and land In Things fall aJXlrt (1986), Chinua 

Achebe vvrites the story of supposedly superior colonisers 000 seek to gain 

commercial benefits in the native land of the lbo. Those 'civilised' colonialists bring 

disaster, of course, in the shape of evangelising christians 000 utterly disrupt Ibo 

culture. The chasm betv\.een colonialists and natives engenders an escalating series of 

quarrels and conflicts that lead to the inevitable dramatic finale. 

15. The verification is none other than the Western hegemonic poV\er representing as yet 

a symbol of imposition and violence. The dominant image of the civilised and 

developed Western \-\Urks within a process that contradicts such an image-i.e. a 

destructive and interventionist process that has been put into practice from the 

former colonial time to the present-day South-North, East-West relations. The 

Western imperialists destroy and exploit \\hat they come across in the 

colonies/third-\-\Urld COtmtries, from the flora to the fatma, from the minerals to the 

people. In South America. forests and wild life are still being devastated in the name 

of commercial profits. In the Caribbean, the local population has been almost 

entirely exterminated In great parts of the formerly-colonised \-\Urlcl thus, besides 

the devastation of forests and animals, several ethnic groups, cultures and languages 

have been forever lost in conseql£nce of massacre and slavery. Some local languages 

and dialects are endangered and expected to disappear soon in conseql£nce of the 

imposition of dominant languages and technologies. The Western imperialists, 000, 

in theory, are supposed to bring civility, contradict their own (colonial) discourse 

with violent actions and the imposition of culture, belief, language, ideology and so 

forth, on the former colonial subjects. 
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S.2 Perspectives 

Before the large scope of postcolonial theory and the diverse aspects of postcolonial literature, 

this research has made an effort to show that the postcolonial can be not only a token of a 

chronological moment but also a critical querying of history and the aftermaths of colonialism 

and tmequal po\\er relations. In this productive tension of critical and chronological dimensions, 

postcolonial literature and criticism have lent their sagacity and acmnen to the debate on a corpus 

of postcolonial/postapartheid poems. By situating the genesis and route of the postcolonial 

project in the past and present practices of anticolonial resistance, the genealogical approach 

proposed here offers an alternative historical narrative for the diverse political and intellectual 

expressions of previously marginalised voices. Thus, such an effort is in line with a historical 

landmark in Wrich postcolonial critiques have been developing and acquiring importance as a 

new field of research and creation Likewise, as Laura Chrisman has commented. black 

diasporans are gaining position as a global vanguard, and thus moving from the cotmtercultural 

margins into the centre of modernity. 

It is pertinent to stress, hO\\ever, that the postcolonial project as a niche of resistance and 

reconstruction is not, by any means, a 'new' academic practice that has merely arisen to approach 

metropolitan concerns and to accept without opposition or qU2Stion the \\Orldly interests of 

Western hegemonic cultural institutions. The analysis of both poets has demonstrated that 

postcolonial literature and poetry is not a rrere 'textual' practice that is isolated from material 

reality and everyday concerns of tmequal po\\er relations. Neither does it lack political 

commitment with issU2S of present-time imperialist and autocratic exploitation. Hence, it is 

patent that the postcolonial project is in essence a critical practice aimed at addressing new critical 

and practical perspectives that deal with the current social, political and economic tmequal 

relations bet\\een rich and poor nations, V\hich to a great extent go back to the colonial era 

In other different fictional and poetic \\Orks that focus on colonial and postcolonial 

themes, the form in V\hich su:h \\Orks relate to the historical events can also be analy.;;ed, as \\ell 

as the way they transform reality into fiction and the sort of conflicts su:h relations bet\\een 

history and fiction may generate. This happens inasmu:h as coincidences appear or not bet\\een 

reality and fictional \\Ork, or a transposition of historical facts into the literary \\Ork intended to 
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analy.:;e the influence of ideology on history. In this context, there is still a lot to be investigated in 

relation to the topic of domination and resistance, as \\ell as other constituent aspects of 

postcolonial theory. This is part of the reason ooy this field of investigation is being increasingly 

studied and oriented to analy.:;e literary W)rks composed in and from the fonrer colonised 

countries. This dissertation has allred then to rrnke a contribution for those scholars ooose 

topics of discrnsion are concerned with these literatures. 

I t is also important to recognise that the merit of the poetic W)rks presented here is their 

political commitment to socio-political problems, without losing their link to the special aesthetic 

value that poetry will alvvays hold its journey into the musicality of a language spoken in the 

realm of dreams, remembrance and magic (self-)consciou<meSS. And the poet, as Foucault 

proclaims, is the one 000 rediscovers the booed kinships bet\.\een things, and beneath the 

established signs, and in spite of them, the poet hears another, deeper, discourse, Wlich recalls 

the titre Wlen W)rds glittered in the universal resemblance of things. This idea bears deep 

implications for postcolonial literatures considered as an object of intervention situated within 

politics. Postcolonial theory and the poetics of resistance, subversion and transfonnation should 

alvvays rediscover the mutual imbrications of po\\er and knowedge, state and society, law and 

politics, local and global, and the deeper discourse that interconnect all these elements. As long as 

postcolonialism, as argues David Spurr, is both an intellectual project and a transcultural 

condition in search for alternatives to the discourses of the colonial era. postcolonial poetry 

comprises a boost to the capacity for resistance, revaluation and redress. 

Indeed, third-W)rld postcolonial practices and social moverrents show that this 

phenorrenon is already taking place. For instance, some leaders of social movements and state 

entities in Latin AIrerica and Africa are stepping into po\\er positions and showing their 

concerns with the environment, W)men's rights, and are constantly W)rking to dispel the strict 

lines bet\.\een the hegemonic po\\er and the objects of its interventions . .Most frequently, indeecl 

social movements and states maintain complex and overlapping relations. Su::h complexity show; 

that a theory of resistance as a strategy of subversion and transfonnation should deal with the 

state as a plural terrain, fragmented with controversies, rather than a monolith. 

The call for a theory of resistance that approaches a necessity for understanding tl1e action 

of postcolonial literature and social moverrents should not be misconstmed as a call to destroy 

international social order. On the contrary, the instihrtions of hegemonic po\\er provide an 

important space for the action of social moverrents, Wlich thus expand the political space 

available to their transfofffi:ttive policies. As for intellectual activism, the more it brings forward a 
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capacity for committing its academic prodoction to social moverrents and the developrrent of a 

sensibility of concerned activism, motivated by the highest cosmopolitan ideals, the more chance 

of achieving a fairer society. The masses in action stand as a social reality in contemporary 

society, and postcolonial intellectuals cannot help taking part in it. 

A new approach to strategies of resistance for and in the Third World has to be 

committed. literarily and literally, to social moverrents as "V\ell as attentive to the lapses of 

hegemonic po"V\er. Bearing this purpose in mind it is possible to potentially contribute to a new 

tmderstanding of not only dochines and ideas, but also the very ethical goal of the postcolonial 

discipline. Thus I tried to demonstrate here some of the theoretical tools that can be useful as 

strategies of resistance in postcolonial literahrre and criticism I have also outlined some 

considerations that may be helpful in advancing an articulation of resistance theory and 

postcolonial poetics. 

For a long time, almost during all of its existence, text-based poetry and literature 

prodoction "V\ere excessively elitist, Euro~an-Westem oriented. masculine centred. leis1.Ifed. 

patrician and imbedded in imperialist rhetoric. Also for a long time, protest and resistance against 

tyranny in the colonial and postcolonial V\Orld "V\ere bloodily silenced. a reflection of many 

historical facts of domination that have hindered a social equilibrium built on the principle of 

equity. The reciprocal aid bet"V\een postcolonialism and social moverrents can now offer an 

opporttmity for a funciarrental change in the Wciy postcolonial nations are seen and treated. as 

"V\ell as a sotrrCe of inspiration for those WlO restlessly fight for justice and fair-minded 

judgement. It is a project that accompanies the creation of a new and more equitable V\Orld order. 

The poetics of both Linton K"V\eSi Johnson and Lesego Rampolokeng certainly help illuminate 

the future for a free and open battle of wits as a strategy to simply keep the flame of resistance to 

po"V\er abuse burning, with the ultimate goal of redressing past injustices and laying 

(neo )colonialist myths to rest. 
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